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vote NO OH Feb. 10 
To defeat the refeal of the Amendment to the MaineHuman RiJhts Act 
Try drinking a shake through a cocktail straw and 
you'll appreciate the idea behind Road Runner. 
The internet is huge. The phone line running into 
your computer is small. It's understandable why 
downloads take so long. But there's a solution. 
Road Runner, Time Warner Cable's high speed 
cable modem offers total internet access at 
blazing speeds - often 100 times faster than 
your typical modem. Imagine planning a vacation, 
checking your stocks or just surfing around -
from home or office - in a fraction of the time. 
Better yet, if you Through Road Runner's high speed, digital 
connection, the internet's wealth of know 1-
call and make an edge and information are readily available 
appointment to _ without the wait. 
have Road Runner 
installed before 
January 31, 
we'll waive the 
installation charge 
For more information on Road Runner, call 
Time Warner Cable at 775-3431 any day of 
the week up until 11:00 p.m. 
- a $79.95 value. Jload .. 
Jlunne,.c::? 
HighSpeedOnline 
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A CONVERSATION WITH 
PATRICIA ROYALL 
AND SUSAN REED 
It seems like 
selling a Saturn 
is as rewarding 
as buying one. 
--They have their little favorite things. 
And you're sitting there going, 'Oh my 
God.' But you can use psychology on 
them without them knowing it. And 
then they',11 say, 'Oh, that really. isn't 
working.'~ 
Patricia Royall and Susan Reed 
have been helping people redeco-
rate their homes since early 
November. They call themselves 
Two Designing Women, but 
they're not interior decorators. 
Instead, they give makeovers to 
homes, apartments, offices and 
even boats, using what's already 
there. They're in the process of 
writing a guide on decorating on a 
budget in Maine. 
Explain your approach. 
Patricia: We work with peo-
pie's existing furnishings . We 
don't go in there and actually do 
window treatments for people. 
We'll buy them things if they 
want us to. And we're bargain-
hunting all the time. We know 
where to go to get inexpensive 
things, so we can either go shop-
ping for people or tell them where 
to go. We really, really want to 
make it affordable for people. 
Susan: You become friends. At 
the end of it you're like their sis-
ters. Or their mothers. 
Patricia: We had a client right 
before ChristmaS who had a bam. 
We went in there and within a 
half an hour we were moving fur-
niture around and she was helping 
Saturns com~ with a bunch of neat things that 
help them maintain their value. For one. the 
polymer bodyside panels resist dents. dings and 
corrosion. It probably explains why so many 
Saturns stay looking new five or maybe even 
ten years down the road and have some of the . 
highest resale values in their classes? 
Of course, keeping the inside 
looking as go~ is up to you. 
us. And then she called us back 
and wanted us to do more. And 
we had a ball, and they invited us 
over for wine and cheese after-
wards. 
Who comes to you? 
Susan: All of our people are 
working people. Their time is real-
ly short and they need instant 
gratification. If we tried this busi-
ness maybe 10 years ago, it never 
would have taken off. But now 
everybody is so busy and so dri-
ven and they don't have time to 
go hunting around for all these 
bargains. 
Is there a formula to what you 
do? 
Susan: We try to be creative. 
Every single one is different. We 
find most of the people have a real 
hard problem with wall treat-
ments. They're so scared of color 
that they stay with white, but 
they're so bored of white they feel 
like they're in a museum. We help 
them with that. It's a scary thing. 
It really is. 
Interview by Zoe S. Miller; Photo by 
Colin Malakie 
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SURFING IS OUR LIFE. 
We caught the wave at javaNet. Thi~ nice young man at the cafe showed us how. Then we signed up for Internet access 
over a couple of skinny lattes. Now we' re online at home practically every day. With javaNet, we never worry about wiping out. 
They answer all of our questions. And they've got that speedy X2 technology. Unlimited Internet access and 
technical support for just $19.95 a month. Thanks to javaNet, even folks like us "hang ten:' 
JavaNet 
IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY. 
www.javanet.com 
You can surf, too. Visit javaNet Cafe at 37 Exchange Street, Portland. Or call 1-800 javaNet for immediate Internet access. 
Red hot and ready 
Nothing gets U.S. Sen. Olympia Snowe ! As you may recall, Hoglund came up 
more steamed up than any hint the federal I with an unusual method of funding her bid 
government might be thinking about cutting : to win back the state House seat she lost in 
funds for the Low Income Home Energy i 1994. She ran bingo games at a hall owned 
Assistance Program (LlliEAP). That's the : in part by herself and her family. Although 
system that provides millions of dollars to ; the games grossed nearly as much as 
Maine each winter to buy heating fuel for poor i George Mitchell raised in his 1982 U.S. 
people. As the weather gets colder, Snowe ' Senate race, Hoglund insisted she didn't 
pumps out her annual press release claiming ! have to report anything but the profits -
the Democratic Clinton administration is : about $67,000. She also skipped the 
planning to slash "one of the most effective ! requirement that candidates list contribu-
federal assistance programs available." , tors who donate $50 or more, arguing that 
Snowe is a Republican she couldn't keep track of all 
who spends a lot of time . those bingo players. 
decrying the inefficiency and In December, the ethics 
waste associated with the fed- comrrusslOn ordered Hog-
eral bureaucracy and glorify- and other mistakes lund to fill in the missing 
ing the Maine tradition of information, prompting her 
self-reliance, so one might as- to drop off the thick package 
sume she'd be in favor of any- of forms one day before the 
thing that reduced assistance commission's January meet-
programs administered by ing. That didn't give staff 
Washington. But all that con- time to figure out whether 
servative hot air dissipates , she'd fmally complied with 
quickly when the discussion ~. the law, although a quick 
over who's going to get the ,e. '. . check of the material turns 
funds turns frosty Snowe 1- up no extensive list of 
knows that cold ~rinciples , ,, ' donors. A final decision on 
don't win as many votes as • A L D I A M 0 N what penalties Hoglund 
hot pork. _ .. .... _. _. might face (a fine of up to 
In a carefully worded column sent to $5,000 is possible) was delayed until the 
Maine newspapers in early January, commission's February meeting. 
Snowe stoked up the rhetoric to make it One more problem: Hoglund's lawyer 
sound as if Clinton were the major threat sent the commission a letter saying she'd 
facing the heating assistance program. spent so much time preparing the "exten-
"Due to repeated cuts," she wrote, "fund- . sive and voluminous" documents that 
ing for LIHEAP steadily declined from an . she'd be unable to meet the Jan. IS dead-
appropriation of $2.1 billion in fiscal year ' line for filing her latest campaign finance 
1985 to $900 million in fiscal year 1996." : report covering the last half of 1997. 
What she neglects to mention is that 
most ofthe reductions in funding occurred : Thinking in circles 
under GOP Presidents Reagan and Bush, "The Christian Civic League of Maine 
both of whom tried unsuccessfully to kill is claiming to be a civil organization pro-
the program. By the time Bill Clinton took tecting their civil rights from the civic lead-
charge of the thermostat, more than $600 ers trying to protect the freedoms of other 
million of its budget had already gone up in . citizens in a more civil way." 
smoke. In 1995, the Republican-controlled ! - headline on a Dec. 29 news release 
House of Representatives voted to shut it : from Maine Won't Discriminate, com-
down completely, but the Senate kept an ; plaining about attempts by anti-gay rights 
ember burning. , groups to confuse voters. 
Snowe said LIHEAP is "a true safety : 
net ... targeting the most needy and'vulner- l CaUle call 
able of our nation's citizens .... " If so, the ; According to the Boston Globe, Gov. 
senator should do some targeting of her i Angus S.King ran into a language problem 
own. Instead offocusing her scorn on Clin- : during his 1995 trip to Japan. At one stop, 
ton, who appears to be lukewarm on the he was greeted with a banner written in 
program, she should light a fire under Japanese that translated into a welcome for 
LIHEAP's real enemies in the House GOP "Large Black Cow S. King. " 
leadership. Taking them on would be hot i 
stuff. Anything less would be cold, calcu- Wall Street shuffle 
lating politics. 
Empty box 
On Jan. 13, former Democratic state 
Rep. Annette Hoglund of Portland deliv-
ered 637 pages of documents relating to her 
1996 and 1997 campaign fundraising to the 
state ethics commission. In spite of all that 
paperwork, it appears Hoglund still hasn't 
answered the most troubling question: 
Who were the contributors who funneled 
more than a million dollars through her 
campaign committee? 
The Wall Street Journal reported on Jan. 
6 that Maine's governor is Republican Paul 
Cellucci. The Mass-holes have gone too far 
this time. 
Scientists calculate the average politician gener-
ates a bad idea every 2.8 seconds. By the time a 
letter about one such brainstonn reaches CBW 
at 561 Congress St., Portland, ME 04101, an 
elected official will have come up with 30,857 
more. Better e-mail ishmaelia@gwi.net to alert 
us Jaster than the speed oj stupidity. 
JANUARY 22, 199B 
Interested in one of these little numbers? 
CALLI-8oo-JAVANET 
Or visit the cafe at 37 Exchange Street, Portland. 
JavaNet 
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FEBRUARY 2, I 998 7PM 
SIX COURSES, FIVE WINES 
VEGETARIAN MENU AVAILABLE
 














Silver is the fashion, and we 
personally select the finest Mexican 
designer silver in all price ranges. 
Visit our shows and see how 
extraordinary men's and women's 
silver jewelry can be. 
We're off to Mexico again. Watch 
for showdates when we return or 
phone 781-3685 FMI. 




TRY OUR LUNCH MENU 
OR AFTERNOON TEA 
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Tues·Fri J J :30·6 Sal J 2·5:30 Sun 12·4 
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Who we are and wllere to lind us 
Every Thursday 30,000 copies of CBW
 are 
distributed free throughout Greater
 
Portland. Look for CBW at outlets f
rom 
Brunswick to Windham to Biddeford
 and at 
selected York County locations. Fo
r 
information about display advertisin
g, call 
775-6601. For information about class
ified 
advertising, call 775-1234. 
Where .... to lind us 
Casco Bay Weekly is also on the W
orld 
Wide Web. Feature articles, column
s, 
CBW's calendar of events and an a
rchive of 
past CBW stories (with full-text sea
rch) are 
available free to anyone wqrldwide 
with a 
Web browser. For information on 
advertising on ·CBW·s website, call 
775-6601.htIp:/I_.caecoIIIIy" .. hly
.com 
Some of what the Production Departm
ent 
listened to willie pttlna: th18 WMk
'. 
paper out: 
Stan Getz/Charlle Byrd . • Jazz Samb
a" • 
Louis Armstrong, "Let's Do It: The B
est of 
the Verve Years" • Beastie Boys, "
Check 
You~ Head" • Laurnea, "Betta Liste
n" 
Casco Bay Weekly is published eve
ry 
Thursday by Maine Publishing Corp
., 561 
Congress St. , Portland, ME 04101. 
Subscriptions available for $49 per yea
r. 
$29 for half-year subscriptions. 
PeriOdicals postage pending at Por
tland, 
ME and additional entry offices. Se
nd 
address change to 561 Congress St. ,
 
Portland. ME 04101. 
Casco Bay Weekly 
561 Congress St, 
Portland, ME 04101 
Phone • 775-6601 
Fax • 77~1615 
E-mail: 
edltor@cbw.malne.com 
Entire contents © Maine Publishing Corp. 
Another collection of twisted digits and kn
otty 
knumbers, assembled by CB Ws staff. 


























• Number of nail technicians per shif
t 




Number of aestheticians: 
1996: I 
1997:2 
Number of electrologists: 
1996: 0 
1997: I 
• Number of prosthetic devices fitted
 
at Atlantic Prosthetic and Orthotic in
 
Portland: 
Upper extremities, 1996: 4 
1997: 8 
Lower extremities, 1996: 29 
1997:42 
• Number of visitors to the Portland
 
Museum of Art: 
1996: 132,1 68 
1997: 150,354 
• Miles of Bell Atlantic fiber-optic
 






• Number of people staying In
 
homeless shelters in Maine: 
1995: 13,442 
1996: 14,219 
• Percentage of people staying in
 
homeless shelters in Maine who have
 
a mental illness, a substance abuse
 
problem or both: 
1996:45 
1997:55 
"He that gm money before he gm wit I Wi
ll be but 
a shott while master of it. " - Thomas Fu
ller. He 
(or she) that gets us some witty items
 for this 
column will gel personal satisfadion. Write
 us, care 
of CBW, 561 Congress St., POTtland, ME
 04101, 
or e-mail editor@cbw.maine.com. 
JANUARY 22, 1998 
Dining In Makes Sense
 ~ 
GET IT TO GO 773-TOGO (773
-8646) WI 
Available Free Delivery on all 
.N~. 
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with grlUocl _p 
VERDlIlIST A 
POIIODORO 
Classic JIJnbo prawns willi special olives 
10.95 
Goose liver pale. Serwd wIIh c:rosli1i IDlIruIl 
8.95 
INSALATA 








__ wilh __ 8.95 
VfGETARIAN 
Qncludes pasll and aaIIcI) 
EGGPLANT ROLLATINI willi _ -,1I
omroIIa, _ ._ sauce 1 t.95 
EGGPLANT PARMESAN lopped willi Iigh
lIOmatO sauce and MozzareIa 12.95 
RIGATONI ALLA RASE wIIh ~ IIId rod p
8!IIIa" _ iI ... a DID....,. 13.95 
QncI~~F.J~ 
SALMON PICCATA Salmon rnad-
.s ilalemon blair CII*..... 13.95 
BLACK PEARL SALMON Pw1~ salm
on enausted willi pciIaIIloo 14.95 
SCAMPI SauI8ed shriIIp w
illi ~ C_ sauce 14.95 
HADDOCK OREGAHATO oiIlllotiIewile IIId I
InIdi1g 01 gIric. ""*' IIId cngIII) 12.95 
BLUE PLATE SPECIAL - BE1WEE
N 4-6PM DAILY 
any pastil dinner $8.95 
CHICKEN PARMESAN 
37 Wharf Street, Portland, Maine 
POLLO (CHICKEN) 
(IncIudtt paatland aaIIcI) 
CHICKEN MAMMA ROSA willi prosciutto, mo
zznlla, hsh _, basi 
CHICKEN SAl TlIlBOCCA willi oniens, prosci
utto, Iresh sago. spiIach, fon1ina 
CHICKEN MARSALA willi _ mush
room sauce 
PASTA 
Qncludes .. '-I 1occacIa) 
SPAGHETll AND IlEATBALLS SpagheIIi willi ho
rrIer.-_ 







PENNE AND SAUSAGE 
VONGOLE (CLAM SAUCE) 
POllO SAN LORENZO 
RAVIOU DEL GIORNO 
CHICKEN CANNElLONI 
Red, white or Fra DiIwoIo. _ INlJllingui
ne 12.95 
.., -. """"'" _IIId -. .... wine go
ic IIIdIdor ...... 12.95 
CheI's ravioli of tho clay 
12,95 







Veal tenderloin..- willi pomocIoro sauce 
13.95 
Veallenderioin mecIaIIions willi rrultloom _
_ sauce 14.95 
Vaal ScaIopii will proscILO>, oggpn. __ and _ 1
5.95 
S8IA8ed veal medaIons iI a lemon buIIar sauce 
15,95 
DOLCI AliA G'VANNI'S 
DOMENICK'S HOMEMADE CHEESECAK
E 
G'VANNNI'S FAMOUS TIRAIIISU 







Rigtlt now, for a i~ited time 
un~ched acce~ ~peed and 
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: I f you think you had a bad luck week just : 
• because you had no heat and lights, con- • 
• • • sider poor Carol Palesky. Palesky, .. 
• the head of the Maine Taxpayers Action • • • • Network, was informed by the secretary of • 
• state on Jan. 16 that her group had failed to .. • • collect the signatures • 
needed to put its property : 
tax cap referendum on the • 
ballot. In addition, over : 
700 names on petitions • • appeared to have been • 
tampered with, a problem .. • that was referred to the • 
• attorney general for possible prosecution. As • • • 
• if that weren't bad enough, Palesky was • 
• • • arrested on Jan. 17 in Brunswick and charged .. 
• with drunk driving and reckless conduct after • 
• • • she allegedly tried to run over some cops. • 
• The run of rotten luck wasn't over yet. On • • • • Jan. 20, Palesky, who's pr~viously been con- .. 
• victed of embezzling and found not guilty by • • • • reason of insanity of bank robbery, was ., 
• • • scheduled to be sentenced for forging peti- • 
• tions submitted in 1996. But when she sud- ., 
• • • denly slumped over in the courtroom, she ., 
• was rushed to the hospital. Although she • 
• • • blamed all her other problems on "political _ 
• harassment," the delay in her court case was • • • ,. due, no doubt, to black cats and broken mirrors. • 
• • 
: • Fortune smiled on people who bought : 
• homes with defective chimneys from • 
• • • Portland developer Ric Weln- , • 
• schenk. On Jan . 16, Weinschenk • • • • announced he'd replace the 29 chimneys • 





• over the next three months. He had original- • 
• • Fan famine: Empty seats during th
e Jan, 14 Portland Pirates game at the Civic Center, PHOTO/ COLIN MALAKIE 
• Iy threatened to take up to 18 months to do .. 
: the work if he didn't get a $100,000 loan : 
- n 
• from the city. But Weinschenk needed a city • 'A leakl-ng PI-rate ShIP-' 
: permit to do some blasting for another devel- : 
• 
• opment, a permit Portland officials said they'd .. 
: grant just as soon as Weinschenk got coop- : Portland's hockey team has been fighting to stay out of the 
• erative. He did. With any luck, the homeown- • 
: ers should see results soon. : league basement, and battling rumors it might bailout 
• • • Try your luck at runnin
g for the • 
.. . J. BARRY MOTHES 
• Portland City Council. Here's the • It had the makings of an electric 
• * competition you'll face in the May election. .* moment in minor league hockey. Kevin 
• Incumbent Peter Rickett is seeking another- • 
• • "Killer" Kaminski, an origi
nal Portland 
• at-large term. The other at-large seat is open, .. Pirate, a scrappy, scar-faced,
 shag-haired 
: since its occupant, John McDonough is run- : fan favorite, was back in th
e black-and-
• ning for the Legislature. So far, planning .. red lineup Jan . 10, after
'missing 26 
: board member Cyrus Hagge, reaL estate : games with a shoulder injur
y. But when 
• agent Nan Sawyer and newcomer Bruce • No. 32 hit the Cumberland C
ounty Civic 
: Richardson are in the race. The District 3 : Center ice for his first shift 
in two and a 
• Council seat is also up for grabs. Current .. 
• • • Councilor Tom Kane is the only announced .. 
.. candidate. Maybe you;d have more luck run- • 
• • • ning for the school committee. To date, • 
.. nobody's taken out nominating petitions for • • • • any of the three seats currently held by Rick .. 
• Tomazin . Mike Roland .and Dory-Anna • • • 
half months, the Saturday matinee crowd 
of 5,100 produced nothing more than a 
low, snoozy hum. Later in the period, a 
beer-sipping fan ·asked me when 
Kaminski was coming back. He wasn't 
kiddIng. 
This winter marks the fifth anniver-
• Richards. The deadline is March 31. • sary of the American Hoc
key League 
• • (AHL) Pirates in Portland,
 and aU has 
• • • • Lucky you weren't depending on • not been well. The blase reaction to 
• Maine's Emergency Alert System • Kaminski 's ret\lrn - unimaginable 
a few 
• • • to get you through the ice storm. When state • years ago - seemed another example of 
• officials tried to turn it on Jan. 9, it didn't • a marriage showing signs o
f strain and 
• • • work. That's because Maine Public Radio, • indifference. Through October, Nov-
: which is supposed to distribute the signal to : ember and most of Decemb
er, the team 
• other stations., was without power. You'd • slogged along! without Kam
inski or any 
: think somebody would have thought of that : nasty or flashy characters 
for average, 
• possibility before now, but no such luck. caw • 
non-purist fans to latch onto. The Pirates 
were inconsistent , at times competitive 
and exciting, at other times, lethargic and 
uninspiring - often within the same 60-
minute game. Early in December, the 
team lost a stunning 10 straight games -
the worst losing streak in Pirates history 
- causing them to slide into last place in 
the four -team Atlantic Division. The 
crowds, the most telling reflection of a 
franchise's health, have been off. Way 
off. 
As of Jan. 14, the Pirates have been 
averaging only 4 ,686 fans per game, a 
drop of about 1,000 from the same period 
last season and a far cry from the steady 
6,000-plus and even 7,000-person crowds 
that fiUed the Civic Center during the 
team's first two years in the city. In 1994-
95, the Pirates hosted 15 sellouts of7,000 
or more by Jan. 15. This season, they've' 
hosted one. Once one of the top two or 
three teams in AHL attendance, the 
Pirates are now a distant ninth in the 18-
team league. 
What went wrong? 
" It isn't an easy question to answer," 
said Pirates general manager, president 
and co-owner Dave Fisher. Fisher said 
he believes several factors are responsi-
ble, including too many home games in 
October when people weren't ready for 
hockey, conflicts with popular high 
school sports contests, and the weather, 
starting with the record snowfall in 
November and continuing into the new 
year, when a record ice storm reduced a 
,potential sellout for Jan. lO's "Return of 
the Killer" promotion to just over 5,000. 
"Then what took over was lousy per-
formances, " Fisher said. "But what 
ticked me off was some people said we 
were boring when we had the leading 
scorer in th'e AHL, outstanding goaltend-
ing, two top defenseman, and we were 
outshooting everyone by a mile. I don't 
consider that boring. " 
The situation has improved somewhat 
since Christmas. Toward the end of the 
team ' s 10-game skid , several under-
achievers were demoted and replaced by 
hungry new players from lower-level 
feeder teams . The new hard-line ethos 
was instituted: If you don't perform, you 
won't play, and if you don 't play, you 
won ' t be around much longer. Going 
into the weekend of Jan. 17, the Pirates 
had responded , winning seven of eight 
games and creeping back into third place. 
More importantly, they 've earned back 
some respect from their fans. 
" It was getting pretty bad for a while," 
said . Chris Baby, a 27-year-old season-
ticket holder from Old Orchard Beach, 
wearing his Pirates shirt and a team cap 
covered with blurry autographs. " If it 
would have dragged out any longer, I 
might have got fed up and tried to sell my 
tickets, and I think a lot of people were 
thinking that. " 
While hockey at the Civic Center has 
been showing signs of life, the game-
night promotional antics - once notori-
ous around the league for their energy 
and boldness - are wearing thinner and 
thinner. Most of the between-periods 
gimmicks have become numbingly bor-
ing .and embarrassing, even to the most 
devoted Pirates fans. An aU-time low was 
reached earlier this season when an over-
weight Elvis impersonator was driven 
onto the ice between periods to sing, 
badly. Many longtime season ticket hold-
ers said it was the tackiest thing they'd 
seen. Many made a point of telling ush-
ers and Pirates management how they 
felt . Fisher acknowledged the Fat Elvis 
appearance was "a mistake" and said he 
wanted to assure people he wouldn't be 
back "unless he pays for his own ticket." 
"They need to put a little fir~ in this 
joint," said Gene McCool , a Windham 
season ticket-holder who has supported 
minor league hockey in Portland since 
the founding of the Maine Mariners in 
the late 1970s. "They used to have some-
thing .going when [former Pirates presi-
dent] Godfrey Wood would be out there 
with his henchmen running the show," 
McCool said. "They had some excite-
ment, some pizzazz . Now it's boring, 
you got people out running the show 
who don't seem like they care," 
There have been other nagging issues . 
Just as the team put together a few wins 
after Christmas, stories surfaced that the 
Washington Capitals, the Pirates' parent 
team in the National Hockey League 
(NHL.) , may end its relationship with 
Portland when their contract expires in 
1999 . Pirates majority owner Joyce 
Ebright, who has carried on determined-
ly since the death last summer of her hus-
band, Pirates founder Tom Ebright, has 
pledged that pro hockey will stay in 
Portland. There .have even been rumors 
the Pirates will become an affiliate for the 
new Nashville Predators, an NHL team 
coached by Barry Trotz and ·Paul 
Gardner, who' coached in Portland for 
the team's first four years, and gained the 
respect and affection of Pirates fans. A 
link with Trotz and Nashville would 
undoubtedly be popular, but the news 
that Washington may want out only 
added to the haunting feeling that the lus-
ter of pro hockey in Portland may be 
wearing off. 
All of this has not been lost on players 
and coaches. Pirates captain Kena-Hulst, 
a five-year veteran who, along with his 
wife and two young children, h as put 
down roots in Scarborough, is aware of 
the smaller crowds and the drop in ener-
gy. "We notice there aren 't as many fans 
in the crowd," said Hulst after a recent 
practice, " but we can 't worry too much 
about that. The key is winning. But a big 
crowd can really help in certain games. " 
General manager Fisher would like to 
find some parallels between this season 
and the 1995-96 campaign, when the 
Pirates had the worst record in the league 
halfway through the year but rebounded 
in the second half to make it to the 
Calder Cup finals, before losing the sev-
enth and deciding game by a goal. 
Attendance, miserable in the early part of 
the season, picked up significantly once 
the team started winning. 
The good news with that take is the 
1997-98 Pirates are actually ahead of the 
1995-96 team's won-lost pace. "I think 
the guys are playing 100 percent . better 
than they were a month ago," said 
Fisher. "We've been waiting for Killer to 
get back, and he's back and that's excit-
ing. I think some of the younger guys are 
coming out of their sheUs. Don't count us 
out." 
Cumberland County Civic Center 
No renovation 
Upgrading the hall would cost 
too much 
Modernizing and expanding the 
Cumberland County Civic Center would 
cost $23 miUion, according to the con-
sulting firm hired last year to study the 
issue. County officials say that may be 
too much to pay for an additional 2,500 
seats, some luxury boxes and improved 
restrooms . They've iced the project 
indefinitely. 
"Everybody's so intimidated - and I 
think realistically so - because that's a 
significant amount of money, " said 
Cumberland County Commissioner 
Peter Feeney of South Portland. 
Any proposals to upgrade the facility 
would have to be approved by the 
County Commission, which controls the 
hall 's budget. 
Executives of the Portland Pirates, the 
Civic Center's major tenant, have com-
plained the arena is small compared to 
those for other American Hockey League 
teams. But this season the Pirates have so 
far drawn mostly sparse crowds to the 
7,000+ seat haU. Speculation that the 
Pirates may leave town has lead at least 
one county commissioner to shelve any 
thoughts of expanding the facility. 
"Right now, it's all up in the air as to 
whether they're going to stay in Portland 
or not," said Commissioner Esther 
Clenott of Portland. "Without a good 
reason to do something, [the idea of 
expanding the Civic Center] is just sitting 
back there. It isn't dead, but it isn't alive. 
It's just passively sitting there." 
I 
LAURA CONAWAY 
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, The most important development on Portland's 
waterfront may be a project you won't hear about -
until it's nearly too late to reconsider 
A long view of 











some of Maine's 
most powerful 
business leaders 
are working to 
bring a major 
development to a crucial section of 
Portland's waterfront. They're aiming to 
build a hotel and convention center on 
city-owned land now occupied by Bath 
Iron Works (BIW), at the foot of 
Munjoy Hill. These efforts have been 
encouraged by local officials and have 
drawn the attention of high-powered real 
estate moguls. 
However well-intentioned, this silent 
maneuvering suffers from a lack of open 
community dialogue on the issue. In the 
absence of formal, public discussion, 
word of the proposed project has 
circulated among members of Portland's 
business community as an uneven mix 




Meanwhile, the still-nebulous pro-
posal is gaining momentum. By the time 
it comes to official light, forces behind it 
may be unstoppable. 
Particulars of the deal are becoming 
common knowledge, despite the dearth 
of reliable information. Most brokers in 
the local real estate market, for example, 
can recite the players' names - and 
muscular players they are. The list 
includes Ken Curtis, a former governor 
of Maine; John Menario, a former 
,Portland city manager and retired 
second-in-command at Peoples Heritage 
Bank; and Buzz Fitzgerald, who left 
BIW in 1996 after serving several years 
as the company's chief executive officer. 
Fitzgerald agreed to be interviewed, 
then failed to return numerous calls 
seeking to set an appointment. 
Menario acknowledged that he, 
Fitzgerald and Curtis have discussed 
with city officials the development of a 
hotel and convention center on the BIW 
site, but said he'd given no thought to 
;. 
the specifics of such a plan. He pointed 
out that if BIW decides to continue 
operating its Portland dry dock, the issue 
of building a resort complex there is 
moot. "We don't own anything, we 
don't have anything under control, and 
none of us like to go tilting at 
windmills," he said. . 
Curtis, for his part, had little to report. 
To hear him tell it, he and his colleagues 
are merely a few interested citizens 
among many who are concerned that 
Portland make good use of the BIW site, 
which the shipbuilder is expected to , 
vacate when its lease with the city : 
expires ill 200 l. "I think a lot of people I 
are just talking. There's some thinking 
going on, and some planning," he said. 
"Whoever is interested, or isn't 
interested, really are people without a 
portfolio. You can't develop something 
you don't have. I don't know of anyone _ ' 
who can say they have something that 
could be developed." 
• LAURA CONAWAY 
The art of the deal 
Portland City Manager Bob Ganley 
painted a clear picture of the three men's 
involvement. Ganley said Fitzgerald, 
M'enario and Curtis have stepped 
forward as a team to help develop the 
BIW site. According to Ganley, the 
three met with him and other city 
officials in 1997 to discuss ways of 
persuading General Dynamics, which 
owns BIW, to purchase the land rather 
than tum it back over to the city. The 
corporation could then sell the property, 
possibly to a third party, for use as a 
hotel and convention center. 
It's not clear who would actually 
develop the land, or what financial stake 
Fitzgerald, Menario and Curtis would 
have. The city, however, would directly 
benefit from having someone else own 
the land, because the proprietor would 
have to pay property taxes. The actual 
market value of the BIW site isn't 
known, but other hotels in Portland 
annually shell out six-figure tax 
payments. For example, the Holiday. Inn 
By the Bay, on Spring Street, chips in an 
assessment of nearly $244,000 - an 
amount that would probably be much 
larger if the establishment were located 
on the waterfront. 
Ganley said Fitzgerald, Menario and 
Curtis are motivated not by the potential 
for personal profit, but by a desire to 
help the community. "I think it would be 
really too bad for the cynics to disparage 
what these three are trying to do," 
Ganley said. "I know all three of them, 
and I don't question their motives. I 
think it's a tremendous public service." 
According to. Ganley, the three 
businessmen share officials' belief that 
BIW should pay back some of the 
"If the city owns the 
property, it automa-
tically becomes much 
more publicly debated. 
The downside of that 
is that 10 years could 
go by, and nothing 
would happen, and all 
you'd have is a big 
parking lot." 
- Portland City 
Manager Bob 'Ganley 
money local and state taxpayers .have 
spent subsidizing the dry dock. In 1981, 
Portland borrowed $15 million to match 
state assistance for constructing the 
facility. City leaders believed that 
investment would pay for itself in the 
form of jobs and other revenue. But 
many of the expected jobs never 
materialized, and the city has lost an 
estimated $4-$7 million since the dry 
dock opened. 
Last year, General Dynamics received 
another $194 million in combined tax 
breaks from state coffers and the city of 
Bath. That money will help finance 
improvements at the company's ship-
yard in Bath, upgrades that company 
executives have said will probably render 
the Portland dry dock obsolete. 
Under the terms of BIW's lease, the 
defense company could buy the site in 
2001 for $5.4 million, a sum many 
consider to be a fraction of the land's 
actual worth. Ganley said he and the 
three businessmen, along with other city 
officials, want General Dynamics to 
make sure the property is reused, rather 
than simply pulling up stakes and 
leaving town. "Their idea is to appeal to 
General Dynamics' corporate conscious-
ness, if there is one," Ganley said, "and 
to say that since they just got a huge tax 
break, and since Portland has subsidized 
them by four-and-a-half million dollars, 
they ought to go out and develop the 
property in Portland and do the right 
thing." 
The city, of course, could potentially 
find investors to develop the land, for a 
variety of uses, if BIW leaves without 
buying it. Ganley said such a process 
would be considerably slower, not least 
because it would entail more public 
involvement. That would open the door 
for high-profile protest from factions that 
have historically opposed non-marine 
development, including hotels and 
condominiums, around the city's harbor. 
In a 1987 referendum, voters decreed 
that only marine-related uses would be 
permitted there, restrictions that have 
since been relaxed in the Old Port area. 
If Portland taxpayers owned the BIW 
site outright, Ganley said, lengthy public 
wrangling over waterfront issues could 
postpone significant reuse of the land 
indefinitely. "If the city owns the 
property, it automatically becomes much 
more publicly debated," he said. "The 
downside of that is that 10 years could 
go by, and nothing would happen, and 
all you'd have is a big parking lot." 
Subject to debate 
Proposed developments in Portland 
typically receive at least some public 
attention, even in the early stages of 
discussion. Betty Noyce's projects, 
including the Portland Public Market 
and a parking garage on Cumberland 
Avenue, played prominently on the front 
pages of the Portland Press Herald, as have 
the various expansions of Maine 
Medical Center. 
Hotel or money pit? 
By contrast, plans for a hotel and 
convention center on the BIW site have 
sparked almost no community debate, a 
situation that seems unlikely to change 
until the project is much further along. 
City Manager Ganley said the 
public's interest will be protected by I 
various planning officials and zoning 
regulations. But he cautione.d that if 
BIW turned the land back over to 
Portland, the ensuing community 
dialogue would cause the city to have a 
much harder time finding a profitable 
use for the site. "There's no question it'll 
be more difficult to develop if the 
property is in public hands," Ganley ! 
said. "People will want parking. They'll 
want open space. If it's privately 
developed, the city could be the 
regulators, the reviewers, maybe even 
the partners because we own property 
down there." 
That explanation fails to satisfy 
longtime waterfront activists. 
Karen Sanford, a Portland resident 
and one of the leaders of the' 8 7 drive to 
limit waterfront development, spent 
much of the last decade working to 
prevent tourism from taking over the 
city's waterfront. Sanford said she hadn't 
heard anything about plans to replace 
BIW's ship-repair facility with a resort 
complex - the very sort of development 
she has so passionately opposed. What 
According to studies commissioned by Portland officials, a convention center 
in 
the city would lose money -lots of money. One report, published in 1
989, 
predicted that a facility complete with exhibit space, meeting rooms and a ban
quet 
hall would rack up an annual deficit of $75 1,000. 
That hasn't stopped three of Maine's most powerful business leaders from
 
working to bring a combined hotel and convention center to city-owned land 
now 
occupied by Bath Iron Works (BIW), at the foot of Munjoy Hili. 
One of the three businessmen, John Menario, said he would like to see sta
te 
and municipal officials negotiate some kind of subsidy for a resort comp
lex. 
Menario suggested proceeds from a new lodging tax could keep the opera
tion 
afloat. In theory, he said, a waterfront hotel would boost the economy throug
hout 
Greater Portland. "I would assume that state and city government would loo
k at 
any world-class hotel and convention center as part of the underpinning o
f the 
Maine economy," he said. "But if they didn't, it wouldn't kill the deal." 
Private investors have already expressed interest in the project. Bill Finard o
f 
Finard & Company, a development firm in Burlington, Mass., argued that ha
ving 
tourist accommodations on the BIW site would lure more cruise ships to Port
land 
and increase property values along the waterfront. "I think it could be a terrific
 site 
for a hotel and convention center development," Finard said. "It would bri
ng a 
terrific mix of business and entertainment on the waterfront." 
Finard's vision sounds a sour note with waterfront activists, who have resiste
d 
efforts to increase the number of tourist-related businesses along the harbor. "H
ere 
we go again," said Karen Sanford of Portland. "The waterfront is once more b
eing 
expected to meet the fantasies of the marketplace, in complete disregard to the
 fact 
that the waterfront has an economy of its own, that has to do with navigation
 and 
commerce. It's the genesis of the entire city. We're called 'Portland' for a reaso
n." 
In fact, the lodging market in Portland may be too soft to support a new facilit
y. 
Barbara Whitten, president of the Convention and Visitors Bureau of Gre
ater 
Portland. said she believes citywide occupancy rates may be as low as 35 per
cent 
for much of the year. Whitten said Portland might reap more benefit by acti
vely 
promoting its existing accommodations, rather than building competing hotels
. 
And unless the hotel is financed solely by the private sector, taxpayers cou
ld 
end up subsidizing the construction of a waterfroni resort for a profit-ma
king 
entity. The implications of a publicly supported convention center aren't los
t on 
area hoteliers. '''I'm opposed to any subsidy," said Gustave Tillman, directo
r of 
operations for Portland's two Holiday Inns. "It's not a level playing field, and
 it's 
not fair competition. If the demand is there and somebody wants to take the 
risk, 
fine. But once you start talking subsidies, that's a different thing." L.C. 
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galls her almost as much as the idea of a 
hotel on Portland's harbor is the fact that 
city officials have shut the community 
out. 
"If I'm just hearing about it now, I 
would say it's not very public," she said . 
"In a case like this, where the public 
spoke a mere 10 years ago so loudly and 
so clearly that it wanted the working 
waterfront to continue working, I think 
the process should be even more public 
than it ordinarily would be - not only 
because the public spoke so loudly and 
so clearly, but because it is a public 
resource." 
Even observers who aren't cate-
gorically opposed to waterfront hotels 
stressed the need for caution and public 
involvement in planning reuse of the 
BIW site. "The community should 
certainly be incredibly careful with what 
they do down there," said Barbara 
Whitten, president of the Convention 
and Visitors Bureau of Greater Portland. 
"I don't think there's any property that's 
that valuable along the entire Eastern 
seaboard, that's undeveloped. The city 
should be very cautious with that land. It 
would be wise for the city to consult 
with other officials and business leaders 
and taxpayers." 
"If I'm just hearing 
about it now, I would 
say it's not very 
public. In a case like 
this, where the public 
spoke a mere 10 
years ago so loudly 
and so clearly that It 
wanted the working 
waterfront to 
continue working, I 
think the process 
should be even more 
public than it 
ordinarily would be -
not only because the 
public spoke so loudly 
and so clearly, but 




One veteran waterfront activist, 
former Portland City Councilor Orlando 
Delogu, cited the relatively limited 
amount of land along Commercial Street 
as another reason city officials should 
carefully guard that resource. Portland's 
waterfront is about two and a half miles 
long and has 22 piers. "If it's going to be 
used for upscale, yuppie development, 
that's going to drive out the working 
waterfront," Delogu said. "It's the same 
thing that happened in Boston. If you 
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Harborin secrets 
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look down their waterfront from South 
Station to North End, 30 years ago that 
was all working. Today," there's not a 
working piece left. The upscale drives 
out the blue collar." 
Supporters of the hotel concept 
counter that a resort and convention 
center at the eastern end of Portland's 
waterfront would be compatible with 
other uses proposed for that area : For 
years, port officials have wanted to 
relocate cruise ships and the Scotia 
Prince from the International Marine 
Terminal . - where Hapag-Lloyd 
manages its freight operation - to the 
BIW site, near where Casco Bay Lines 
docks its ferries. That makes sense, 
because tourists would be within easy 
walking distance of the Old Port, and · 
Hapag-LIoyd would have more room for 
its cargo boxes at the waterfront's 
western end. A months-long, ongoing 
study of the waterfront, sponsored by the 
Maine Department of Transportation, 
indicates separating the berthing for 
passenger and cargo ships would result 
in better use of the. entire Commercial 
Street corridor. 
Ganley cited the study, and the 
approaching end of BIW's lease, as 
evidence the timing could be right for the 
project proposed by Fitzgerald, Curtis 
and Menario . He also said the current 
strong economy encourages develop· 
ment. "Everything's starting to line up," 
Ganley said. "It's an opportunity to do 
something with a hotel and convention 
center that may. not come along again. 
We could do something very nice for 
Portland's economy and stabilize that 
whole area." 
Ganley's view is shared by key 
members of the Portland City Council, 
including Mayor George Campbell. "We 
already have tourism on the waterfront. 
The question is, how do we maximize 
it?" Campbell said. "Those kinds of 
things benefit the whole state." 
Members of Portland's legislative 
delegation take a different view of what 
the city ought to be doing with the BIW 
site. State Sen. Anne Rand said the city 
should be trying to r.egain control of the 
BIW site, rather than working to keep it 
out of taxpayers' hands. "The least that 
should happen is the land should revert 
back to the city," Rand said. "If we had 
it, we could sell it. What is the sense of 
BIW buying it for $5 million, or 
whatever the pittance is? I don't 
understand that thinking. You'd get a lot 
more for it if the city sold it." 
Rand said it appeared city officials are 
trying to hurry the proposed hotel and 
convention center project, in response to 
efforts in Lewiston to construct a similar 
facility . She opposes hotel development 
on Commercial Street, just as she did 
when she helped lead the 1987 
referendum campaign to preserve the 
working waterfront. 
Rand argued the city should retain 
ownership of the property after BIW 
leaves, and give community members 
their rightful place in whatever decisions 
are made about the land. "If the city 
owns the property, there would be, or 
should be, a lot of public involvement," 
she said. "The people of Portland made 
it very clear [in 1987] that they were 
extremely concerned about the 
waterfront. The bottom line was they 
wanted the waterfront to remain for 
water-related uses." 
Getting the community involved in 
discussions about waterfront develop· 
ment may not be easy. Former Portland 
Mayor Anne Pringle, who broke red a 
1993 compromise that relaxed zoning on 
part of Commercial Street, remembered 
that all but the most ardent activists 
dropped out of the process when it came 
time to negotiate specifics. Pringle 
weicomed the interest of Curtis, 
Fitzgerald and Menario, but called on 
city officials to take the extra step of 
encouraging public debate. 
"We ought to have a good, solid 
discussion in this community about what 
we want to see on the waterfront before 
someone just puts an idea forward," 
Pringle said. "Otherwise we'll just end 
up being reactionary . We ' re a little 
behind where 1'd like to see us in terms 
of that visionary thinking. Somebody's 
got to show some leadership - whether 
it's the mayor or the City Councilor 
whoever - to get these issues focused ." 
Rumor mill 
Mayor Campbell has asked Councilor 
Cheryl Leeman to lead the Council's 
efforts in dealing with BTW. Campbell 
explained he stepped aside because of his 
lengthy history with the shipbuilder. 
As commissioner of the Maille 
Department of Transportation, Camp· 
bell served as the state's chief negotiator 
when the dry dock was financed . Last 
year, he worked as a consultant to BIW 
when the corporation sought tax relief 
from the city of Bath (see "He covers the ' 
waterfronts," 6.5.97). He also has close 
relationships with Fitzgerald, Curtis and 
Menario. In 1987, Campbell bought 
Governmental Services , a consulting 
firm he still runs, from Menario, a man 
he refers to as his mentor. 
Leeman has agreed to lead 
negotiations with BIW. She promised 
that any determinations about the site 
would be made with community 
involvement, but she suggested it may be 
too soon for public debate on the 
proposed hotel and convention center. 
"We can't do anything until BIW makes 
a decision," she said. "But rather than 
react t? what they do, a lot of people are 
saying, 'Let's put something on the 
table.' It really should be what the city 
wants." 
But until someone asks Portland 
citizens what they'd like to see done with 
that land, how can officials know what 
the city wants? 
One way to gauge the public ' s 
opinion on proposed developments is to 
poll area residents. Cynthia Fitzgerald, 
secretary of the Munjoy Hill Neigh· 
borhood Organization, said no one so 
far has asked the group whether its 
members would be in favor of having a 
hotel built nearby. Fitzgerald said she 
didn't know how they would respond to 
such an idea. "That's a hard decision at 
this time," she said. "Some people 
would probably say it's a great job 
opportunity, but those are low·paying 
jobs. Others would say, no, not in our 
neighborhood. It's going to be a mix." 
The lack of public discussion has lead 
to the rise of patently illogical rumors 
about the proposed hotel project. One 
story has it that city officials have rigged 
the ongoing waterfront study to 
recommend relocating cruise-ship 
berthing to the eastern end of the harbor. 
According to the rumor, officials hope 
that if seafaring tourists disembark at the 
BIW site, a hotel there could be 
classified as a marine-related business, 
which would comply with current 
zoning. 
Joe Gray, Portland's planning 
director, dismissed that speCUlation as 
ridiculous. Gray explained that if 
investors wanted to build a resort 
complex on the BIW site, they would 
simply ask the city for a change in 
zoning - a fairly comrnon procedure. 
He added that should anyone propose to 
build a hotel there , the planning 
departrnent would study the potential 
impact on the surrounding area. 
Gray said he had no official 
knowledge about the proposal from 
Fitzgerald, Menario and Curtis, despite 
the fact that the three men have met with 
city officials. "I haven't seen anything, 
other than a rumor," he said . "Until 
sornebody actually comes in here, sits 
down and talks to us about it, it's just a 
ru.mor." 
According to Kathleen Brown, the 
city's director of economic development, 
- several investors have recently expressed 
interest in building a hotel and 
convootion center somewhere in 
"We ought to have a 
good, solid discussion 
in this community 
about what we want 
to see on the 
waterfront before 
someone just puts an 
Idea forward. 
Otherwise we'll just 
end up being 
reactionary. We're a 
little behind where I'd 
like to see us in terms 
of that visionary 
thinking." 
- Former Portland 
Mayor Anne Pringle 
Portland. "My experience in economic 
development is that there are a lot of 
people with a lot of ideas," Brown said. 
Fitzgerald, Menar.io and Curtis 
"certainly have a grand idea, and one 
which is intriguing. As far as the city is 
concerned, it's difficult to do anything 
more than offer an ear." 
BIW officials, for their part, have 
declined to say what they'll do with the 
Portland dry dock. A group that includes 
forrner Councilor Delogu is suing to 
revoke the tax breaks, worth $194 
million, that BIW received last year. 
BIW executives have said that without 
that financing, the company may 
abandon its plan to upgrade its shipyard 
in Bath, a decision that could extend the 
life of the Portland dry dock and end 
speculation about a waterfront hotel. 
"Our intent is to work with the city of 
Portland as it becomes clearer and 
clearer that we're going to do something 
different with that facility or exit that 
facility," said BIW spokesman Kevin 
Gildart . "We'll work with the city to 
make sure whatever happens next is the 
best possible economic evolution." 
While BIW studies its options, the 
rumor mill continues to grind. 
Whether a more public process could 
succeed in quelling public fears about a 
harborside hotel is an OPen question. 
Leeman said she wasn't surprised some 
waterfront activists assume the worst 
about the three powerful businessmen 
and their proposed hotel. "There's 
always suspicion about the waterfront," 
she said. "There's so much speculation. 
We're always trying to calm the waters." 
Another way 
Portland planning board chairman 
John Carroll has heard talk in the 
community about a waterfront hotel, but 
said he knew few specifics about who 
was involved. "This stuff has been 
happening on a quiet level," Carroll said. 
"There's something good to that. If 
every idea was immediately subjected to 
public debate, people would be reluctant 
to ever float an idea. " 
Still, Carroll suggested there might be 
a better way for city officials to handle 
reuse of the BIW site. "It's good to get 
people thinking about it," he said. 
"There are a couple of ways it can go. 
Private people can just spin out their 
ideas, and that's not bad. In fact, it ' s 
good that they can bring their creativity 
and energy to bear. 
"An alternative to that is for the city 
to go through a planning process of its 
own, decide what types of uses they'd 
like to see down there, and then put out 
an RFP [request for proposals]." 
Several Portland officials - including 
Ganley, Campbell, Leeman and Brown 
- said the waterfront study, now nearly 
finished, is in fact an early planning 
process for the BIW site. 
But Tom Valleau, Portland's 
waterfront director, said his study group 
has intentionally steered clear of talking 
about a tourist complex, and has instead 
focused solely on the configuration of 
berthing for passenger and cargo ships. 
"I want to make sure the study stays 
divorced from the idea of a hotel and 
convention center, and within its own 
boundaries," Valleau said. "I want to 
make sure there's reasonable access to 
. information, but the public process 
doesn't become so far-flung that it 
doesn't get anywhere." 
Carroll urged the Council to take 
leadership now, by seeking both 
community input and multiple proposals 
for the BIW site. "People are better at 
making choices among options, rather 
than making up an idea out of whole 
cloth," Carroll said. "If there's nothing 
else on the table, it's easy to feel that it's 
that option or nothing. You need to get 
beyond that, because that isn't 
necessarily so. If there were something 
else on the table, in the long run you'd 
be happier with your choice. You'd 
know what you were choosing among, 
instead of knowing only what you chose 
not to do. " 
Laura Conaway is a reporter for CBW: 
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Breakfast and Lunch Daily 
Sunday Brunch 
Homemade Soups • Fresh Baked Goods 
As Always 
Happiness, No Charge! 
Wed-Mon, 7am-2pm • Closed Tuesd:tys • 874-2499 
We 
Reproductive choices are personal and private--not 
political. For a quarter century Planned Parenthood has 
protected the right to privacy. We're proud of that and 
proud to commemorate the 25th anniversary of the 
historic Roe v. Wade decision. 
Trust 
Every day Planned Parenthood works to ensure good health 
and intended pregnancies. Every day Planned Parenthood 
provides women with the education and services needed 
to make informed decisions. It is our vision that the right 
Maine 
and responsibility to make these choices remain where 
the u.s. Supreme Court so eloquently placed them 25 
years ago-with the women and families who must make 
their own decisions about childbearing and parenting. 
Women 
Women facing unintended pregnancies have difficult 
choices to make--parenthood, adoption or abortion--and 
they are never easy. It is hard enough to decide for yourself. 
It is impossible for someone else to decide for you. 
B DPlanned Parenthood ® 
of Northern New England 
PORTLAND • BIDDEFORD • BRUNSWICK • SANFORD 
.' 
: 
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OPE N F o R 
A D V E R 
SILVER MON KEY M EDICIN E 
765 Congress Street 
Portland, ME 04102 
(207) 780-8880 
"Serving Greater Portland 
with Care and Humor" 
What's Sliver Monkey Acupunct ure 
and Herbal Medlcme (!lmc' 
Silver Monkey Acupuncture and Herbal Medicine 
Clinic is an Oriental Medical practice dedicated to 
providing first rate heath care to the Greater 
Portland Community. We believe that by listening to 
all of the patient's concems, by working in conjunction 
with the patient's other health' care providers and by 
educating the patient to listen to his or her own 
body, we can work together toward a common goal 
of optimal heath. We also strongly believe in the joy 
of life and that laughter is, in fact, the best medicine. 
Okay, so who are t he SIlve r Mo nkeys? 
Both Jeffery Logan and Christine Oagley have 
Masters Degrees in Oriental Medicine from Southwest 
Acupuncture College in Santa Fe, New Mexico, a course 
of study requiring 2, SOO hours of classroom and 
clinical study. In addition, they both have completed 
additional training in acupuncture and herbal 
medicine in Beijing China, and are licensed to 
practice acupuncture by the State of Maine. 
Jeffery Logan has also studied herbal medicine with 
Jeffrey Vuen and shiatsu massage with Wataru Ohashi. 
He is nationally board certified in acupuncture and 
Chinese herbology, and specializes in Chinese herbal 
internal medicine. and the integration of acupunc-
ture and bodywork. 
ENERGY SOLUTIONS 
Energy Efficiency Consultants 
(888) 293-8301 (toll-free) 
759-7085 
"It's cheaper to hire us than not to, " 
It's easy to build a house which 
heats for $250 in Maine, How? New 
products, such as insulation made from 
corn or cotton, and advances in 
building methods have dramatically cut 
the price of efficiency, providing large 
savings at little cost. Compared to 
typically constructed houses, the latest 
generation of energy-efficient buildings 
provide improved and safer indoor air 
quality, greater comfort, and dramatic 
protection in power outage 
emergencies, (A very efficient house 
can retain above-freezing indoor 
temperatures for days even in near-
zero weather), 
Energy Solutions has provided 
impartial energy consultation to 
homeowners, architects and facility 
managers for 15 years. We can be 
impartial because we don't sell any 
product line_ We provide the most up-
to-date information on the best way to 
reduce expenses and to make a 
building more comfortable, healthy and 
affordable. Our rates are reasonable 
(an initial consultation can cost as little 
as $75 including a site evaluation). We 




Herbal Medicine, l.l.C 
Christine Oagley also has. Masters Degree in 
Occupational Therapy, and is a Certified Hand Therapist 
with 11 years experience. She specializes in the 
treatment of upper extremity problems, repetitive 
stress injuries and chronic pan. She is nationally board 
certified in acupuncture. 
Where dId the name Silver Monkey come fro m? 
Both the practitioners at Silver Monkey Medicine were 
born in the year 01 the monkey in Chinese Astrology. 
And, well, Brass Monkey sounded like a dusty shop 
selling mass market curios at inflated prices, and 
Portland Acupuncture Practitioners (or PAP) sounded 
kind of bland, Besides, Hanuman, the legendary 
Monkey King was dedicated to service and protection, 
and used the forces of magic and wonder to banish 
evil from the world. It's something to aspire to. 
What can yo u t reat and how do you do i t ' 
Basically, ilyou think you have a condition that might 
be effectively treated by acupuncture, you're probably 
right. But give us a call (we love to yak on the phone) 
and we'll be happy to talk more specifically about 
what you might need. In addition, we have a wonderful 
brochure that answers many of the frequently answered 
questions about acupuncture. It's free. we have a 
bunch of them and we'd love to share the wealth. Give 
us a call and you can have one of your very own. 
as planned construction or additions, 
We have an extensive knowledge of 
innovative insulation products, least-
cost weatherization methods, advanced 
solar design, lighting and daylighting, 
green building techniques, ventilation 
and heating systems, and sustainable 
design. It may sound complicated but 
these are actually simple solutions that 
are "cheaper to do than not to do". 
We can also assure better performance 
by identifying common mistakes before 
they'are made and by pointing out 
misleading product performance 
claims. 
Savings aside, the most important 
thing is that you'll enjoy your home 
more. 
David Kaufman, owner of Energy 
Solutions, has consulted on projects 
ranging from town halls and National 
Register- historic buildings to super 
insulated retrofits and new homes, He 
has written for Fine Homebuilding, 





U S I N E s 
R I A L 
Black Tie ... 
'IJ Moving to the 
Old Port! 
s 
After 10 years, we have outgrown our South Portland 
location. Thanks to your continuous support, BLACK TIE 
is proud to announce our move to the Old Port_ 
1JJ our way oj Jaying Thank You, A-
we are offering: 2/or llan& at ~ur./ ' 
South Portland location Jor t~ . 
entire I1WtilboJ January/I; 
Black 
T I E Cgtellillg Ca~e 
* some restrictions apply 
Come visit us in our new 
exciting location at 
188 Middle St. behind the Pavilion 
on February 2nd, 1998 
We hope you will join us! Thanks for 
10 wonderful years! 
870 Broadway South Portland 
799-7119 
I-r·s •.•• A. BSttSR DAY BUYING Cf.tU:B 
tel: 773-0060; fax: 761-2406; email: abetrday@javanet.com 
PO 'Box 9715-221 , Portland, Maine, 04104 
A Better Day Buying Club believes 
that it is possible to enjoy the natu-
ral foods and products that you pre-
fer at a price that you can afford. 
'ABDBC is a buying club, not a retail 
store, so it has very little overhead 
and no product in storage waiting to 
be purchased. You pre-order what 
you want from a catalog of thousands 
of items, hundreds of which are on 
sale monthly, and a few days later 
your order comes in and you pick it 
up or have it delivered. It's very 
simple and is ultimately a relief from 
having to go here and there trying to 
find what you want at the right price 
- or just giving in and compromis-
ing your values. Even when our prod-
ucts are not on sale, you can gener-
ally save 15% to 35% on most items, 
and if you're a smart shopper, you can 
save up to 50% on items you either 
use on a regular basis or wish you 
could afford to use on a regular ba-
sis. 
The products we offer are the same 
brands that you are used to seeing in 
the stores now - Amy's Kitchen, 
SoyBoy, Once Again, Ecover, BioPac, 
Shelton's, Tom's of Maine, Soya Kaas, 
Futurebiotics, Rainbow Ught, Kiss My 
Face and hundreds of others. Many 
items are available singly, others 
must be bought by the case, You can 
get together with a couple offriends 
orfamilies (with one membership) to 
split cases of certain staples or just 
plan on stocking up on a few essen-
tials on your own. 
We also offer a line of truly fantas-
tic organic produce at commercial 
prices which you may either pre-or-
der or simply purchase at our "farm-
ers' market style" organic produce 
bazaar on each pick-up day, We have 
a convenient pick-up site in Portland 
just off Route 295 easy to access from 
in-town, north and south. 
We welcome you to try us out with 
a one-month trial membership (dur-
ing which you may order twice) be-
fore having to pay the $25 member-
ship fee. So, it's that simple, and it 
truly is a better way .. , A Better Day 
Buying Club, Call 773-0060 so we can 
send information and a current cata-
log, And we 'hope your day is better 
already! 








BARBARA'S KITCHEN & CAFE 
Barbara's Kitchen & Cafe 
388 Cottage Road 
South Portland, ME 04106 
Phone: (207) 767-6313 
Fax: (207) 799-5037 
Barbara's Kitchen? Where? South 
Portland? Sometimes, "The Bridge" is just 
too much of a hassle. Sometimes, Portland 
is the only option_ Sometimes, I feel like 
the kid who grew up in .Brooklyn, when the . 
Brooklyn Bridge was the determining factor 
about where to go or not go. 
If you lived in Manhattan, what could 
Brooklyn have to offer, except , maybe the 
Dodgers, or the Brooklyn Museum, or The 
Brooklyn Botanical Gardens, or Prospect 
Park, or The Prospect Park Zoo, or The 
Brooklyn Academy of Music, and of c6urse 
Coney Island! Come to think of it, Brooklyn 
had' some positive aspects. 
So does South Portland. 
There's Willard Beach, The portland . 
Players The Lyric Theatre, and yes, there IS 
the Mail, regardless of your atti~ude about 
Malls. There are 14,000 homes In a 
neighborhood that winds throu~h nooks & 
crannies of poignant seacoast vls.tas, 
nei hborhood schoolS, small b~son~sses, 
g . d a d'- ·s CivIC-minded 
artists, writers an 
communitY' _f. 
~s of community where differences 
ss paths and share, Fantasy or reality or 
maybe possibility. Barbara's Kitchen 
reflects a menu designed to attempt to 
meet the needs of a growing and changing 
community that is diverse: conservative, 
hardworking, liberal, eclectic, and open to 
change even when change seems 
overwhelming. 
Barbara's Kitchen? It's a neighborh ood 
Cafe open for Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner, 
with a wide variety of catering services. It's 
small, casual, cozy and dedicated to 
serving a wide range of foods that 
represent the traditional and ever-changing 
aspects of Maine's culture. 
Barbara's Kitchen invites you to a space 
that reflects the present need for a quiet, 
soft space with a little surprise, 
Barbara's Kitchen & Cafe is located at 
388 Cottage Rd. in South Portland, across 
from the Portland Players Theatre, on the 
\iiay to Portland Head Light and Fort 
Williams. Breakfast and lunch: Tuesday 
through Friday, 7-2; Saturday and Sunday, 
8'2. Oinner: Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, 
5'10, Daily specials and catering for all 
occasions. Call 767-6313 or fax 799-5037. 
T 
G~~------------~ 
(2()7)77-I\()SIII2/ (2()7) 77(J-f)747 
JlI1()N~ A~() I' AX 
SU?VI~tJ Jl()l?TLA~1) A STl?I£Tn I\()Stll'l? LU~£l 1 
M()~I)A'" ltll?U f'l?IUA." 11 A_M,-2 JlM 
£ATl'l?I~tJ AVAIL_AI3Ll' 
TODAY'S SPECIAL 
Hot Pastrami on Onion Bagel 
Cohen's Potato Knish 
Deli PIckle Spear 
$650 
All Sandwiches Served On Onion Bagel with Deli Pickle Spear 
HEBREW NATIONAL CORNED BEEF SANDWICH $6.DO 
EMPIRE KOSHER TURKEY BREAST SANDWICH $5.50 
HEBR,EW NATIONAL HOT PASTRAMI SANDWICH $5.50 
POTATO lA TKES (3 Pancakes with Applesauce) $3,00 
PERRY'S SWEET PARVE KUGEL (Noodle Pudding) $3,00 
COHEN'S POTATO KNISH (Vegetarian Mashed Potato Pie) $1.50 
JOYVA MARBLE HALVAH BAR (Crushed Sesame Candy) $1.00 
KOSHER DELI PICKLE (From the Barrel) $1.00 
DR, BROWN'S CEl-RAY SODA $1.25 
IBC ROOTBEERlIBC DIET ROOTBEERI IBC CREAM SODA $1.25 
COCA-COLA/DIET COKE/POLAND SPRING WATER $1.25 
Please Add 6% Maine State Sales Tax 
Strict Dietary Laws Observed. Thank~U and B'Hatslich~IJ " ~ 
Perry "Kosher Kid" Mogul JAAf-"'11'".~ • ....u :r/'-d't 
. \,l) ~ l"T"j"-Yf ) 
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NU IMAGE HAIR CONSULTANTS 
Nu Image Hair Consultants 
Specializing in Hair L05s & 
Replacement 
Park One Eleven 
407 Alfred Rd., Ste, 204 
Biddeford, ME 04005 
(207) 283-3388 
It all starts and ends with your 
satisfaction. Sharon Lynch, owner of Nu 
Image Hair Consultants in Biddeford, 
specializes in hair loss and replacement. 
The reasons for hair loss can vary-
genetics al1d illness are the two most 
common. No matter what the reason is for 
hair loss, you can have a full head of hair 
that is undetectable to people around you. 
There are two key factors in having 
great-looking hair! First, an experienced 
knowledgeable technician that cares and 
second the best products. 
Sharon has 15 years experience in the 
hair profession including six years 
specializing in non·surgical hair 
replacement. Sharon believes that using 
and supplying her Client with top products 
is what helps her Clients have greater 
success. 
Most people unfortunately think that 
hair replacement looks un-natural, when a 
hair system looks un-natural it may be from 
improper care on the Client's part, cheap 
products and/or technicians th1\t are not 
properly trained in hair replacement, 
Ninety percent of Sharon'S Clients are 
men, coming from as far as two hours 
away, Florida and Canada. 
Non-surgical hair replacement is the 
safest way to restore your hair' and self-
esteem, With the right hair system and a 
SCORE 
knowledgeable technician your hair can 
look very natural. says Sharon. The average 
person will not be able to tell the 
difference. Even the Clients are amazed at 
the results, say they should have done it 
sooner, 
Sharon truly prides herself in giving her 
Clients superior service and guarantees her 
work. You can perm and color the hair 
system-anything you would do with your 
own hair because it is now your own hair. 
Plus, it is very secure to swim, exercise and 
do all activities you would normally do. 
Maintenance is the same as your own 
hair-shampoo, condition and then return 
every four to six weeks, not unlike going to 
have your hair cut. 
Sharon loves her work and volunteers 
her expertise with the American Cancer 
Society's (look Good ... Feel Better 
program). She helps Clients with deciding 
on hair prosthesis (wig), and on fitting and 
styling them to look as their own hair. 
Sharon feels that opening Nu Image was 
the best decision she's ever made-just as 
her Clients feel about making the decision 
to do something about their hair loss, 
getting rid of baseball caps, looking . 
younger and renewing their self-confidence 
in both social and job situations. 
THINK YOU CAN RUN YOUR OWN BUSINESS 
& BE YOUR OWN BOSS FOR A CHANGE? 
Accounting Antiques 
Advertising B&B's 









Personnel Sporting Goods 
Sales Trucking 
Taxes and many others 
Call 207:772-1147 or E-mail: score53@maine,org for information, 
schedules and appointments, 
SCORE MEANS BUSINESS 
SCORE Service Corps of Retired Executives 
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Working waterfront plans 
1"1 ]bat makes Portland such a 
special city? It's not th
e quaint Victorian 
VV architecture, or the low crime ra
te, or the brick sidewalks
, although all of 
those thing&. contribu·te. W
hat really makes Portlan
d stand apart from other 
cities 
up and down the Eastern
 seaboard is the waterfron
t. 
What makes our waterfro
nt so special? The fact tha
t people who rely on the s
ea 
for their living get their
 work done there. In 19
87, Portland voters cast
 their 
ballots in favor of preser
ving the waterfront for m
aritime uses. 
While the restriction h
as been relaxed in cert
ain parts of 
Commercial Street, the
 intentions of the voter
s were clear. 
Portlanders like the grit
ty texture of our harbor
, and aren 't 
interested in seeing it de
veloped into something s
lick that can 
be sold to tourists. 
The recent dialogue o




n Promenade trail, goes
 to show just how passi
onately 
Portlanders feel about w
hat happens to the shore
line. It also suggests tha
t there 
are quite a few people w
ho live in the East End 
who value wildness _ p
eople 
who presumably would 
not like a big, glittering
 hotel taking the place 
of the 






 industries, such as fishin
g, are on 
the rocks. And if Bath I
ron Works (BIW) leaves
 its Portland 
facility , as expected, earl
y in the next century, the
re will be a big hole to fill.
 How 
likely is it that it can be fi
lled by a traditional mari
time use? . 
So city officials and local
 business leaders are gett
ing together to line up a p
lan 
for the BIW site (see "Ha
rboring sectets," page 10
). There's talk _ how ser
ious it 
is depends upon whom y
ou ask - about a private
ly owned hotel and conv
ention 
center going up at the eas
t end of Commercial Stre
et. 
If the plans go through, 
that part of the waterfro
nt would be changed for
ever. 
Of course, wild open spac
e doesn't pay any taxes. H
otels do. That's one reaso
n 
City Manager Bob Ganle
y wants the land in priva
te hands - hands that w
ill sign 
a check payable to the cit
y of Portland every year. 
There's nothing sinister a
bout Ganley's motivation
s, and it's entirely possib
le 
that the kind of develop
ment that's being talked 
about would be the best
 thing 
possible. But the questio
n should be opened up t
o the public Sooner rathe
r than 
later, since BIW's lease is
 up in just three years. 
Would such a hotel/con
vention center complex
 be financially viable? H
ow 
much public support sh
ould it get? And would
 it be the right thing fo
r the 
neighborhood? Failing t
o address those question
s in an open forum send
s the 
wrong message to ?ortl
and voters, who have p
roven time and again th
at the 
workin& waterfront is som




State Sen. Joel Abromso
n will be forced to leave 
office by term limit 
not 2000 ("See Herb run,
" l.15.98). Whether you think the c
hange would be good or
 bad, it's at least somethi
ng that 
we should be talking ab
out, and soon. But the 
discussions on the subje
ct have 
been held behind closed
 doors, spawning a hos
t of rumors and leaving
 some 
community activists feeli
ng like their input isn't va
lued. 
The primary sponsor of
 the Institute for Practica
l Democracy ("Languag
e of 
discontent," l.15.98) is th
e Portland Police Departm
ent. 
Vl-nl( n, ... 
c.....,Bay W~wtIa>mn 
)KJIU J.ttm. n.- ftNp )KJIU 
''-Ilh13 '0 1= ,10m 300_ 
fk»w<r - may I¥ tdikrl for 
spaa -.I. and illdude)KJIU 
addnss and t/4ytim< p/toItt 
rnmtbtr. Ltttns, c....., Bay 
w~, 561 """"'" St., 
I'rJnkmd, ME 04101", rUt 
MfIdi/.·tdiIur@<bw.maiJre.a>
m. 
. Elizabeth Peavey could
n't find a parking spot at t
he 





Health club parking lot
s are high on my list o
f 
modem absurdities. Let's 
see how many others we c
an 
string together in one outin
g to the gym. 
Climb (alone) into my 1
7-passenger, 3-miles-per-
gallon sport utility vehic
le, the one with the "Th
ink 
Globally, Act Locally" bu
mper sticker; maneuver th
ree 
tons of metal using my 
knees (one hand full of 
cell 
phone, the other trying to 
get my cappuccino back i
nto 
the cup holder) across tow
n to the health club; go i
n, 
change clothes, and get o






Although yo ur recent s
tory in CBW contained
 
information about service
 providers and a few that 
are 
onl ine for selling items ("M
oney on the line," 1.8.98),
 I 
LETTERS 
feel you missed the real pu
rpose of the Internet. 
The Internet was made
 to educate the masses .
 
Research and input fr
om those who thirst f
or 
knowledge fill endless
 pages. It was made f
or 
information about the w
orld that we live in. Loo
k 
anywhere on the Net and
 you'll see this. In short, 
it 
wasn't made to be the Wor
ld Wide Mall. 
In regard to Mainers on the
 web, may I suggest three 
excellent writers who pro
mote this state without a
ny 
selling of products at all. 
They do this for the love 
of 
our state, not the love o
f money. The first woul
d 
be AI Meyers, and h
is site can be found 
at 
www.ezon/ine.comlaemICl
lStine.htmJ.This is a wond
erful 
report on Down East Mai
ne and the history of certa
in 




nerl. This is a great resour
ce 
area for those that are in n
eed of iJiformation about t
he 
state. And last, but not leas
t, is Maine Views, located 
at 
www.bayside.netlusersIM
aineViews. This site is upd
ated 
every month with new sto
ries about Maine. There a
re 
many more websites out t
here that do the state justi
ce 





I feel compelled to point 
out an important element
 
lacking from Erik Reynold
s' attack on my cri ticism 
of 
I the USM Free Press for
 its distortion of the upco
ming 
gay rights referendum : 
context ("Free the press
," 
1.15.98). 
To clarify, I posted my 
message to GayNet, an 
electronic listserve, soon
 after reading a copy of 
the 
offending news brief, whic
h asserted that Maine Wo
n't 
Discriminate was in favo
r of special rights, while 
the 
opposition believed that "
equal rights are good enou
gh 
for everyone." There w
ere several reasons for 
my 
strong reaction. First, the 
remarks appeared in the l
ast 
issue of the semester, so
 the mistake could not 
be 
readily corrected. Second
, the college student vote
 is 
key to the success of the c
ampaign to reject the repe
al 
effort Feb . 10. Final
ly, the stakes here a
re 
extraordinarily high. The
 outcome will determine 
the 
civil rights of thousands of
 Mainers. 
Having once been a repor
ter, I know how easy it is
 
to make mistakes of fact.
 However, this instance w
as 
more than that. It
 constituted a gro
ss 
misrepresentation. If the F
ree Press is going to comm
it 
such serious errors, it sh
ould be prepared for sha
rp 
criticism - especially wh
en so much is at stake. T
o 
overlook such mistakes wo
uld be condescending, and
 I 
don't believe it would. he
lp the "learning process"
 to 
which Reynolds refers. 
Having said that, howeve
r, I do apologize for the 
fact that my remarks were
 published in CBW. That w
as 
never my intention. Appa
rently, AI Diamon feels 
no 
qualms about raiding Ii
stserves for quotes with
out 
permission. I'm sure the 
practice is legal, but I do
n't 
consider it responsible jo
urnalism. There's no dou
bt, 
however, that it relieves
 Diamon of the burden 
of 
actual news gathering. No
w that's amateur. 
Eve A. Raimon 
South Portland 





The weather outside is fr
ightful ; but Frig htfu I! 
inside we're having a del
ightful sale. 
Save more than 40% 
...... 
on selected organic cotto
n clothing -- THE 
perfect for cuddling by th
e fire or RES 0 U R C
 E F U L 
cruising the Caribbean. 
HO~ E 
Also, since it's only 11 m
onths' til 
..... 
Christmas, all holid~y item
s are . HAlOWAR • • HOUSEWUE
S. ' ... ONAl c .... 
a festive 400/0 off! ", C
OMM.RCIAl ... . 'O
RTlANO' 7 •• • .. 14
 
IN OUI VIP 





When most people think
 about Martial arts, theV 
thin~ of just .the kiCki~, 
unchin and violence por
traved on TV. However M
artial arts IS so mu 
~ore. Itghas been rated the #1 actlvltI,J for chlldr
en.bv Sports 1~/ustroted 
magazine because it dev
elops superior con~entrat
lon, a positive self 
image and confidence in





41 Exchange Street - Portla
nd, Mai~e 04101 • (207) 772-4
439 
Sei C]3ella Salon 
Sei Bella 
222 St. John St. 
Portland, ME 
_Icomes 





I Free Parking N
ew clients mention this ad 
773-2494 w
hen calling for an 
appointment and receive a 
free Aveda gift 
la s the 8ates Chapel 
- -'-. IFYidaYL~ua.ry 23 
~ doors o'pen at 7:30 pam. 
• sho
w starts at 8 
Tickets on sale at: 
CO Exchange. Portland 
I Bull Moose Music. 'Lewiston Macbean's Record Store. Brunswick Colby. Bates fI Bowdoin campuses 
(ome see what our 
program can do for IIO~ 
or lIour child rodall. 
Because we want 
you to learn 
the truth about 
Martial arts. we are 





550 Forest Ave., Portlan
d 
774-3478(FIST) 
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· B loody coup: Maine Arts volun- • 
• teers want an explanation for 
the • 
" " • hasty firing of longtime director • 
• Burl Hash. According to Hash. on Jan. 
12, : 
: two members of the board of directors ha
nd- • 
• ed him a one-line resignation letter and as
ked • 
" . • him to sign it. Hash refused. but agreed to • 
• leave under other terms. which have not
 yet • • 
SHE'S GOT LEGS - DOG DOES GOOD -
ALL HAIL THE KING _ 
ELLEN'S MOM SPEAKS - OLD-SCHOOL S
TYLE - GO TO BED 
• 
• been finalized. 
• 
• • That's left dozens of volunteers and • • • artists. on whose efforts the nonprofit agency • 
• heavily depends, wondering why they w
ere : 
• • left out of the decision. Marketing consultant • 
• Pamela Perkins says she volunteered for s
ev- : 
• • era! years at Maine Arts, which produces the • 
" annual New Year's Portland and Ma
ine • .. • 
Festival events. because of • 
her loyalty to Hash. : 
Perkins and others have 
sent a letter to the board, 
• • 
• 
demanding to know why • 
Hash was fired and why : 
board members wield • 
• 
such power. "Who is 
Maine Arts!" Perkins says. "We all though
t • 
• • 
• we were MaIne Arts. There are a ton of p
eG-
• • pie like me who were volunteers for years .... 




.. Board chairman Jim Alexander refused
 to 
• 
" comment. Board member Sarah Spe
are 
• refused to say why Hash was fired. "Burl ha
s 
• " to ask for the reason," Speare says. "He 
• hasn 't." • 
" Has
h says he asked for a reason - twice 
• - when board members handed him a re
sig-
" • nation letter. "They refused to give me an 
.. explanation." he says. • 
• Meanwhile. Hash continues plannin
g - as 
• an outside consultant - Maine Arts' y
ear-
• • long "Maine Millennium" celebration, to take 
• place throughout 2000. C8W's sugges
ted 
• • themes: "How to ~lienate supporters in the 
• new century," or "Making sure your grou
p is 
" • gone by 200 I." 
• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • .. . Deflated blimp: Mainers may be tough • • 
• enough to tolerate coundess nights devoi
d of  
" .. heat and electricity, but IIf. without 
• WBLMf Unthinkable. When Ice Storm 
'98 
• 
.. felled the beloved classic rock statio
n's 




• • • • • Matthew Fritze works on a print In Peregrine Press' printmaking studio. PH
OTO/COLIN MALAKIE 
• BLM execs acted fast. By 7 a.m. on Jan.
 12, • 
" wonder-twin powers had been activa
ted, • Alone together 
: ~~:n!f ~~~n~a:ok~;::::' ~:d:~~~:~ : 
: ::~o:n :~::'iO~e ;~~~rs:;:oc;;:;:~~ : A local printmakers' cooperative
 finds 
: performed and produced by BLM staff
ers. : collective artistic success 
• "We got Aerosmith hangin' with R
EM, • 
• 
" AC/DC and Pearl Jam, both of them, D
avid : • ZOE s. MIL L E R 
: BoWie sittin' down with STP, yeah the s
hel- . Bring 30 artists together 
to create their 
• ter's a pretty strange place to be ... mod
ern : work under one roof and yo
u're bound to 
: rock, classic rock, rock radio shelter," g
oes • have politics, squabbling, o
vercrowding 
• the somewhat off-key theme. 
: and resentment, right? Not at P
eregrine 
: BLM sales associate Matt Barnard, w
ho • Press, a printmakers' coope
rative that's 
" spearheaded the effort. is also responsible
 for : been functioning as a n
onprofit in 
: CYY's "Rave and Rage" theme song. He co
r- • Portland since 1991. Despite
 a move and 
• railed Herb "The Captain" Ivy, M
ike : doubling of members in t
he past two 
: Sambrook. Brian James and station fri
end • years, everything's as cool a
s can be. 
• Uam Albairn into his home studio Jan. II
 for: "We exist so that printm
akers can join 
: the eight-and-a-half-hour session. "W
e've • and use the facility," exp
lains current 
• gotten everything from 'Love the the
me : president Kate Mahoney. "
I think what 
: song'to 'If I hear it again, I'm gonna throw
 my • makes us work is that we do
n't have a lot 
" radio out the window, ... says Barnard. "A
nd I ' • 
• take both of those to be a very posi
tive 
• " response."_ 
• • • 
of requirements. We don't have to
 get 
together and do something each w
eek 
like bag groceries. But the thing that
 still 
makes us very much alive is that i
t's a 
very supportive environment." 
The essence of Peregrine'S succe
ss 
could be witnessed on a recent Fr
iday 
afternoon. Inside the fluorescent-lit t
rian-
gular room that houses Peregrine's
 stu-
dio, on the second floor of the Ba
kery 
Building at 61 Pleasant St., Matt
hew 
Fritze and Kit Pike worked quietly, 
save 
for a few scraping noises. Fritze wa
s at 
work on a small edition - a serie
s of 
prints made using the same colors
 and 
process for each print - of a linear 
etch-
ing at one big table, wiping ink onto
 the 
plate then scraping it off with che
ese-
cloth. Pike experimented with li
tho-
graphs using oak leaves at a table o
f her 
own. A self-described housewife in
 her 
early 40s who lives in South Portl
and, 
Pike devotes one day a week to wor
king 
at Peregrine. Fritze, who graduated 
from 
Maine College of Art (MECA) in 1
994, 
and worked in the space when it ho
used 
MECA's printmaking department, 
con-
fesses that he'd like to make more 
time 
for his art. 
This low-key scene is typical 
at 
Peregrine. Often an artist will have
 the 
entire space to him or herself - so
me-
thing members appreciate a lot. Afte
r all, 
they've joined Peregrine to get w
ork 
done, not to socialize. 
The idea for Peregrine was hatched 
in 
1991 by a group of a half-dozen p
rint-
makers, including Mahoney', who w
ant-
ed access to a press but didn't have
 the 
considerable cash it would take to
 run 
individual studios. After talking
 and 
searching for a space, they set up sh
op at 
70 Merrill St. on Munjoy Hill in Jun
e of 
1992, with Mahoney'S Civil-War-vin
tage 
press and another on loan from a fr
iend. 
"One thing we had to figure out was
 who 
our membership should be, " says A
lice 
Spencer, who's been with Peregrine 
since 
the beginning. "Serious artists with a
 seri-
ous interest and some previous ex
peri-
ence in printmaking. We decided
 we 
couldn't and didn't want to take in 
peo-
ple who were learning, because th
ey'd 
need too much support. " 
In 1995, they purchased an America
n 
French Tool intaglio printing pr
ess, 
which has allowed members to pri
nt in 
larger and more diverse formats. The
n, in 
1996, with 15 members, they made
 the 
move to Pleasant Street. Both decis
ions 
I 
meant they'd need more money -
and 
that required more members. "It w
as a 
scary decision, because we were kind
 of a 
seat-of-our-pants operation," 
says 
Spencer. "We were afraid we wou
ldn't 
be able to attract enough people. B
ut it 
wasn't a problem. " 
The move to Pleasant Street ha
s 
afforded the cooperative more space
 and 
a new ventilation system, which m
eans 
members can use more toxic proce
sses , 
like chemical etching. Peregrine me
mber 
David Wolfe, a book artist and mem
ber 
of MECA's faculty who owns his 
own 
specialty printing business on the
 first 
floor of the Bakery Building, will t
each 
an eight-week course in metal etchin
g for 
members starting in late January (fo
r the 
first time, the public can also particip
ate). 
The course is an example of the s
truc-
turea activities the co-op provide
s its 
members. "For me, it's great to offe
r this 
class and show people how to use
 this 
space," says Wolfe. "The last s
pace 
didn't have an acid room, which is n
eces-
sary for etching metal. And a lot o
f the 
people who've been members d
on't 
know how. It's an ancient craft." 
But 
aside from the occasional workshop
 and 
the annual meeting where they elect 
offi-
cers and designate someone to b
e in 
charge of maintenance, Peregrine m
em-
bers are left. to their own devices. 
As simple as it seems, this self-mot
i-
vated work ethic is both what ke
eps 
things running smoothly and what
 ties 
the members of Peregrine toget
her. 
"People are really busy, and the emp
ha-
sis is really on getting in there and d
oing 
your work," says membership coord
ina-
tor Mary Hart, who works part-tim
e as 
an art teacher at Cape Elizabeth H
igh 
School and spends afternoons
 at 
Peregrin~. But in between the work, 
Peregrine's members have also co
me 
together for the sense of identity bei
ng a 
member gives them. "There's some 
peo-
ple in the press whose work is conne
cted 
to mine in theme or approach," H
art 
reflects "And it's nice to have some
 kin-, . 
dred spirits. " 
One of Peregrine's newest member
s, 
Gordon Allen, who makes a living
 off 
the prints he sells in galleries around
 the 
country, moved here from Maryland
. He 
was prepared to set up his own stu
dio, 
but found Peregrine too good to pass
 up. 
"It gets me out into the communi
ty," 
says Allen. "I ~an work in isolation 
as a 
hermit for weeks, and it's terrific t
o be 
able to get out and see people. For
 me 
it's a social thing." Allen adds that in
 the 
past he's paid as much for two week
s of 
press time as he pays in a year here. 
The majority of Peregrine's membe
rs 
don't make a living off their art. The
y're 
people who've made a commitmen
t to 
printmaking, but nonetheless ca
n't 
afford to pursue it full-time. Many te
ach 
art and work in other mediums as w
ell. 
Mary Hart has work in "Hearts on Fi
re," 
a show opening Jan. 30 at the Ro
bert 
Clements Gallery (the opening recep
tion 
is Feb. 14). David Wolfe, Ali
son 
Hildreth (who owns the Bakery Build
ing 
with her husband, Hoddy, a~d husb
and 
and wife Bill Alcorn and Katar
ina 
Weslien) and Alice Spencer have 
had 
work in the Portland Museum of 
Art, 
while Vivien Russe and Lin Lisbe
rger 
both show their work at the J
une 
Fitzpatrick Gallery. Elizabeth Jabar
 just 
finished a show at USM's Area Gal
lery 
in Portland and Kate Mahoney just 
had 
a show at the Lakes Gallery in So
uth 
Casco . Peregrine typically shows
 its 
work to the public as a group only on
ce a 
year at the annual holiday open ho
use, 
though they do have a juried show sl
ated 
for later this year at the Maine Co
ast 
Artists in Rockport. 
It's hard not to expect some more daz
-
zling explanation for the succes
s of 
Peregrine Press, but Spencer puts i
t as 
well as anyone could: "I don't think 
I've 
ever been with a group of people w
ho 
like each other as much, respect e
ach 
other as much and truly work as coo
per-
atively. It's been amazingly smooth 
sail-
ing in terms of the politics and the 
care 
people take of the facility. It's wor
ked 
awfully, awfully well." caw 
For gospel's sake .. 
Alist of high-voltage pop luminaries that
 
includes Sting, Elton John, Aretha 
Franklin, Stevie Wonder and Prince woul
d 
ordinarily suggest a line-up for another 
of 
those al~star benefit recordings. But in th
e, 
case of Gary Hines, they're just a few of th
e 
people the composer, producer and dire
c-
tor has worked with over the years. Indee
d, 
there are few musical genres outSid
e 
Hines' scope of expertise. Not only has H
ines earned two Grammy awards for his co
mbination of 
jazz, blues, rock 'n' roll, reggae, pop and
 R&B, he's also appeared throughout the
 world and on 
television with his Minneapolis-based gos
pel choir, Sounds of Blackness. 
Now Hines can chalk up one more accomp
lishment. As a resident of Portland Performing
 Arts' 
House Island Project, he's been working w
ith singers culled from area churches and 
the commu-
nity, helping polish their pipes to create th
e Maine Mass Gospel Choir. With 'A Joyful
 Noise," the 
latest in PPA's Big Sounds From All Over ser
ies, the Mass Choir takes its talent to the
 masses. 
Accompanied by organist and associate d
irector of Sounds of Blackness, Billy Stee
le, the group 
performs a roof-raising selection of interde
nominational and intergenerational music
. Ifthat's not 
enough to satiSfy your gospel greed, the c
hoir is joined by popular Boston harmoniz
ers The Silver 
Leaf Singers, led by Deacon Randy Green
. And anyone concerned their own windp
ipe is a little 
rusty can tune up the day before the conc
ert at a gospel workshop with Mr. Hines h
imself. 
The gospel music workshop Is Jan, 23 at Po
rtland High 
School auditorium, 284 Cumberland Ave., P
ortland, 
at 10 a_m, Cost: $5, 761~591,"A Joyful Noise" 
happens 
Jim. 24 at the State Street Church, 159 Sta
te St, 
Portland, at 8 p.m. T1x: $15, 761-1545. 
• ALLEN DAMMANN 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • .  
• 
'Totally New 
Chick caeaar Paaini . go lden chicke
n 
fcnders. rcggmno parmesa n, anchovi
es. Romdinc 
Caesar dreSSing . . . .....
..... 6.95 
Bt.leee. 1'000000001io. T.O.N.Y,'I> vcrsu m 
(\( the classic cheese steak made with sha
ve {cnder· 
lOin of heef. sauteed on iON. peppers, mus
hrooms 
am.I nrnm:uic sharp rrnvolone . 
, .... 6.95 
Veal PucramJ - T.O.N.r:. 'milked lean ",.1 
slic(:J thin with SWISS cheese: and hot: must<
l ro ... 7.95 
bd.ocrie ..... n. Flab - f,.,h chunks , I"
w 
Tlla6tt..J tuna, celery :mJ red oninn ws
scJ In 
TO.N.Y.'s~r(.:d,,1 mayo .... 
. .. 7.95 
Franco Pooter - TO.N.v:. homemad
e ,molee-
hoUIiC hm JtJ~ nn crusty halian roll ....
.... ".95 
with cheese find panceua (halian haCll
n) add .. 1.50 
rrhc Real Italian 
Sandwiches 
VClpucci . classic iralo-american submarine 
sandwich with organic lemK:c, Geno
a &''"I lami. 
sopressata, coppa, aromatic rmvolone
. Rom~ toma-
to, onlems, green garlic. tomatoes & c:xtra
 
vi r~in olive oil 
.. .. ".95 
Alacri.caa Cbickelo· mmserie chicken, 
eggplant c,lpouata with Roa.~leJ Pep
pers 
.. . 4.95 
PeOO Club • mltsscric chicken. Jt.d
lan Menn 
(ranceua) with lettuce. tomaH) &. mayo 
... 5.95 
Porky Porcbetta . mlisscrie pnrk rnasIed
 
With M:um:ncJ cgJ,rplam & rr~s[eJ pef'PCl'S ..
... 4.95 
MlCballlclo - Ihin sliced rmsciuttn, 
fresh 
m02Zarella, basil &. extr'rl vl fj,lin nllVc 011 
... 6.95 
.. no Paraaipaaa . Jeoldcn fried chicken. 
fresh san martano. marinara sauce, m
ozzarella 
cheese. baked in bnck oven . . . ..
.... 5.95 
MeaCltall PanIl1aiaaa . ht}lnem~c meat· 
halls, fresh san maz:mo marmara sauce,
 mozzarella 
chLocse, halwd in bndt oven ..... , , , .. 
, , . 5.95 
Vce-etarian Heroes 
MarccUa BcU •. fr~h mozzarelh.l cheese, 
ero.:pl:mt o tpnnata, mm inarcJ roma tom
aro, green 
garlic tomatoes, fresh basil & extra vi~
in olive oil 
.... 5.95 
PriaaaYUa . v".'gClahle nrf,,'3n1C greens, fresh
 
mUShrc'klm. aromalic provolone, Calam
ata olives, 
roaSt~ peppers. sweet relish &. raspbc
ny hatelnut 
vinaigrette , ...... , 
.. , ... , 5.95 
Melaasaaa . classic eggplant parmesan W
ith 
mozzarella, tempura ~Iant. sa n Marz
ano mad· 
nona sauce, baked in brick ovcn . . , .. , .
... 4 .95 
OUvada. T.o.N.Y,'s hnmemade cheese: s
preaJ with 
sliced Swiss cheese. Spanish olives. Ca lamata 
olives, 
roasteJ peppers & hot cherry perref'S ... , . .
... 6.95 
Chip • . Sour Cream. Oni4)O. Plain, Lnwf
l'll 
B.,rbecue • Lowfat , Plain 1.00 
Salads 
Greek lalad . or~anic grttns with Bul~ar
i"'n 
feta cheese &. Grttk salad dressing, . , ..
... 6.95 
GreeD MOUler . organic greens. with ro
rna-
h'leS, cucumbers &. rm onions. . ...... 3.95 
Caeaar . romaine ICI(UCe, Reggiano pannes:
an ~ 
and [angy Caesar dres.sing .........
.. , . ,4.95 
With chic"'" ....••...
•.. 6.95 
Drt!'SJinp - Caesar. halian • J'IOJ'lPysee
d 
• honey Dijon • pannesan pe~rcom
 
• Iow.fat ranch. low·fat Italian 
Cla~slL HOm ... H)/ ... D .. ~~ ... rl~ 
Classic Bmwnie 1_40 Tirarnisu 4.95 
Chocolale Chip Cookie 1.40 Cannol
i 2.95 
I Lile 1.00 
JANUARY 22, 1998 
OF 15.00 OR MORE. 
$5 Chari. on ord ... under $15.00 .. , ..... " ..................... ,., .. , ..... , ... .. ... .. 
Roman Style Pizza 
T_O_N.Y. Baloney · ,I.,.,,, chee«:. 1"'1'1""'"' &. fresh b .... ,1 
PCl1>o.lnal12" 8.95 F<tmily 16" 13.95 P
<lny 20" 15.95 
Cla .. l" ...... bcrtta Cbccoc - with fre
sh ha,,1 
Pcr~()na I 12" 7.95 Fauuly 10" 11.95 
Pitrty 20" 13.95 
19 
"The Ort.lnal" frioun Naplel' h,llv' sca
rmm3 che~. 
sa n marZ<lno hlm,lhl s,luce & fre:.h hilSi
i 
P."",n.112" 9.95 F.untly 16" 14.95 
P.lty 20" 17.95 
•• eked Cblckea ~ With rc..J on ion & fres
h botsil 
P",on.112" 10.95 FJ>nlly 16" 15.95 
Party 20" 18.95 
Pilsa BlaDe. # white piua. ricnua chttSe, 
rCIaSIf .. J I:<lrlac. ycllnw & n..J mmawcs & f
resh hasil 
Per,o""ll2" 11 .95 F.m,ly 16" 16.95 
ParI)' 20" 19.95 
Tcm ...... 1EIIPlaDt . with ", ... ted 1"'1'1"
'" 
& fresh hasil 
Personal 12" 9.95 Family 16" 14.95 
P.rty 20" 17.95 
Peal • • green pitla, humemade pmc:n
ut penn, roasted 
~arlic, asiagn ChCL'SC, frc.~h tt..J & yellow 
tnmaUlefj 
Pe1IDna112" 11 .95 F.mily 16" 16.95 
Party 20' 18.95 
New ~ rrotally 
Delicious Pizza 
Scampi . whnc pln a, T.O.N.Y.'s ~.)f ltc sha
llot hurter 
sauce, mmzarell ... rIlas(cJ J,:.u lic. H)<l:!te
J k~ks . cfl ramclireJ 
on iOns, hasil. Italt"'n p.lrsley, tlTC~'fIml & l
emtln zest. sh rimp 
Pen;on.112" 12.95 Fam, ly 16" 18.95 
F.mily 20" 23.95 
lluimp aad Pe.ro . ~rcen pizza with pcstt
) sauce, 
mnzzare lla, sundned tnmiltnes. D lama
ta "lives & fresh l'lasil 
Pe,",,,,,,111" 12.95 F.m,ly 16" 18.95 
Parry 20" 23.95 
.plaacl . fresh .cankn spinach. rnas(eJ shallnts
 feta 
chl.'t."SC, cardmeliZLoJ nnmns, red & yel low
 romatoes, IT\(ll· 
zarell,. &. fresh hasll 
P .... "'. 112"9.95 Family 16" 14.95 
Pany 20" 17.95 
aa.e....,.-. Potato · white pizza wnh TO.N. Y. '5 
~;ultc sh'Ilk\{ hurter sauce with .. Iiced "
new" ",,'tall''les. tl laSI-
eJ J.:aritc nrc/f,\no, r~JllCm, Ir,', AMil).:O che
ese & fresh hasll 
PersoMII2" 10.95 Family 16" 15.95 
Party 20" 18.95 
___ ted Vellle· while r lZZa. T.O.N.Y:, "
,,,lie shallol 
huner sauce, rnasteJ J(arhc. leeks, Cltrrnts,
 squash. t UCChlnl 
and roo ",,'lam, moztarella & ASla~l chee
se 
Pe ... , ... 1 12" 10.95 Family 16" 16.95 
P. ny 20" 19 .. 95 
Build Your Own Pina 
PerMDal 12.".1.00 each 
Family 16" • 2..00 each 
Pare)' l.O" • 3.00 each 




















200z a 1.35 
Clas.ic Coke • Di,t Coke • Diet Coke, 
No Coffeim • Stwite • Sunk"l Or_, 
• A&W Rool Be.,. 
Ir - - - - - - - - - - -
II Free Sluet II Free PIZZAt 
anyewo 
. hero subs 
M .... pre"'" nJiWIIOn • Expirr.2.21.98 
T.O.N.Y. 
II II . Buy
 party size pi"" 
II Bay ODe II and ~t one of equal of bser valu
e -
II Get ODe I'ree II Abeola
tdy nEE! 
II of equal or k. ..... u
al... II M .. , .... " •• ...,... • ~ l.l 1.98 
Valid E....., 0." I 
II No Double Disctnaw IT.O
 N Y. 
I .
 • •• 
B-'I(.{ OVEN ?llIA. HU,O~ • A\T
' :lSTI II T.O.N. Yo III 
~ I 
BALONEY"' II BALONn- II 
I~~~:!~:!:~' 773-TOGO • 7~11 
1183 .. 1.10 • 773-TOGO • 773-_ ...
 
I' ' __0_
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I portland, maine sister sue is back I 
I SUPER I 
I ~~A~t I 
I come yell I 
I and scream I with us! 
I REAL FOOTBAll SATS. I 
FANS BUFFET ANO OJ JULIE I FREE POOL FOR & OJ DAWN I 
THOSE OTHERS happy hour 5-8 everyday 
I COUNTRY ON THURS. - WITH LINE DANCING I 
I FRIDAY - CHILL OUT NITE! I FREE PIZZA· GREAT MUSIC & DANCING 
L free pool sundsy with tournament st tpm $$..'S$ .J ---------
Portland's Only Piano Bar! 
Piano featuring 
------- -- Marlene Daley 8:30pm 
_ '-:-:::-':::~-:--=-!!~~fet starting 0 5:30) 




-. Lisa Gallant Seal 
C!.f t~ Brotherhood Dogs 
Piano featuring 
Joe Villani 
OLD PaRr TAVERN 
5e Drinks & Drafts "ALL" NIGHT 
CLUB 
Club MetropoliS and DKB Productions Cordially Invite you to attend our: 
Mid-Winter Bash 
Sat., Jan. 24th 
You Knovv Them, You Love Them: 
The Funkiest 70's Retro Band 
AIIIII IKIII\KI 
Also featuring DJ's from San Francisco, New York and Portland 
spinning the Best Top 40 Dance Mixes 
FIVE CENT Drinks & Drafts "ALL" NIGHT 
Don't miss the introduction of our NEW: Upside Down Kamikaze Shots 
Doors open at 9:00pm to 4:00am - The Latest Party in Portland 
Surprises, Hors D'oeuvre Buffet, and ???? 
Prime cut 
In the vast musical wasteland of the late '70s, the weary people struggled through a
 landscape lit-
tered with the corpses of punk and the twitching remains of disco, haunted by the de
mon child that 
would become New Wave pop. Then a group of righteous prophets appeared, foretellin
g the rise of a 
great new kingdom, saying, "Dang-diggy-dang-di-dang-di-dang-diggy-diggy-dang: T
hey were the 
Sugarhill. Gang, and in 1979, their "Rapper's Delight" thumped out of every boombo
x in New York 
City. Dismissed at once as a passing fad, this was, of course, rap's first move into the
 mainstream, 
and it's endured a lot longer than Duran Duran, Go see the guys who rocked the mic fi
rst, along with 
another old-school giant, Grandmaster Melle Mel, and say thank you for the beat that k
ept hope alive 
during the Reagan years. Jan 22 at Stone Coa,st Brewing Company, 14 York St, Portlan
d, at 9:30 pm. 
Tix: $10 ($12 under 21). 773-2337. 
thursday 22 
As,.... 
Retro '70s disco night {9 pm/no 
coverl 
TIle BII1IInC Squkrel 
Lazy Doo {Dead 00WlfS/6:3O 
pm/oo coverl 
TIIe_ 
Zero Degrees KeMn and Kipper·TIn 
{9:3O pm/121 
TIle BiC Easy 
Call ahead {blues/9:3O pml 
TIle BiI1er End 
Styglfied aM Red Cross Sky 19 
pm/oo coverl 
Club 100 
TJ the OJ spins Top 40 {9 pml 
am/lad~s' n~htl 
TIle c.tne6y CoMectIon 
Butch Bradley's Comedy Showcase. 
with frank Santorelli {B:3O pm/$61 
Fill Street T ....... 
llabbako {reggae/IO pmf$2$31 
Grl36 
TIle Sean Meocher Swir€ Combo 
{'30s- aM '40s·style swirtl~:45 
pm/oo co"'''1 
HudsUWIn 
Karaoke 18 pml ami 
TIle Moon 
Col~ge Night with OJ Dale 'Da 
Dredd' Dorsette {lop 40 hl>Jlop 
dance!} pml am/no c .... r) 
OIdPGitT ..... 
Motor Plant {rock/IO pm/oo _r) 
I'tIyers Put> " Nlglltclub 
North SMre Comedy Productions 
14-5 comedians per show) 
RIOUI's 
Pam Baker aM the Blue Plale 
Special {blues, R&8 and swirtlB-
l1pmJ$4.95) 
TIle Rock 
Open mic with Bub 19 pm/ladies' 
nlghl/oo cover) 
SlIYor_T ..... 
Ken Grimsley aM friends {classic 
rock) 
Slst ... 
Country I". dancmg {8 pm/no 
coverl 
Solnt-. 
Elizabeth Ross and Tom O'Brien 
{acoust</9 pmmidnighl/no cover) 
51 ... Coast BrewinC Company Pl.,... Pull " NiCiltciutl 
The Sugarhlll Gang aM OJ Mr. Earl {lop 40 hrp-hop aM 
, Grandmaster Melle Mel {old-school dancel 
i hip-!rop/9:3O pm/$10 21+/$12 Roog'. 
I under 21) Duke Robillard Iblues/9 
TIle l.\IdeiCfOUlld pm/112i$10 advancel 
OJ Boll Look's An Request Night TIle Rock 
{'lOs, '8Os aM '90s dance hits) I Op~ Cartel{9 pm/oo cover) 
Zootz i SIst ... 
Ska and reggae n~ht {OJ Jr. Jive Daocing {guest oJ/a pm/no _r) 
s~ns early Jamaican R&B, -.. 
; Calibbean Ska, dancehall and Joe Villani Ipiano/ 7:30-12:3O 
; dub/9pm-Iam) pm/no c .... r) 
, friday 23 
, Asytln 
i Broken Clown {9-11 pm/13); guesl 
OJ {dance until 1 am/13) 
TIIe_ 
Battershell {lunky rock/9:3O 
pm/$21 
, TIle BIg Eosy 
Call ahead (blues/9:3O pm/12) 
TIle_End 
Slob fest with Menace, 3 More 
I Bul~ts and Crad~ Ihard rodo./9 
Stone COISt &ewing C ....... y 
Anniversary party _alueswing 
I {9:3O pm/no cover) . 
I TIle Underground 
I Andy's Weekend Party{9 pm1:3O i 
am) V_'. 
Call ahead {9 pm/oo c .... r) 
Zootz 
Urban Daoce with OJ MosM aM 
OJ D'drum {hrp-hop. ~ aoo 
acid Jan/9 pm3 am/13 after 11 
pm/al~ages alter 1:15 ami 
. :$11Jo uturdlY 24 
TJtheDJs~nsTop40{9pml As~ ... 
am/oo co .... r) UocIe Jack {hard rodo./911 
. TIle COtIIIdy c-tion pm/13); OJ Mestre {dar<e until 2 
, frank Santorelli and Jul~ Barr .m/131 
'{8:3O pm/$8) TIle _t 
F", Street T....... EKG {funk With homs/9:3O pm/12) , 
I Wow C[}Release P<r1y (10 pm/$2· TIle SIC Eosy 
I :.'. ~ L)11n Washmgton {blues/9:3O I 
I Big Meat Hammer aoo Under {9:3O ! TIle lilt .. EM I 
, pm/$4) 'I Angry Hill and Rotors To Rusl{hai1l i 
! Gril 36 rock/9 pm/Il) I 
I Jall{8:3O pml am/no _r) I lilian Bori 
I ~=t IDJ Jil)tO spins hi~ :ish Paddy luaditionallrish/9 
! hop and dance/lSt/l0 pm3 I Club 100 
am/13, 21+/15, lStI I TJ the OJ spins Top 4O{9 pml 
Metropols , am/oo COYer) 
Chern-fiee party with OJ Thunder TIle Comedy C..-tion 
; (hlp-hop, house, reggae and R&8/8 I Frank Santorelli and Jul~ Barr 
pn>1 am /S6/ages 1523) {7:45 and 9:45 pm/$81 
, TIle Moon Free Su.et Tav.ma 
House party. {OJ Oa~ 'Da Dredd' Peepshow {geekeore/l0 pm/52. 
Dorsette SPinS hlp-!rop and 13) 
dance/8 pm2 am/$3 after m~ Geno'. 
nlghQ 
Old Port TaY.., The Watermen {9:30 pm/141 
Motor Plant Irock/l0 pm/oo co .... r) 
Gril36 
Jall{8:3O pml am/no cover) 
Tllel ..... try 
OJ 101., spins Top 40. hip-hop and 
lechno 11B+/l0 pm-3 am/13, 
21+/$8,18+) 
Mttropoli. 
MKl-Winter Bash ... th Bootie 
Inferno {70s reuo band foll...w by 
guest DJs spinning Top 40 
dance/9 pm4 am/$15 
women/13O men) 
TIle Moon 
Dance party {OJ Dale 'Oa Dredd' 
Dorsette spins hrp-hop to slow 
jams/8 pm3 am/$5/13 alter 1 
am) 
Old Port T avem 
Motor Plant {rock/l0 pm/oo COYerI 
O'RIIIIk.'. 
Ken Grimsley and v.I1~key Junction 
{blues rocl<f9 pm/oo COYer) 
TIle PI¥IIIoo 
OJ Shane Staples ITop 40 dance 
hits/$3) 
I'tIyers Put> " NigIItdub 
OJ Colossus {R&8 and hiplropl 
Raoul'. 
King Memphis and The Racl<eteers 
{rockallllW9 pm/S6) 
TIle Rock 
Opie C3rtel{9 pm/no cover) 
Sist,rs 
Daocing {guest DJ/8 pm) 
SomewIIe,. 
Joe Villani {piano/7:30-12:3O 
pm/no_r) 
Stone Coast BIewirC Company 
[}jslunkshun {9:3O pm/1B+/15) 
TIIe~ 
Andy's Weekend Party {9 pml:3O 
am) 
Venttkr'o 
Call ahead {9 pm/no c_) 
ZOOtl 
Decades of Daoce {'lOs. '80s, 
'90s dance with OJ fK One/9 pm3 




An Grian {Irish traditional/% 
pm/ooc_) 
The listings above are for live entertainment and danang. Bars alld clubs may be open on 
additional nights. Submissions for 
this section should be received tnt Friday prior to publicotion, including dates, ti,,",s, cost
 and ty~ of music. Smd listings to 
Zoe S. Miller, Casco Bay Weekly, 561 Congrtss St., Portland, ME 0410/ ort-mail zmill
tt@maint,",com, 
Percy Hill 






Ken Grinsley and friends Iclassic 
rock) 
Free Street Taverna 
Wonderhead {a~ rock/l0 pm/oo 
coverl 
Primus, Blink 182 
and The Alkaholics 
State Theatre, 3/8 
Sarah Mclachlan 
and Usa Loeb 
Civic Center, 4/1 
tuesday 27 
TIle BIg Easy 
Open blues jam (9:30 pm) 
Free Street Taverna 
Heather & Catherine {10 pm/oo 
cO\'er) Gritty McDuff'. 
Pam Baker Iblues/6-10 pm/oo 
coverl 
, Gritty McDuff'. 
Old Port Ta_ 
OJ Daocin' Don COITIlan {10 
pm/no cover) 
TIle Rook 
Karaoke with Erich Krueger {9 
pm/noc .... r) 
SomewIIe,. 
Marlene Daley {piano/1:30-12:3O 
pm/no cover) 
Stone Coast BrewIng Compony 
Jall bruoch {II am-2:3O pm) I 
TIle UndOfgroInf , 
Andy's Weekaod P<r1y {9 pm1:3O I, 
am) 
Zootz ! 
Free Fall Sunday with OJ Mostre I' 




TIle iii( Eosy : 
Laser karaoke ... th Ray Dog {9:3O I 
pm) ! 
TlleFolgt : 
D~seI Doug aoo the Long Haul 
Tnx:kers {country rock/8 pm-rnKl-
night/no COVel) 
Old Port T """ 
Well Zooe {10 pm/no cover) 
I'tIyers PuIIUIClltdub. 
OJ Colossus {R&B aM hip-lrop) -Karaoke wHh l'"'Y & Larry (9 pm 1 am/oo cover) 
St ... Coast 




Ken Gnmsley aoo friaods {classic 
rockl 
TIle IIIC E .. y 
Call ahead 
Club 100 
TJ the OJ spins Top 40 {9 pm1 
am~adies' night) 
FfeeStreetT ...... 
'The Spirit of Jall' series ... th 
Jan van Voorst van Beest {~ Open mic ... th Ken Grimsley 
F", street T ...... 
Open mit {10 pm/oo cover) 
Old PortTmm 
I 10:30 pm/13) 
i GIttty MoM. 
OJ Daocin' Don Corman (10 
pm/no cover) 
Zootl 
Dominate the Species (gotNc 
industri~ dance aM fetish 
night/9 pm1 am/$3); open rric 
in the Ret Room {9 pml am/oo 
COYerI 
I Crasft 22 {rock/8 pm-rn~nightfoo 
, COYer) 
I ONPortT ..... 
I 
Karaoke with OJ Dancin Don (10 
pm/no coverl 
1'IIIP ..... 
i Ladies' nigIlt with OJ Shane 
1 Staples {lop 40 d ...... 
I hits/$3~adies free) 
I ~I Open rric {9 pml am/no coverl 
club directory 
AIo(Ie'0121 Commercial St, 1'ortIaI'<l. 173~593. 
AsyUn 121 Center St, 1'ortIaI'<l. 772~274. 
The BorIdIIC SqoirreI ~ QaIts, 1'ortIaI'<l. 774-5514. 
TIle _1 Exchange St, 1'ortIaI'<l. 828-1111. 
TIle BIg Easy 416 fore S, 1'ortIaI'<l. 78Q.12D7. 
TIle BiI1er fIId 446 fa'e St. PoItIaM. 874-1933. 
_ Bani 57 Center St, Portland. 78Q.1506. 
a_tOO Route 100, G!ay. 758-2374. 
TIle Comedy C_ 
6 Custom House v.I1art, PoItIand. 774-5554. 
TIle FOIgt 42 v.I1art St, Portland. 773-9685. 
Free _ T...".,I28 free St, Portland. 774-1114. 
Geno'.13 Brown St, Portland. 772·7891. 
Grill 36 36 Market St, PoItIaM. 772-6099. 
Gritty McDuff'. 396 fore St, 1'ortIaI'<l. 772·2739. 
HudsU WIn 27 Forest A ..... Portland. 774-1100. 
TIle I ..... try 50 't\Ilart St, Portland. 87~5. 
MetropoIi.1037 Foresl Ave, PoItIand. 797·3781. 
TIle Moon 427 Fore 5, Portland. 772·1983. 
Old Port T ..... 11 Mou~Ol1 St, Portland. 
O'Roarke'. ~ 175 Pickett St, So. PoItIand. 767·3611. 
TIle PavIlion 188 M~d~ St, Portland. 773-&122. 
Pet, .... !any'. 
Doubletree Hotel. 1230 Congress St, P<rrtland. 774-5611. 
PIaytI5 Pull. NlCJI\club 1 Center St. Brunswick, 72%260. 
RaouI'0.865 Forest A .... , Portland. 77%886. 
TIle Rock 365 Forest A .... , PoItIand. 772<i693. 
SIver _ T ..... 340 For. St, Portland. 772-9885. 
Sisters 45 Danforth St, Portland. 774-1505. 
_117 Spring St, Portland. B71·9169. 
51_ Coast BrewIng CGnotoanY 14 York St, PoItIand. 773-2337. 
~PuII 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, 363 Maine Mall Rd, So. Portland. 77!Ki161. 
Top of the East 
Rad~son Hotel, 157 High St, Portland. 7755411. 
TIle Underground 3 Spring SI. Portland. 773-3315. 
V"",'. 155 Riverside 5, PortlaM. 77!Ki536. 
Zootl 31 Forest A ..... P<rrtland. 77~187. 
Unless othelWlse noted, clubs teqIIir& that 
entrants ate 21 yeatS or older, 
.- - - .- - .-l"IIIIf" ..,.,. ,. .,.,. '" JIIIw.' ~ 
MOTOR BOOTY AFFAIR 
LIVE AT THE PAVILION 
$6 - 21+ 
Doors Open 8:00 pm 
January 3~!! 1998 
LADIES NIGHT 
EVERY WEDNESDAY! 
207 - 773 - 6422 
188 Middle Street., Portland's Old Port 
I; 
JANUARY 22, 1998 21 
SUPE.IRIIL 
4»$ PAity 
Broke? Under21? likeHu5k? 
We (an lIe/p, .. , .. 
friday NiqblJ -No (over 
Saturday NiqblJ-18· 
-r41b I. P41rcy J.lill (fr~/18·)-
-reb I.. Buckwh41at Zydeco-
-reb 5. Mistle Thrush-
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HOURS: TUE-FRI 11AM-'1AM 
SAT & SUN 4PM-1..AM 
TAKE OUT AVAILABLE 
CALL US! 
27 Forest Ave. Portland· 774-1100 
2.1-1-, IO{>m, 
li~ @ 6ou\\moot>e &c- P.$i(l-UM 
E-mail as,'hllll@agnte.llet 
"EMBEDDED METAPHOR" 
AT BOWDOIN COLLEGE 
Anyone who's ever equated a Sealy Posturepedic with 
functional art will appreciate "Embedded Metaphor," the 
newest exhibition at Bowdoin College's Museum of Art. 
The show's artists have stripped the sheets from our 
most intimate piece of furniture, the bed, and explored 
its symbolic layers through photography, video, 
sculpture and installations. A vehicle of escape, an arena 
for passion, a metaphor for secrecy or just a place to get 
some desperately needed rest are only a few of the many 
forms this household artifact takes. Join the reception 
for "Embedded Metaphor" at Bowdoin Museum of Art, 
9400 College Station, Brunswick, from 8- 10 p. m., 
preceded by a lectu re with curator Nina Felshin at 
Kresge Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. "Embedded Metaphor" 
shows through March 16. Hours: Tues.-Sat. 10 a.m.-
5 p.m., Sun. 2-5 p.m. 725-3275. 
USM PRESENTS DOUGLAS HILL 
A traffic jam doesn't count as serious hom playing. To 
demonstrate what it's really about, USM presents a 
concert with hornist and composer Douglas Hill. 
Professor of horn at the University of Wisconsin in 
Madison and currently artist-in-residence at USM, Hill is 
an accomplished musician with an instructional book 
and video to his credit, as well as a number of published 
and recorded compositions for horns. Hill performs 
selections from his own" Jazz Suite for Unaccompanied 
Horn," along with pieces by the USM Faculty Brass 
. Quintet, area hornists and the USM Chamber Singers. At 
Corthell Concert Hall, USM campus, Gorham, at 8 p.m. 
Tix: $4 [$2 students and seniors). 780-5555. 
Solar art: 
Jules Olitskl's 
"The World in the Evening" 
at the Portland Museum of Art, 




"A Night for Rights," 
Jan. 22. 
tans of TV's Ellen can meet the woman who started it 
all: her mother, Betty DeGeneres. Representing the 
Human Rights Campaign, DeGeneres is the featured 
speaker at "A Night for Rights," anevening of education, 
entertainment and fund-raising to defend Maine's anti-
discrimination law. After DeGeneres' talk, the audience is 
invited to cut loose with musical guests Reverend 
Groove, the Lynn Deeves Band and Mindy Ray and 
Rob Rand. At the State Theatre, 609 Congress St. Lecture 
at 6:30 p.m. Tix: $50. Music and dancing at 7:30 p.m. 
Tix: $15. 773-6974. 
"THE WORLD IN THE EVENING" 
BY JULES OLITSKI 
Sunrise, sunset. Artist Jules OIitski captures them both in 
"The World In the Evening," a show of his watercolors, 
pastels and acrylics at the Portland Museum of Art. 
Though known best for his abstract work, Olitski recently 
turned his attention to landscapes after viewing a 
reproduction of Delacroix's 'The Sea at Dieppe: In his 
Metal mayhem: 
Pantera descends 
on the Central Maine 
Civic Center, Jan. 26. 
Submissions for the calendar must be received in 
writing by the Thursday two weeks prior to publication. 
Send your calendar listings to Allen L. Dammann. Casco 
Bay Weekly. 561 Congress St •• Portland. ME 04101. 
"THE YEAR OF THE TIGER" 
Forget Ice Storm '98. This is the year of the tiger. The 
Chinese Friendship Association of Maine rings in the 
Chinese New Year with a slew of activi ties for kids and 
adults. Celebrants can learn the gambler's art of mah-jongg, 
try their hand at creati ng a tiger ma sk, view a slide 
presentation on the motherland or take a crack at the 
chopstick game. Those who aren't sure of their sign [pig? 
monkey? rabbit?) can hear the story of the zodiac, then 
sample some authentic Chinese tea and cuisine. And when 
the day is over, take a bit of the event home with you by 
having your portrait done. At the YWCA, 87 Spring St., 
from 11 a.m.-4 p.m. $4 [$2 under 16). 773-7570. 
PANTERAAT 
CENTRAL MAINE CMC CENTER 
Grunge has finally receded, so we can all get back. to assert-
ing our independence and relieving our teen-angst the most 
effective way there is: with good old cathartic thrash metaL 
Now besieging cities across America on the third leg of its 
"Live: 101 Proof' tour, hardcore juggernaut Pantera storms 
the stage at the Central Maine Civic Center, delivering its 
battering ram therapy loud and proud to a sea of angry 
young Spartans. At the Central Maine Civic Center, 190 Birch 
St., Lewiston, at 7:30 p.m. Tix: $21.50-$25. 783-2009. 
U I PIC I 
JAN 23 
.They can't shovel the walk for you, but a trio of geniuses 
can still help alleviate the misery of winter. The works of 
Beethoven, Mozart and Grieg are performed by the Daponte 
String Quartet at State Street Church, 159 State St., at 
8 p.m. Tix: $12 [$6 seniors, students and kids). 725-0219. 
JAN 24 
.Get out and get down with a double shot of rockabilly, 
provided by King Memphis and The Racketeers. At Raoul's, 
865 Forest Ave., at 9:30 p.m. Tix: $5. 773-6886. 
JAN 25 
.If you think your family is maladjusted, irs time for a 
refresher with the cruelest sisters since Medusa in 
"Cinderella." At the Centre of Movement, School of 
Performing Arts, 19 State St., Gorham, at 3 p.m. Tix: $4. 
Call 839-3267. 
'Relax! 
1'0 rtl and 
'Hot 'Tubs 
30 :JVlclrKC~{ 
'Portland's t9ld 'Port 
·q'el774-7491 
JANUARY 22, 1998 
T' AI CHI CH'UAN 
STRESS 
REDUCTl0N 
~eJ » -n r-' C 
~ • .z 
SELF DEFENSE 
FULL CIRCLE SYNERGY 
offers classes in Portland, Lewiston 
and Yarmouth. 846-0848 
Sunday, January 25 
8:00 p.m. 
B.B. King 
Presented by Big WorM Pi-odau:tions 
wI Jimmy & The Soul Cats 
Saturday, January 31 
3:00 & 8:00 p.m. 
PCA Great Perfonnances 
A Chorus Line 
23 
For ticUts or ticket infonnation, plea> call tht PortTtx Box Office 2t (207l 842-0800. PonTa: i
s opto Monchy through S2runhy, from noon to 
6:00 PM. EWDU aft subject to chmgt. For 2dditiorW inform2tion call1he Public A.ssembly F
Kilities Division, City of Ponland, {20n 874-8200. 
Saturday, January 31 at 1 pm 
meet Travis Roy author of 
Eleven Seconds 
A Story of Tragedy, Courage, and Triumph 
(Warner Books $20.00) 
Borders will donate 
15% of the sales 
from 
Eleven Seconds to the 
Travis Roy 
TRA VIS Foundation ... 
EJI. 
BORDfRS® 
BOOKS· MUSIC ·CAFE 
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Need Energyt 
Try Instant Spiru-Tein, 
the high-energy protein meal. 
100% of your essential daily vitamins, 
minerals and protein with no fat. 
20% Off sugg. retail 
(sale through I/"J 1/98) 
Lois' N at:ll.ral 
Fro.zen Stiff and A(hy! 
~(lan A;f 
.you thaw./ 
• quality selections of world, blues, jaulB. Band, 
Louisi.n., Celtic & C.pe Breton, bluegr.ss 
• speci.l orders & free loc.tor service 
• barg.in Inn with qu.lity l.bels/titles 
• used CDs: bceUent qu.lity £/ guaranteed!! 
• and of course, all the popular stuff! 
CD AUTHORITY 
Mill Creek Shopping Center 
South Portland _ 799-9833 
NICHTLY DINNER SPECIALS 
~ <leS·. '" Chicken and Pork Mole 
\1\( \t '" Chicken and Pork Mango 
Lunch Specials starting at $3.95 Mon-Fri until 4 
Chili Happy Hour in lounge Mon-Thurs 4-7 
free chili, salsa & chips 
1OI(li I.LIt . FLAT 
A memorable Mexican experience you can afford anytime 
1871 Forest Ave., Portland • 797~9 • Open 7 days 




"King of Soca" 
"Too dynamic to miss" • 
Thursday, Jan. 22 
8:00pm 
Free show 
David Smith Union, 
Morrell Lounge 
"Jails, Hospitals & 
Hip-Hop" 
"Comedy is not 
always just comedy" 





ARTS OF TIBET 
"Sacred Music 
Sacred Dance for 
World Healing" 




Tickets available at MacBeans Brunswick, 
Amadeus Music Portland & Smith Union information desk 
207-725-3375 • For more information 
Where the Wild Oats grow 
A cynic might say that roots rock is so simple any idiot can do it. A regular r
ock 
'n' roll band just adds a little country twang to their vocals and a couple of
bluesy 
riffs to the songs, and they suddenly become an instant roots rock group. Ac
tually, 
it's nowhere near that easy. To make great roots rock, it takes not qnly skil
l and a 
personal vision, but also the right balance of reverence for the tradition an
d reck-
less attitude. Bands and artists who maintain the correct equilibrium comb
ine the 
power of rock with the authority of the country and blues traditions. Thos
e who 
don't usually end up as bland and dull as Hootie and the Blowfish. 
The roots rock band Wild Oats, ba-sed in Portland and originally fr
om 
Hallowell, mixes its country and blues roots with a little bit of R&B and a wh
ole lot 
of '70s rock. The latter influence is particularly evident in the vocal hannoni
es and 
the music's laid-back feel, which are reminiscent of the Eagles. And thilt lai
d-back 
attitude unfortunately means they've taken a couple steps too many down th
e road 
to Hootie-ville. But even so, there's enough in the music to recommend bo
th the 
band and its self-titled CD. 
The eight-song collection, produced by the Boneheads' Bob Colwell, 
is a 
remarkably well-made album, especially considering that Wild Oats ha
s been 
together for less than half a year. The band, which is occasionally augmen
ted by 
Colwell's keyboards (a full-time keyboardist has since joined the group), is
 skilled 
and tight. Songs like "Heaven Will Not Wait" and "Restless Spirits" are h
umma-
ble and emotionally affecting. Particularly noteworthy are the vocals, bo
th solo 
and in harmony, of guitarist Jonah Howard and bassist Justin Ho
lmes. 
Ultimately, though, Wild Oats is more impressive than exciting. The prob
lem is 
the band always seems to be holding back, instead of cutting loose. The grou
p also 
overuses mid-tempo beats for the songs and occasionally allows solos to me
ander. 
This is a promising bunch of musicians, and their CD is good, but they wou
ld both 
be much better if Wild Oats actually were wild. 
Poor boy 
Wild Oats' self-titled CD is available 
at Bull Moose Music for $10.97. 
Like Wild Oats, Small Boy Pete, a project of Old Orchard Beach musician P
eter 
Grenier, is traditional '70s-inspired rock. And, much like Wild Oats, Sma
ll Boy 
Pete is a professional project put together with skill . Grenier, a longtime pro,
 enlist-
ed family and friends, most notably guitarist/ drummer Lance Vardis, best 
known 
for producing Twisted Roots and Rustic Overtones, to bring to fruition a l
ifelong 
dream of his. The resulting album, "Small Boy Pete's The Neighborhood,
" plays 
like outtakes from long-lost '70s lite-rock albums. 
Unfortunately, unless you love '70s lite rock, there's not much here to inte
rest 
you. The only innovation Grenier brings to the genre is to make it heavier.
 But in 
the '90s everybody has their guitars cranked up, so the music seems even
 more 
cliched. The songs also lack the crisp pop melodies that made '70s lite rock
 enjoy-
able - or at least somewhat bearable - and without catchy hooks, the
 music 
doesn't even have any kitsch value. As an arranger, Grenier occasionally co
mes up 
with some interesting sounds, such as the steel-drums-like keyboards on 
"Long, 
Long Day," but those occurrences are too few to add up to anything. Wh
ile it's 
admirable that Grenier has fulfilled a lifelong dream to make a record, the
re isn't 
much reason to visit this neighborhood. 
"Small Boy Pete's The Neighborhood" is 
available at Bull Moose Music for $11.97. 
PORTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Toshiyuki Shimada. Music Director Et Conductor 
English Baroqup Mastprs 
SATURDAY, JAN. 24, 5:00 p.m. 
Concert Conversations: 4:00 p.m. 
SUNDAY, JAN. 25, 2:00 p.m 
Concert Conversations: 1 :00 p.m. 
Portland High School Auditorium 
Choral Art Camerata, 






Concerto Grosso in F, Op. 6, No.9 
Trumpet Tune 
Dido and Aeneas (concert version) 
Enjoy a rare performance of Purcell's music-drama masterpiece. 
Tickets $29, $39. Half-price for students. . ' 
PortTix: 842-0800 • Fax: 842-0810 • Mon.-Sat., Noon-6 
www.portland.com/symphony 
Make Valentine's Weekend 
Memorable 
Dinner for 2 at 
Z'EPHYR GRILL 
(special menu applies) 
'-
A pair of tickets to Burn This 
by Lanford Wilson 
A Valentine's special 
presented by Acorn 
Productions at Oak 
Street Theatre. 
._ .. _ .. -.....•.• -....••.•. _ ..... -_ ..• __ ...• __ .... _ ..... _ ....• _ ••... __ ._-_ .. , 
A $70 Value for 
only $40 
Only 20 packages left! Call Carey at 775-6601 and reserve this special 
evening today. Packages available Friday, Feb. 13 and Sunday Feb. 15. 
ZEPHYR 
GRILL 




561 Congress St. Portland 
775-6601 
IA~~~~ 92 Oak St., Portland 
775·5103 
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J. C · LEE 
BOUTIQUE 
Soft 1Jressing for "Women 
'Think .71head ... 
Stock up on Summer Plax 
Sale $15 and up 
58 EXCHANGE ST. 
PORTLAND 
207-773-6771 
85 MARKET ST. 
PORTSMOUTH 
603-431-3942 
I 2-'01'-1 Speclil Oller! Now you and a friend can take our Cardia $1995 Karate" dasses together. It's the only workout I where you get the music, excitement and energy 
I I of aero
bics but we add self-defense lechniques 
(One week introductory class for 
2 students. Offer Expires Jan. 3t . t998) like jabbing. kicking. punching and blocking . . 
L _______ ..I Best of all, you burn calories at an absolutely 
incredible rate-BOO calories per hour! (According to Musde and Fitness Magazine 
who rated aerobic kickboxing as the number one c%rie buming worlcout.? 
Getting in shape has never been more fun, or more affordable with our 2-for-1 special 
offer. Gasses are forming now-callws and enroll today! 
. Fournier's Olympic Karate · etr. 
550 Forest ave., Portland, ME. 
774,3478(FIST) 
MEMBER: National Association of Professional Martial Artists ..... 
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AMERICAN 
NATASHA'S. Portland's newest restaurant 
featuring New American-style menus for 
breakfast. lunch and dinner prepared with 
the freshest ingredients. including pastas 
local fish •. grilled meats. and many vegetar: 
Ian selections. Breafast Tu-F, 7-11; lunch 
Tu-F, 11-2:30; Dinner Tu-Th, 5-9; F -Sa. 5-
10; Brunch Sa-Su, 8-3. 40 Portland St .. 
774-4004. Handicapped accesSible. 
OI.D PORT TAVERN. Try our delicious daily 
speclals& usual mouth-watering fare. Sun-
Thurs Prlmne or Adam's Rib only $11.95. 
Visa, MC, Am Ex. 11 Moulton St. Portland 
774-0444. , . 
RAOUL'S ROADSIDE ATTRACTION. Enjoy 
lunch or dinner in our funky, casual atmos-
phere, comfortable enough to bring a date 
or dl.ne alone. Sandwiches, appetizers, veg-
etarian Items and homemade desserts. 
Hours: Mon-Thurs 4-10p, Fri-Sun l1a-l0p. 
MC & Visa accepted. Parking. 865 Forest 
Ave. Portland. 773-6886. 
STONE COAST BREWING COMPANY: FulI-
service, nonsmoking restaurant with some-
thing for everyone - from a quick burger or 
sandwich to fresh seafood or char broiled 
SirlOin. Lunch and dinner, 11:30a-l0p, 
Sun-Thur (until 12a. Fri & Sat). Sunday 
Brunch Buffet with live Jazz from lla-2p. 
Plenty of free parking. 14 York St 
Gorham's Corner, Portland. 773-BEER. " 
SEAFOOD 
DOWN-EAST VILLAGE RESTAURANT. 
Widely known for excellent cuisine. we offer-
beautifully prepared selections, including a 
variety of fresh seafood. Savor an atmos-
phere reminiscent of Yarmouth's ship-
bUilding days gone by. Dinner served Fri & 
Sat w/ authentic ethnic buffet Thurs 
~rfeit° 
CASUAL MEDITERRANEAN 
~ Cal-Ital from Sa" 
Frail: Gnlled meats, 
fish, pastas alld more 
----.. - ---_.-
.. Approachable 
wine list with 
weeltly specials 
fII Weird MartiniS 
{Orinlt Specials M-F,lt-6~ 
" Brunch in-;;lude;'Ballana' 
BTead French Toast, 
Homemade Bloodies, 
and more! 
Lunch u:3o-3 M-F • Sunday Brunch 10-3 
Dinner Begins at 5 every day 
RESERYATIONS WELCOME 
8'18-0001 
'18 Exchange St .• Old Port 
.qust • cooilittte fOintU 
evenings, Oct. - May. Breakfast and lunch 
served daily. 705 U.S. Rt. 1, Yarmouth 
846-5161. ' 
J'S OYSTER. Enjoy white linen quality din-
Ing In a relaxed atmosphere with a lovely 
view overlooking Portland's working harbor. 
Savor our specialty shellfish and pasta 
dishes and much, much more. MC/ Visa/ 
Discover accepted. Parking in adjacent lot. 
5 Portland Pier, Portland. 772-4828. 
CAFE 
BARBARA'S KITCHEN AND CAFE. 
Acclaimed So. Portland destination offering 
appetizers like asparagus wrapped with 
prosCiutto and honey-mustard, savory 
entre,es like Moroccan chicken with lemon, 
olives, saffron, and capers, seafood and 
vegetarian fare. Breakfast and lunch, Tue-
FrI, 7a-3p; Sat-Sun, 8a-2p; Dinner Thur, Fri 
and Sat, 5p-l0p. 388 Cottage Rd. 767-
6313. ' 
BINTLIFF'S AMERICAN CAFE. (Daily 7am-
2p) Experience signature items, custom 
omel.ettes, wraps, tortillas, and other 
American Fusion CuiSine. Selective dinner 
menu (5:30p-9p) will please the Simplest 
of cravings to the most discriminating 
palates. Homemade desserts, full bar and 
extensive wine list in Greek Revival sur. 
roundings. 98 Portland St. (across from the 
post office). 774-0005. 
BLACK TIE. Savor Our Simple, satiSfYing 
fare .or elaborate cuisine: hearty soups, 
deliCIOUS sandwiches, pastries, homemade 
desserts, tempting lunch entrees and 
famous $4.95 blue plate speCial - a hot 
IUllCh which changes daily. Take home din-
ners always available. Catering speCialists 
onslte. Open Mon-Fri 7:30a-3p. Free park-
Ing. 870 Broadway So. Portland 799-
7119. ' 
This is a habanero pepper. 
It is the hottest pepper In 
the world. Hot enough to 
bum the lorl<ed tongue of 
capitalism you WIeld so 
carelessly from 9 to 5. 
Oh, VOlJ don'l think so? 
We're open till 9. 
~a:: 
(j~D·~·&~Vf·W~~1 
oreN ,I1pf'l-.g lM\-1F,I\ "-11'1 IF,t\-8F,I\ 
22ll Fe~ ~ roffIA,ND 774-b1;J4 
~NM. a:-. ~ 
BLUE MANGO CAFE. New owners have 
transformed the old Woodford's Cafe into a 
four star lunch and dinner eatery with full 
bar. Featuring Jerk Banana Fish and Ginger 
lime Salmon. Fresh seafood, soups, 
breads, dressings, and desserts. listed by 
Holiday Inn Preferred Restaurants. Credit 
cards accepted. Open Tues-Sun l1a-llp 
129 Spring St. 772-1374. ' . 
FRIENDSHIP CAFE. Enjoy breakfast and 
lunch in a friendly, casual atmosphere. For 
br~akfast, over-stuffed omlets, fresh 
qUiche, pancakes and more served all day. 
Two fO.r one lunch speCial, daily at llam. 
Lunch mcludes a wide variety of soups and 
sandWiches. SpeCialty coffee drinks. Open 
Mon-Sat, 7am-3pm; Sun 7:30am-3pm 
703 Congress St. on Portland. 871-5005 .. 
THE MUSEUM CAFE: (PORTLAND MUSEUM 
OF ART) Tasteful luncheon items, desserts, 
and pastries served in a distinctive setting. 
Tues-Sat 11:30a-3p, Sun 12p-3p. Seven 
Congress Square. 775-6148. 
SWEET ANNIE'S TEA SHOP. Try our tasty 
roll-ups, chilled soups, well-filled crepes, 
POpovers & fresh fruit'desserts . Hearty 
sandWiches made on Borealis bread 
delectable baked goods and Portland'~ 
Widest assortment of tea by the cup, ounce 
or pound. Open Tues·Fri, lla-6p, Sat lla-
5p. 642 Congress St., Portland. 773-3353. 
LIGHT FARE 
SMILING HILL FARM ICE CREAM & SAND-
WICH SHOPPE. Over-stuffed sandWiches 
fresh salads, farm·made chowders Chili~ 
~nd soups. Daily lla-2p. Over 40 fla~ors of 
Ice cream and non-fat frozen yogurts. Ice-
cream pies and cakes, frappes, floats, sun-
daes, cones and humungous sundae bar. 
Dally lla-7p. (Dairy & Farm Market 9a-7p.) 
I BarJ,ara'sl@'l!!Ij 
IIxperience our new 
wmter menu & spirits 
Inclu~ing senfood, pasta, steak, 
chIcken & vegetarian fore 
Dinner Th. Fr. Sa. 5- I 0 Breakfast & Lunch 
Tu.-Fr. 7-2; Sa. Su., 8-2 
CATERlNG FOR AlL OCCASIONS 
CAFE AVAIlABLE FOR PRNATE PARTIES 
767-6313 • fax 799-5037 
388 Cottage Rd .• So. Portland 
~ 
781 County Road (Route #22) Westbrook 
775-4818. '.
DINER 
BECKY'S ON HOBSON'S . WHARF. 
Scrumptious homemade desserts in an 
authentic style diner. Breakfast, lunch and 
now serving dinner Tues·Sat evenings until 
9pm. Hours: Tues-Fri 4a-9p, Fri midnight-
Sat 9p, Sat midnight Sun lp, Mon 4a-2p. 
Parking. e. 390 Commercial St. Portland 
773-7070. '.
CARIBBEAN / CAJUN 
SEVANA~'S. Come and eat "Something 
Different. Our authentiC cuisine is sure to 
spleen up your taste buds. Selective 
canbbean and cajun dishes includes Roti 
Curry Shrimp/Lobster, Jerk Chicken/Pork' 
Jambalaya, Gumbo and much more: 
Cambbean atmosphere, Dine-In or Take-
Out. Open Tue.-Sun. Lunch l1a-2p, Dinner 
5p-l0p. 144 Cumberland Ave. Portland 
761-7654. '.
WRAPS 
FEDERAL SPICE. Original four-star con-
ceptuer s.erving the best in wraps with 
multi-ethniC and heart·healthy ingredients 
from around the world. All under $61 
Everything available to go. Delivery avail: 
able 11:30a·2p, Mon-Fri. $2.50 Micro Pints 
after 5 p! Open Mon-Sat l1a-9p; Sun lp-
8p. 225 Federal St., Portland. 774-6404. 
ECLECTIC 
ASYLUM, lOOking for fantastic food & 
excellent entertainment? Seek Asylum. 
Scrumptious soups, sexy salads & sophis-
ticated sandWiches. Daily speCials, fresh 
desserts & homemade bread. Happy Hour 
4p-7p, Mon-Fri. Free Buffet Thurs-Fri. 121 
Center St., Portland, ME. 772-8274. 
MESAVERDE 
Authentic Mexican Food Prepared Naturally 
Sonoran Style 
Mexican Restaurant & Juice Bar 
Homemade Tamales 
Chiles Rellenos 
COming Soon. .. Sonoran 
Style Hot Sauaes 
Happy Hour Mon-Fri 3-6 
fl- off Smoothiet,Ju1~et, Marqaritu. B£rr 
Special Happy Hour Food Prices! 
Lunch & Dinner Man-Sat 
618 Congress St., Portland 
(Across from the State Theatre) 
774-6089 Take Out Available 
Think For-
Yourself 
THE BARKING SQUIRREL - CAFE IN THE 
PARK. Deering Oaks Park. Portland's 
answer to "Tavern on the Green." Enjoy 
lunch. candlelit dinner or Sunday brunch 
next to our huge. crackling fireplace. 
Homemade, multi-ethnic and American cui-
sine starting at $1.50. Kid's menu. Beer & 
Wine. Serving lunch & Dinner Thur-Sat, 
Brunch Sat 'til noon & Sun 'til 3p. Parking. 
Visa & MC. 774-5514. 
BRAY'S BREWPUB & EATERY. Serving 
lunCh, dinner, pub-fare, and fresh Bray's 
ales brewed on the premises. Occupying a 
120-year-old Victorian farmhouse, Bray's 
emanates a comfortable atmosphere of 
old-fashioned charm and simplicity. Open 
year·round. 45 minutes from downtown 
Portland on Rt. 302 at Rt. 35 in Naples. 
(207)693-6806. 
CAFE: UFFA. Multi-ethnic vegetarian and 
fish specialties including applewood grilled 
salmon, pan·seared Casco Bay scallops, 
fresh ravioli and fish sausage. Hand-picked 
wine and beer selection, inclliding ten 
wines by the glass, Geary's Hampshire and 
Pyramid Ales. Breakfast Wed·Sun. Dinner 
Wed-Sat . Visa and Mastercard accepted. 
190 State St., Portland. 775-3380. 
COTTON STREET CANTINA. Delicious 
meals including Grilled Tequila BBQ 
Chicken and Chimichurri Quesadilla. 
Dinners include Chili Shrimp Corn Cake, 
Fresh Fig and Walnut Goat Cheese Tart. 
Lunch Mon·Fri, 11:30a·2:30p; Dinner Mon-
Thurs, 5p-9:30p; Fri-Sat, 5p-l0:30p. Happy 
Hour Thur-Fri, 4p-6p. 10 Cotton St., 
Portland. behind Brian Boru's. 775-3222. 
GEORGE'S. Delicious food, creatively pre· 
sented, an accessible wine list, and a wel-
coming atmosphere. Come for ,cocktails, 
coffee, dessert, or dinner and you'll be 
back! Full bar. Dinner seven days/week, 
5p-l0p, Brunch Sat & Sun 9a-2p. Full late-
night menu Thurs, Fri & Sat. 
MC/Visa/Amex. George's 21 Pleasant St., 
Portland. 774-5260. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar - now featur-
ing 50 beers on tap. Extensive menu ... 
sandwiches, soups, salads, platters. 
lunch or dinner in the mysterious 
Woodfords area. MC, Visa , 1\mex accepted. 
Parking. 540 Forest Ave. Portland. 772· 
0300. 
KATAHDIN. Spring & High Streets. 774-
1740. Featuring Portland's most eclectic 
and best tasting menu. Great foods made 
with only. the freshest of ingredients. Come 
in and enjoy the fun atmosphere, nationally 
published reCipes, and award winning 
desserts. Open Tues-Thurs 5p-9:30p, Fri & 
Sat 5p-l0:30p. 
PERFETTO. Funky flavors of the 
Mediterranean by Chef Scott Pelletier. 
Entrees include grilled meats and fish, 
local seafood, fresh pasta, and our famous 
Paella ($12-$16). Approachable wine. list 
and full bar. Lunch 'Mon-Fri, 11:30a-3p; 
Dinner starts at 5p seven days. Sunday 
Brunch 10a-3p. 28 Exchange St .. Portland. 
828·0001. 
.... .c:: ...... =t> 
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ZEPHYR CRI LL 
SUNDAY 
~ ~ BREAKFAST 
~~ ~ ____ ... 9.:.3.0.A~-_1:30P 
- • 
PORT BAKE HOUSE. Take-out fresh baked 
pastries and great lunches. Summer seat-
ing on the deck. Soups with pizzazz. cre-
ative deli sandwiches and healthy salads. 
All our decadent European cakes and 
tortes available Fri & Sat evenings by the 
slice. Enjoy them on our romantic deck. 
205 Commercial St., Portland. 773-2217. 
TABITHA JEANS_ Maine's most cosmopoli-
tan restaurant offering an eclectic menu 
including the freshest in seafood, grilled 
and vegetarian dishes, friendly service, and 
extensive wine list. lunch: Mon-Sat, 
11:30a-3p. Dinner: seven nights starting at 
5. All major credit cards. Handicapped 
accessible. Smoke free. Member Park & 
Shop. 94 Free St., Portland. 780-8966. 
VICTORY DELI & BAKE SHOP. Hearty 
breakfast, mouth watering baked-from-
scratch breads and pastries, freshly pre-
pared soups, stews. salads, pasta and 
vegetarian specialties, delicious sandwich· 
es. Beer & Wine. Monument Square, 299 
Forest Ave. and One Portland Square. 
MC/VISA accepted. 772-7299, 772·3913, 
772·8186. 
ZEPHYR GRILL. brunch (brunch) n. 1 a late 
first meal of the day that takes the place of 
both breakfast and lunch. 2 feta and 
spinach fritatas , multi·grain pancakes, wild 
mushroom and Brie omelettes, with hand-
cut bacon, salmon steaks, and more. 
9:30a-l:30p, $3.50-$7, 653 Congress 
Street, 207·828·4033. 
ZYGOT BOOKWORKS & CAFE. Inviting and 
friendly service. Inspired and inventive 
food. Reasonable prices. Described as a 
place that "not only nourishes your body 
but actually changes 90ur state of mind." 
Specializing in vegetarian soups, chilled 
noodle dishes & great sandwiches. Open 
Mon-Fri 8a-7p, Sat 10a-3p. Closed 
Sundays. 61 Pleasant St., Portland 775-
4121. 
MAR K E T. C A F E fI C A TE R I N G CO. 
AURORA PROVISIONS. **** Fresh 
baked scones, Herculean coffee, morning 
music ... seasonally inspired soups, sand-
wiches, and Chef Cheryl's renowned 
gourmet dinners to go. Outstanding wine 
and beer selection, unique housewares , 
fresh produce and sundries. Tues·Sat 
7:30a-7:30p, Sun 8a-6p, 64 Pine Street in 
Portland's West End, free parking. 871-
9060. MC V AE. 
WOOD GRILL 
RACHEL'S WOOD GRILL. Inventive cuisine 
delicately seasoned with wood smoke and 
cooked the way God intended - ' over 
flame. Elegantly unpretentious atmos-
phere. 25 wines by the glass. Lunch Tues-
Fri 11:30a-2:30p, Dinner Tues-Thurs 
5:30p-9p, Fri & Sat 5:30p-l0p. MC, Visa. 
90 Exchange St. (upper Exchange) 
Portland . 774-1192. 
PIZZA/PIZZERIA 
RICETTA'S. Scrumptious & creative 
entrees & lunches like you've never tasted! 
Pasta dishes, calzones, antipasto, salads, 
soups, sandwiches, pizza & delicious 
desserts - or try our tasty lunch buffet. 
What makes us unique? Wood-fired, brick 
oven cookin ' ! Call for delivery. Open Sun-
Thurs 11:30a·l0p, Fri & Sat l1a-l1p. 29 
Western Ave, S. Portland, 775-7400. 
ITALIAN 
ANTHONY'S ITAUAN KITCHEN_ Voted best 
in Portland 2 years running! Pizza - pasta -
sandwiches - beer & wine. We make the 
best wraps in town! Try our mile-high 
lasagna!! We sell 3000 slices of pizza a 
weeki Come in and see why. ·Portland's 
best cheap eats.· Visa, MC, AMEX. 
Parking, handicap accessible. 151 Middle 
St., Portland. 774-8668. 
FRESH MARKET PASTA. Voted· Best 
homemade pastas and sauces" in Portland 
3 years running. Open for lunch, dinner. 
Italian wine and beers. Espresso, 
Cappuccino , Desserts . Bring the family! 
MC, VISA and Amex acc·epted. 43 
Exchange St. 60 Market St., Portland. 773-
7146. 
BAR-B-QUE 
NORM'S BAR BQ, · Portland's Best New 
Restaurant" featuring Norm's Wicked Good 
Sauce, Smoked Ribs, Fried Chicken, Black 
Bean Soup, BBQ Sandwiches, Catfish and 
daily Tapas. Beer & Wine available. Lunch 
and Dinner Tues-Thur 12p-l0p, Fri & Sat 
12p-l1p, Sun 3p-9p, Closed Mondays. No 
Credit Cards. 43 Middle St., Portland. 207-
774-6711. 
MEXICAN 
GRANNY'S BURRITOS, 420 Fore St., Old 
Port, Portland. 761·0751. Preparing all of 
your Mexican favorites: Burritos, 
Quesadillas, Nachos & more. Functional 
food for functional folks - burritos until mid-
night! 
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Unique Daily Bnmch -
DINNER FRI - SAT 
5:30-9:00 
7am-2pm Daily 
Open 7 days a week 
"Mr. Binllirr is Back" @ 774-0005 
(Ac'oss from the Post Office) 
MARGARITAS MEXICAN RESTAURANTS. 
2 great locations in Portland! 242 St. John 
Street at the Union Station Plaza, 874-
6444 and 11 Brown Street. OPPOSite the 
Civic Center, 774-9398. These amigos 
know how to serve up huge, oversized 
meals and colossal-sized drinks! Happy 
Hour starts at 4p with free hot appetizers 
and great drink specials. 
MESA VERDE. Ravorful, healthful Mexican 
dishes, NATURAL FOODS AND HEALTHY 
JUICE BAR. Happy Hour Mon·Fri, 3p . 6p. 
Enjoy fresh juices, fruit shakes, smoothies, 
juice combinations, fresh fruit margaritas, 
rum smoothies and other frozen delights. 
Casual atmosphere. Serving lunch & din-
ner. Take-out available. 618 Congress 
Street (across from the State Theatre) 774-
6089. 
TORTILLA FLATS. A memorable experience 
in fine, affordable Mexican cuisine. Chili 
Happy Hour Mon-Thu, 4-7, free chips, salsa 
and chili. Open Sun 12p-9p, Mon-Thur 
11:30a-close, Fri-Sat 11:30a-llp. Free 
parking. VISA, MC, AMEX, and Discover. 
1871 Forest Ave .. Portland, between 
Riverside and the Turnpike. 797-8729. 
ICE CREAM IDESSERTS 
Q'S ICE CREAM. Q's own homemade 
superpremium ice cream, made exclusively 
on the premises using only the finest ingre-
dients. Also serving Green Mountain 
Coffee, cappuccino, espresso, baked 
goods & other inspired desserts. Relax in a 
warm, friendly atmosphere. Open until 9pm 
Sun-Thurs, 10pm Fri-Sat. 505 Fore St., 
Portland. 773-7017. 
~!=.!!~}?~auc··~1 
bread & butter and fountain drink 
(with this coupon • expires 2-5-98) 
43 EXCHANGE ST. 60 MARKET Sr. OLD PORT. 773-7146 
CALL US FOR GREAT OFFICE CATERING 
Portland's Brunch Place 
to meet and eat. 
Serving breakfast 
all day long. 
Sa & Sun brunch only. 
(ome and enjoy .our 
2 for 1 lunch 
specialty item. Lunch 
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openings 
! 
I and acrylics by Jules 
Olitski, opens Jan 24. 
Shows through April 2. 
: "Marsden Hartley: 
I American Modern," a retro-
spective of abstract works 
by the Lewiston native, 
opens Jan 31. Shows 
I 
gallery artists Holly uttle Sebago Gallery 8. 
Brooks, Bruce Turner, Frame 765 Roosevelt 
Helen St. Clair and others, , Trail, Windham. Work by 
shows through Feb 28. ! gallery artists. Ongoing. 
Hours: /rIoo-Sat 9:30 am- Hours: Mon·Fri 10 am-
5:30 pm. 773-3007. 6 pm, Sat 9 am-5 pm. 
Bowdoin College Museum 892·8086. 
on Thurs from 3:30-4:30 
pm and for the" Art in the 
Morning" group. Classes 
held at Stone Soup 
· Artisans, Maine St, 
"Africa: What Maps 
Reveal About European 
Knowledge of the 
Continent" Feb 12. 
Michael B. Toth, curator of 
the exhibition, "Africa: A 
Continent Revealed' at 
Bowdoin College Museum 
of Art 9400 College 
Station, Brunswick. 
Reception for 'Embedded 
Metaphor: an exhibition 
of various media portray-
ing the numerous symbolic 
aspects of the bed, Jan 
22, from 8-10 pm. A lec-
ture with exhibition curator 
Nina Felshin precedes the 
reception at Kresge 
Auditorium, at 7:30 pm. 
Shows through March 16. 
'The Art of Trangression: 
through April 26. Hours: 
Tues, Wed and Sat, 10 
of Art 9400 College Maine History Galle!} 
Station, Brunswick. Hours: 489 Congress St, Portland. 
i Tues-Sat 10 am·5 pm, Sun 'Portland's Pride: The 
Shows through March 22. 
• "From Monet to 
Matisse: The Origins of 
Modemism" A ,omplete 
overview of French art 
from early impressionism 
through Neo-Impress-
ionism to Fauvism. 
Ongoing. 
St, Portland, ME 04101, 
or call Donna Lee Rollins 
at 774-1900 for more info. 
Portland Parks and 
Recreation invites novice 
and profeSSional artists to 
submit works of all media 
for a one-month exhibit. 
Portfolios are due the 14th 
of each month. For more 
info, call Brenda at 
874-8793. 
Brunswick. For more info, 
, call Maine Mobile Arts at 
: 721-8634. 
I Photography Courses and 
· Workshops The Maine 
USM's Osher Map Library, 
discusses the cartographic 
past of the second largest . am- 5 pm. Thurs and Fri, , 10 am·9 pm. Sun, 
i 2-5 pm, closed Mon. Observatory: showcasing 
i 725-3275. watercolors of the 
• "A Portion olthe 
Infinite' Paintings by 
12·5 pm. 773-2787. 
Portland Public Ubrary 
• "Art and Ute In the Observatory's signal flags by , 
Ancient Mediterranean" founder Captain Lemuel ' 
Rockwell Kent. Ongoing. 
Portland Public Ubrary Portland Public Ubrary 
, Photo CO-OP offers week· 
end workshops on hand· 
· coloring photos, 
photography and the law 
and basic lighting tech· 
niques, as well as numer· 
ous classes for absolute 
continent. At USM's Osher 
Map library, fourth floor, 
I 314 Forest Ave, Portland, 
5 Monument Sq, Portland. 
Opening reception for 
Work spanning the 4th Moody, a painting of the 
5 Monument Sq, Portland. 5 Monument Sq., 
Portland, invites artists to 
t at 7 pm. 780-4850. 
i "Maine's Soul Survivors: 
Legacy of the Holocaust, " 
photographs of Holocaust 
survivors by Jack 
century A.D. Walker Observatory by Charles 
Gallery. Ongoing. Codman, plus maps and var. 
• "Asian Art" A selection ious curios, shows through 
"Colour Notes: land· 
scapes, portraits and 
nudes by Paul Bonneau, 
' shows through Jan 31. 
Hours: Mon, Wed and Fri, 
9 am-6 pm. Tues and 
Thurs , 12·9 pm. Sat, 9 
am·5 pm. 871·1700. 
! submit work for a one-
month exhibition in the 
Lewis Gallery. 871-1758. 
Southem Maine Wellness 
Center invites artists tc 
exhibit framed works in 
their therapy center. For 
more info, call Merrill 
Grohman at 767-1385. 
T-shirt Design Contest The 
, "Artist's Soiree" Every I . 
, Friday from 5·8 pm. At 
Collaborative Projects 
1982·1992: the intimate 
work of British 
Photographer Jo Spence, 
opens Jan 27. Shows 
througll March 1. Hours: 
of decorative arts objects March 14. Hours: Wed.Sat, 
from the permanent collec· : 12·5 pm. Tix: $2 ($1 kids 
tion. John H. Halford ' under 12).879-0427. 
Gallery. Ongoing. Maine Writers and 
• "Portraits' American Publishers Alliance 
, beginners and those who 
are more experienced. 
Plus seminars by Polaroid 
: and tM Palladio Company. 
: At 100 Oak St, Portland. 
Mainely Frames.and 
Gallery, 534 Congress St, 
Portland. 828-0031. 
The Central Maine Friends 
of Photography holds meet· 
ings the first Tues and third 
Tues·Sat 10 am-5 pm, Sun 
2-5 pm. Free. 725-3275. 
Robert Clements Galle!} 81 
West Commercial St, 
Portland. Reception for 
'Hearts On Fire." the work 
of 39 artists inspired by St. 
Valentine's Day, Feb 14 
, Montgomery, Feb 3 from 
5-7 pm. Shows through 
Feb 28. Hours: Mon, Wed 
and Fri, 9 arTHl pm. Tues 
and Thurs, 12·9 pm. Sat, 
9 am-5 pm. 871·1700. 
USM Area Gallery Campus 
Center, Portland. 
, portraiture, dating from the ' 12 Pleasant St. 
18th century to turn of the i BrunswiCk. Black and 
century. Bowdoin Gallery. ! white wood engravings and 
Ongoing. linoleum wood cuts by Siri 
Salt Galle!} Salt Center 
for Occumentary Field 
Studies, 17 Pine St, 
Portland. "In Focus: a 
group show of recent pho-
tography and nonfiction 
writing by Salt documentar· 
ians. Shows through Feb 
28, Hours: Wed and Fri 
! Center for Grieving Children 
invites kids to submit 
designs for the "Pet and 
People Walk" t·shirt. The 
winning entry will be judged 
on March 13. Artists may 
submit their designs on Feb 
21 from 10 am-12:30 pm or 
Feb 22 from 12·2:30 pm at 
the Children's Museum, 
For more info, call Donna 
: Lee Rollins at 774-1900. 
: Pottery Classes Classes 
i for children and adults. 
Wed of each mcnth, At the 
Creative Photographic Arts 
Center, Bates Mill 
Enterprise Arts Center, 4th 
flocr, 59 Canal St\ Lewiston, 
from 7-9 pm. 782-1369. 
Dorothy Deslr-Oavls Jan 29. 
Desir·Davis, curator of the 
exhibition "Beyond the 
Mountains Lies Many 
Mountains" at the USM Art 
Gallery, delivers a lecture on 
the works of Bai ~y, 
from 4-7 pm. Opens Jan 30. 
Shows through Feb 28. 
Hours: Moo-Sat 10 am-
5:30 pm. 775-2202. 
June Fitzpatrick Gallery 
112 High St, Portland. 
Opening reception for 
'Poemvessels," 15 clay 
vessels used as media for 
poetry, Jan 23 from 5-
7 pm. Shows through Feb 
14. Hours: Tues-Sat, 12-
5 pm. 772-1961. 
Icon Contemporary Art 
19 Mason St, Brunswick: 
. Reception for 'New 
, Paintings," works in oil 
i and gold and copper foil by 
! Martha Oatway, Jan 22 
from 5-7 pm. Opens Jan 
19. Shows through Feb 
, 20. Hours: Mon·Thurs, 
! 8 am-l0 pm. Fri, 8 am-
5 pm. Sat, 9 am·5 pm. 
780-5009. 
, USM Art Gallery Gorham 
i campus. 'Beyond the 
! Mountains Lies Many 
Moutains: a collection of 
works by fiber artist 
, Xenobia Bailey, painter 
I Jean·Michel Basquiat and 
designer Alex Locadia, 
, opens Jan 29. Shows 
Coffee By Design Beckman, printmaker, 
! 620 Congress St. book illustrator and arts 
Portland. "Portland educator, show through 
Landscapes and Jan 30. Hours: Mon.Fri 
Cityscapes," oil paintings ! 9 am- 5 pm. 729-6333. 
by Dennis Fournier, shows Margarita's Restaurant 
through Feb 8. Hours: 242 St. John St. Portland. 
Mon·Fri 7 am-8 pm, Sat Original watercolors by 
I 8 am·8 pm, Sun 8 am Bonnie Brown. Ongoing. 
i -6 pm. (72-5533. Also at Hours: 4·11 pm daily. 
Coff~e By Design, 874-6444. 
Monument Sq, Portland. Montgomery Memorial 
Hours: Moo-Fri 7 arTHl pm. Galle!} at MECA 522 
761·2424. Congress St, Portland. 
Davidson 8. Daughters Mexican work by Claude 
Contemporary Art 148 Montgomery. Ongoing. 
High St, Portland. Opening Hours: Tues-Sat 11 am-
reception for 'Color 4 pm, Thurs 11 am·8 pm. 
, Messages: featuring Free. For more details, 
, works by artists Paul call 775-5098. 
Plante, Joan Murray and Thomas Moser 
2·6 pm, Sat 10 am·l pm. 
761-0660. 
The Spring Point Museum 
at Southern Maine 
Technical College, Fort Rd, 
So. Portland: "Portland 
Harbor, 1865-1900: 
i Making a living in Stormy 
Times," a permanent 
exhibit on the clipper ship 
Snow Squall. Hours: Fri· 
Sun noon-4 pm. 
Admission: $2 (kids free). 
799-6337. 
TIde's Gate Gallery 
142 Free St, Portland. 
799-1112. 
USM Women's Center 
seeks artists to display 
work at the Women's Art 
and Music Festival on 
March 26 at the Portland 
Campus Center. For more 
info, call Amy at 
780-4996. 
education 
· offered at Sawyer Street 
Studios, 131 Sawyer St, 
So. Portland. Costs and 
times vary. 767-4394. 
Sheldrake Studio offers 
drawing and painting 
· classes for adults, begin· 
; ner or experienced and fun 
i art classes for kids in 
: kitemaking and papermak· 
· ing. Private tutors also 
i available. First month $80. 
i 775-2653. 
: Wildemess School offers 
a broad range of arts and 
crafts workshops, begio-
ning in Feb. At Wilderness 
School, 99 Woodside Rd, 
Brunswick. For more info, 
call 729-8616. 
Reception for new paint· 
ings by Frederick Lynch, 
Jan 24 from 4·6 pm. 
Shows through March 4. 
Hours: Mon·Fri 1·5 pm, Sat 
1·4 pm. 725-8157. 
Institute of Contemporary 
Art MECA Building, 522 
Congress St, Portland. 
Reception for MECA 
, through March 21. Alec· 
! ture with curator Dorothy 
Desir·Davis is Jan 29 at 
10 Bailey Hall, USM cam-
pus, Gorham, at 4 pm, fol· 
lowed by a reception. 
Mary Ruth Hedstrom, plus Cabinetmakers Showroom ! 
140 Main St, Freeport. 
Paintings by Bob Besaw. 
Hours: 10 am-6 pm daily. 
865-9655. 
Art Classes Photography 
and drawing for adults and 
children are offered at 
ACTS, 341 Cumberland 
Ave, Portland. Byappoint· 
ment only. 761-2465. 
Bookmaking Zygot 
. Woodworking Classes are 
available at Treemendous, 
Longfellow Sq, Portland . . 
To register, call Nonnand 
at 780-9627. 
Faculty Exhibition, the 
work of 29 artists which 
includes a visual tour of 
France and a display on 
the relationship between 
words, sounds and 
objects, Jan 22 from 5-
7 pm. Shows through Feb 
15. Hours: Tues·Sun 
11 am-4 pm, Thurs 11 am· 
9 pm. 879-5742. 
MECA Student Gallery 
MECA Building, 522 
Congress St, Portland. 
Reception for "Primal 
Energy: an exhibition of 
student painting and 
sculptures with a primitive 
theme, Jan 28 at 6 pm. 
Shows through Feb 3. 
Hours: Tues·Sun 11 am-
4 pm, Thurs 11 am·9 pm. 
879-5742. 
Pleasant Street Collective 
52 Pleasant St, Portland. 
Opening reception for new 
sculptures by Todd 
Andrews and ceramic 
sculptures and drawings 
by Allison Arnold, Jan 22 
from 5·8 pm. Shows 
through Feb 8. Hours: 
Wed·Fri 4-8 pm, Sat 12· 
6 pm, Sun 12·5 pm. 
761·7909. 
Portland Museum of Art 
7 Congress Sq, Portland. 
"The World in the 
Evening," featuring more 
than 25 recent landscapes 
in watercolors, pastels 
, Hours: Tues-Fri 11 am-
4 pm, Saturday 1·4 pm. 
780-5009. 
,n 0 W 
;showing 
"Above 8. Below" At 88 
: Pleasant St, Portland. New 
: paintings by Eric Hopkins 
· and wool rugs by Angela 
Adams. Ongoing. Hours: 
by appointment only. 
1871-7916 
! Artwerks 102 Maine St, 
· Brunswick. A group show 
· of work by 12 artists. 
Ongoing. Hours: Wed-Sat 
i 11 am·4 pm. 998-5841. 
! ArtWorks MECA Building, 
: 97 Spring St, Portland. 
, Maine COllege of Art's 
sales gallery featuring jew-
· elry, photography, sculp-
ture, handmade books and 
pottery created by MECA 
i alumni and students, as 
· well as members of the 
Maine Crafts ASSOCiation. 
, Ongoing. Hours: Tues·Sat 
11 am·5:30 pm, Thurs 
11 am·8 pm. 775-5098. 
Bates Museum of Art 
Bates College, Lewiston. 
'Narrative Quilts: life-sto-
. ries told by artist Michael 
Cummings through the use 
of differently colored and 
textured cloth, shows 
through March 20. Hours: 
Tues-Sat. 10 am-5 pm. 
786-6158. 
! Bayview Gallery 
. 75 Market St, Portland. 
Exhibition of works by 
a sculpture by Dana 415 Cumberland Ave, 
Raymond, shows through Portland. Black and white 
Feb 7. Hours: Tues·Sat. photogral!hs of the 
11 am-5 pm. 780-0766. Canterbury Shaker Village 
Foghom Gallery 4 Clinton by New Hampshire artist 
St. Portland, International John Boeckler show 
folk art, Oaxacary wood through Feb 7. Hours: 
carvings, black pottery and i 9 am·5 pm. 774·3791. 
crafts of indigenous peo- i "Recent paintings by 
pies. Ongoing., By appoint- , Schuyler Meyers" 19 Pitt 
ment. 781·2563. St, Portland. Hours by 
Gallery Hair Design appointment only. 
153 U.S. Route 1, Ongoing. 772-3343. 
Scarborough. Photographs Perfetto's Restaurant 
by George Riley. Ongoing. 28 Exchange St, Portland. 
Hours Moo-Fri 8 am·7 pm, 'Almost Edible: paintings 
Sat 8 am·5 pm. 885-5903. by Kate Merrick. Ongoing. 
Gallery 7 49 Exchange St, Hours: Mon·Sun 11 am-
Portland. 'New Faces," 11 pm. 828-Dool. 
works including baskets, Pilgrimage 1006 Forest 
clay, furniture, glass, Ave, Portland. 'Vision in 
mixed media, fiber and the Dust. " etchings on 
sculptured metal and jew· Biblical themes and ·con. 
elry by 10 Maine artists. temporary SOCiety by Tom 
Ongoing. Hours: Moo-Wed Lewis·Borbely. Ongoing. 
10 arTHl pm, Thurs-Sat Hours: Man and Sat 11 
10 am-8 pm, and Sun am-3 pm, Tues·Fri 10 am-
noon· 6 pm. 761-7007. 5 pm. 878-5040. 
George's 21 Pleasant St, Portland CoHee Roasting 
Portland. Oil paintings by Company 111 Commercial 
Kari Van Tine. Ongoing. St, Portland. Works by B.J. 
Hours: MonWed 5-10 pm, Danforth. Ongoing. Hours: ! 
I Thurs·Sat 5 pro-l am, Sat- 6:30 am-5:30 pm daily. 
Sun 9 am-l am, Sun 772.9044. 
9 am-l0 pm. 774·5260. Portland Museum of Art 
Hole In the Wall 7 Congress'Sq, Portland. 
Studloworks Route 302, Hours: Tues, Wed, Sat 
Raymond. ' All You Can 10 am-5 pm, Thurs-Fri 10 
Give: artwork and hand· am-9 pm, Sun noon·5 pm. 
crafts by gallery artists, Admission: $6 ($5 stu-
shows through Jan 31. dents & seniors/$l 
Hours: 9:30 am-6 pm youth). Admission is free 
daily. 655-4952. 5-9 pm every Friday 
Kutz 86 Middle St, evening. 775-6148 or 
Portland. 'Stone 1·800-639-4067. 
Madonnas," photos by '"Maklng It Real." the 
Cynthia Brogan. Ongoing. recent work of 31 artists 
Hours: Tues-Sat 10 am· • who explore the potential 
_6 pm. 773-9717. of photographic illusion, 
USM Osher Map Ubrary 
314 Forest Ave, Portland. 
"Africa: A Continent 
Revealed," a history of 
European mapping of 
Africa from Ptolemy's 
1513 atlas to the present, ' : 
shows through May 16. 
Hours: Wed 1·4:30 pm 
Bookworks & Cafe offers 
classes on calligraphy, 
book repair and book and 
portfolio making at its 
bindery at 61 Pleasant St, 
Portland. Classes limited 
to 6 (8 in calligraphy). For 
more info, call Scott at 
and 6-8 pm, Thurs 9 am-
12:30 pm and 1-4:30 pm, 
Sat 9 am·12:30 pm. 
780-4850. 
c a I I s 
f 0 ~ 
art ,. 
artists 
DIRECTIONS seeks new 
members for its statewide 
craft organization. 
Applicants must subm~ 6-
10 slides of current work 
and a resume. Deadline: 
March 1. For a member-
ship information packet, 
write to DIRECTIONS, c/o 
Candace Jackman, RR 2 
Box 4390, Fayette, ME 
04349 or call 897-4261. 
Little Sebago Gallery 8. 
Frame 765 Roosevelt 
Trail, Windham invites 
artists to subm~ works for 
consideration in upcoming 
shows. Contact Sandie or 
Steve at 892·8086. 
Maine Photo CO-OP 
Gallery seeks photos 
made with "Diana" and 
-Holga" cameras for "The 
Plastic Camera Show, " 
opening March 12. Send 
slide submissions to: 
Gallery Director, 100 Oak 
: 775-4121. 
! Children's Painting 
Classes Six-week sessions 
and workshops with Jane 
Wray. For info, call 
773-2890. 
Creative Resource Center 
'. offers programs for kids of 
all ages. At the Creative 
Resource Center, 
1103 Forest Ave, Portland, 
from 3:30-4 pm. Free. 
Space limited. For info, 
call 797·9543. 
Intemships Maine Artists' 
Space/Danforth Gallery, 
34 Danforth St, Portland, 
seeks interns to cocrdi· 
nate exhibitions and for 
general gallery manage-
ment. Work description 
can be tailored to suit 
applicant's interests. 
775·6245. 
Internships Available The 
Maine Photo CO·OP is 
sponsoring an intemship 
program in conjunction 
with its education program 
and workshop series. For 
more mfo, call the CMP 
at 774-1900. 
Maine Mobile Arts 
Registrations accepted for 
after school drawing class 
Young at Art Judy Faust 
offers unusual art classes 
for kids ages 5-13 and 
parents including "Shops 
on Main Street" where 
kids sculpt and draw 
shops from their imagina-
: tion and 'Cultures, 
i Customs, Costumes and 
I Storytelling," a class on 
, creating art from other cul-
i tures. Other courses: "Pre-
, school Art Adventures, " 
"Family Roots Project" and 
'Special Effects in Clay!" 
Classes offered in 
Cumberland, Falmouth and 
So. Portland. For schedule 
and locations, call Judy 
Faust at 761·9438. 
;events& 
I lectures 
, "Activating Your 
Creativity" Share your cre-
ative process and prod· 
! ucts (of whatever fonn) in 
: a safe and supportive envi· 
. ronment. If you wish to 
. share, plan on 5-10 min· 
! utes. Meets the first Wed 
of the month, at Agape, 
, 657 Congress St, 
: Portland, at 7:30 pm. 
i Suggested donation: $5. 
780-1500. 
Brown Bag Lectures MECA 
faculty members with work 
, showing at the Institute of 
Contemporary Art give 10-
minute presentations on 
: their work, Jan 27 and Feb 3 , 
i and 10. At the Institute of 
Contemporary Art, MECA 
building, 522 Congress 51, 
Portland, at nocno 
i 879-5742. 
Basquiat and Locadia. At 10 
Bailey Hall, USM Campus, 
Gorham, at 4 pm. Reception 
, follows. 780-5409. 
"Embedded Metaphor' 
Various disussions and 
'j lectures are held in conjuc· 
I tion with the exhibition 
i now showing at Bowdoin 
I College Museum of Art. 
I Jan 28: Discussion with 
I museum curator Alison Ferris at the Museum of 
! Art, at 4 pm. Feb 5: "The 
Berth of Civilization: A 
Brief History of the Bed, " a 
lecture by Professor Clifton 
C. Olds investigating the 
many contexts of the bed. 
At 8eam Classroom, at 
7:30 pm. Feb 11: 
Discussion with Visiting 
/
Instructor John B. Bisbee 
at the Museum of Art, at 
4 pm. Feb 12: DISCUSSion 
I With Zoe Leonard, one of 
I the artists featured in the I exhibit. At Beam 
Classroom, at 7:30 e.m. 
725-3275. 
"Maine's Soul Survivors' 
Throughout Feb, a number 
of lectures, discussions 
and presentations are 
scheduled in conjunction 
with the photo exhibition, 
'Maine's Soul Survivors: 
Legacy of the Holocaust,-
organized by the 
Holocaust Human Rights 
Center of Maine and the 
Portland Public Library. 
871-1700. 
MECA Open House Tours 
Visit Maine College of 
Art's studio space the first 
Tues of every month at 
noon. At MECA, 
522 Congress Street. 
RSVP 775-5098. 
Open Slide Night The 
Union of Maine Visual 
Artists invites artists, 
craftspeople and anyone 
interested to attend an 
open slide night the sec· 
ond Friday of each month 
at 7:30 pm at Jay York 
Affordable Photo, 
58 Wilmot St, Portland. 
Bring slides for discus· 
sion/feedback. 773-3434. 
Trust me 
Mad Horse masters the dodgy 
friendships spawned by the battle 
of the sexes in "Criminal Hearts" 
• JASON WILKINS 
It would have been one sweet rob-
bery, if only there had been anything 
in the condo to steal. When Bo comes 
through the window, wearing a 
leather jacket and packing a pistol, all 
she finds is a pile of empty pizza 
boxes and soda cans. Among them 
lies Ata Windust, agoraphobic, 
extremely high-strung and recently 
dumped by her yuppie scum hus-
band, Wib, who just pulled up a truck 
and hauled away all her stuff. "Men 
shoot each other, women relate!" she 
cries. "I'm a woman, I have breasts 
- don't shoot me!" 
Bo is infuriated by her bad luck 
even before Ata manages to get the 
gun away from her. Thus begins a 
beautiful friendship, and the latest 
show put on by the Mad Horse 
Theatre Company at the Oak Street 
Theatre, "Criminal Hearts." 
Once Ata (Christine Marshall) has the 
invader at gunpoint, they begin trading 
tales of male treachery. Bo (Kathleen 
Weddleton) wins Ata's sympathy by say-
ing that she too has been mistreated by 
her men, and is only robbing apartments 
in order to feed her baby girl. The two 
women appear LO h..,vc: .:to l oOt :~ C'o __ ...,..,~.." 
despite the different worlds they inhabit. 
Ata can suddenly relate to a woman like 
These ladles are trouble: 
Kathleen Wedcllton 
(left), Michael KimbIIII 
and ChIt.tlne Manhall 
In "Criminal HeIlU" 
i' 
character very believable. He displays 
none of the charm, however false, that 
I Wib must have possessed to convince 
Ata to marry him. 
It's easy to forget this weakness in the 
production while watching the two 
female leads sink their teeth into solid 
roles. If Kathleen Weddleton seems to 
strike a few off-notes as Bo in the first act, 
(nacs Only lJCl:i1U::il; shc·s au actress pl~'y-
ing a character who is herself playing a 
role, stringing Ata along in Bo. "I'm 33 years old, and I 
don't have a chair," she 
laments. sta e search of a payoff. Slowly the audience comes to see the 
game Bo's been playing .all 
along, and why she might not 
ha ve the heart to finish it. 
In time, Ata and Bo (with 
the help of Bo's fellow felon 
Robbie, ably played by Michael 
Kimball) decide to exact some 
justice by stealing Ata's stuff 
back from her husband and sell-
ing it. The high-minded Ata, 
who believes that life has rules 
"CRIMINAL 
HEARTS" RUNS 
THROUGH FEB, 8 
AT OAK STREET 
THEATRE, 92 OAK 
ST. TlX: $16-$20, 
775-5103, 
Meanwhile, people should 
be flinging roses at the feet of 
Christine Marshall for her skit-
tery, touching and hilarious 
performance as Ata. Marshall 
really conveys the desperation which one simply does not break, is cool 
to the idea at first - but the prospect of 
revenge is simply too tantalizing to resist. 
Let the games begin. 
The play centers around questions of 
crime, both of the heart and of the stereo 
system. There's ambiguity all around . 
Wib had every legal right to load his 
truck with the objects he bOUght Ata, but 
she has even more emotional right to 
snatch them back. Bo tells Ata up front 
that she is a grifter, and that no one in the 
world can be relied upon ; then says, 
"Trust me." Everyone in the play is a 
criminal of some sort, and perhaps none 
of them can be trusted. 
The most unsavory of the bunch has 
got to be 'Wib (Guy Durichek), who in 
the course of 20 onstage minutes does his 
best to crush Ata's heart and then tries to 
seduce Bo. Durichek makes an attempt, 
but he can't make this extremely slimy 
of a woman raised to be an attractive but 
useless social ornament who has no idea 
what to do with herself when cast aside. 
The chance to choose a definite identity 
of her own (even that of a small-time 
crook) makes her giddy with excitement. 
Marshall expertly plays her as a woman 
with constantly exposed nerves. 
Playwright Jane Martin gets a lot of 
laughs out of her characters and their 
quirks. Ata keeps dozens of pencils 
around because she finds the sound of 
the sharpener quite soothing. Bo, when 
she trades her habitual jeans for a high-
class dress, is stunned by the transforma-
tion. "You got legs," Robbie observes. 
"Yeah," Bo agrees, deadpan. "Weird." 
Here's hoping that "Criminal Hearts" 
has legs also, and fills the house until the 
end of its run . You should go see it. Trust 
me on this one. caw 
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January 23, '24, 30, 31 
and February 6 & 7 
Friday and Saturday Only - 8 p.m. 
Tickets $12 
For information and reservations 
call 729-8584 
Sponsored by Robbins Construction 
25%off 
~II yellow t~gged jtem~ 
Jan 22nd_g1~ 
Including Btyn Wlllkp.t & Aly 
W~nt IinM, T I1lka cotion ~lJlltllf{!l! 
qnd ~thnic CHlAtrons wool ~(!ltt{!tl! 
~ftTfRlftL 
O~JfCTS 
NEW, VINTAGE & CONSIGNED CLOTHING 
500 Congress Street. Ponland, Maine 774·1241 
Hours: Mon Sal. 10·6. Sunday 12·5 
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Now Carrying Patemayan 
Needlepoint Yarn ............................ 
Jaegar, Noro, Sirdar, Katia, 
Plymouth & Other 
Fine Yarns .........•............ 
Knitting & Needlecraft 
Accessories, Personal 
Service & Instruction 
Stitch 
& Shop 
Superbowl Sunday 11-S 
•••• -5-)5· Sh~~· Rd.: c;';; ·E·Ii~;d". HE o4i 07····· 





10 Exchange St., EI::lrt.laOO, Old Rlrt 
Reindeer Theatre Company presents 
IEcatllr-olTll Ilulrnur-
by Special arrangement with SaIlUle/ L. French, Inc. 
January 16 - 25, 1998 
761-2465 for reservations 
$lO/Adults $S/Seniors & Students 
Call)lC13'for a brochure about 
Gasses Workshops Perfonnances 
)'lrts Conservatory 'Ilieater rtf, Stud'w 
.. 341 Climber land Ave. Portland 
• (207) 761-2465 
;' "Hkna6usypface, fumat)fC!Sf" 
Singles, Couples 
"A Great New 
Gathering Spot" 
Meet new people@ 
~I€W 
Grand Opening 
Feb. 14th • 6pm-midnight 
Rt. One Scarborough next 




The All-America~brew Showcase 
every thursday in January and February 5 to 9 pm. 
Thursday 1122 Sea Dog Brewing Co" Camden, Me, Featuring Old East India I.P.A., Owl's Head 
Light, Penobscot Pilsner and Cabin Fever Winter Stock Ale. 
Thursday 1129 Boston Beer Company, Jamaica Plain, Ma. Introducing Samuel Adams White 
Ale as weD as specials on Sam Lager, Winter Lager and Cream Stout. 
Thursday 215 Casco Bay Brewing Co" Portland, Me. Meet brewer Bryan Smitlrand the 
Katahdin family of beers: Katahdin Golden Beer, Red Ale, Siout, and Spiced Brew 




What distinguishes American royalty from all 
others is that our monarchs cut live prison 
albums. For B.B. King, that's just one 
of the many accomplishments he's 
tucked under his belt since his 
start in the late' 40s. His 
career has encompassed 
50 albums, two number 
one R&B hits, five 
Grammy awards and 
the one th ing that 
absolutely, positively 
legitimizes success, a 
star on the Hollywood 
Walk of Fame. Along the 
way, his fusion of blues, 
jau and pop have influ-
enced the likes of Eric 
elapton and Jimi Hendrix. 
It's good to be king. Jan 
$40. 842'()800. 
dance I ~1;36;~$12·50. 
"Cinderella" Jan 25-Feb 
8. The fairy tale of musIc charmed pumpkins and 
pl'inces comes to life. At Arrow, King of Soc:a Jan 
the Centre of Movement, 22. Hear the rhythmic con-
School of Performing Arts. coction of rock, soul, 
19 State St. Gorham. Jan calypso, salsa, hip-hop. 
25. 31 and Feb 1,8 at funk and raggae. At David 
3pm. Jan 31 and Feb 7 at Saul Smith Union. Morrell 
7pm. Tix:$4. For more 
.details, call 839-3267. 
I Lounge. Bowdoin College. 
Brunswick, at 8 pm. Free. 
Gorham Community Ballet 725-3000. 
Concert Jan 24. The ballet B.B. King Jan 25. After 50 
presents the classic love albums, five Grammy 
story of heart over body hair. awards and induction into 
'The Beauty and troe Beast," the Blues Foundation Hall 
plus 'The Wilis' from Act II of of Fame, the king of that 
' Giselle.' Younger dancers sweet sad stuff is going 
perform acrobatics in 'At the as strong as ever. With 
Circas,' complete with trained Jimmy and the Soul Cats . 
poodles and horses, and the At Merrill Auditorium, 
psychedelic decade get its Portland; at 8 pm. Tix: 
own tribute in 'Salute to the $40. 842-0800. 
'60s.' At the Performing Arts The DaPonte String 
Center, Gorham High School, Quartet Jan 23. The four-
Gorham, at 4 pm. Tix: $5-$7. some showcases pieces 
"Sacred Music Sacred by Beethoven, Mozart and 
Dance for World Heaflng" Grieg. At State Street 
Feb 5. Nine monks from Church, 159 State St, 
the Drepung Loseling Portland, at8 pm. Tix: 
Monastery perform mUlti- $12 ($6 seniors, students 
phonic singing and monas- and kids). 725-0219. 
tic dances. At Pickard 
Theater, Bowdoin College, "EngJIs/I Baroque 
Brunswick, at Masters" Jan 25. The 
Choral Art Camerata joins 
the Portland Symphony 
Orchestra in a concert fea-
turing works by Purcell and 
Handel. At Portland High 
School.Auditorium, 284 
Cumberland Ave. Portland, 
at 2 pm. Tix: $29-$39. 
842-0800. 
Douglas HIli Jan 22. 
Composer and hornist 
Douglas Hill. along with 
the USM Faculty Brass 
Quintet and the USM -
Chamber Singers, per-
forms original works, 
including "Timepieces for 
Brass Quintet- and" Jau 
Suite for Unaccompanied 
Horn.' Hill is an artist-in-
residence at USM. At 
Corthell Concert Hall, USM 
campus, Gorham, at 8 
pm. Tix: $4 ($2 students 
and seniors). 780-5555. 
"A Joyful Noise" Jan 24. 
Composer Gary Hines and 
organist Billy Steele. two 
of the creative forces 
behind the Minneapolis 
group Sounds of 
Blackness. have joined tal-
ents with local community 
and church singers to 
form the Maine Mass 
Gospel ChOir, which per-
forms interdenominational 
and intergenerational 
music. The Silver Leaf 
Singers, a popular Boston 
group that specializes in 
jubilee, also performs. 
Presented by PPA's Big 
Sounds From All Over 
House Island Project. At 
I State Street Church . 159 
, State St, Portland, at 8 
I pm. Tix: $15. 761-1545. 
. Maine Hom Day Jan 24. 
! Brass players are invited to 
i toot their own homs. The 
event includes a large and 
. small hom ensemble and 
i master class, topped off 
with a min~rec ital featuring 
i ~n~I~~~:n~t ~~~~~II 
I Concert Hall, USM campus. I from 11 am-5 pm. Tix: $10 
participants/$4 audience. 
I 180-5555. 
I Noonday Concert Series 
I Jan 22: A performance by 
I organ and piano player 
I Charles R. Brown. Jan 29: 
! Violinist Graybert 
I Beacham and clarinetist 
I Karen Beacham. 
Presented by the Portland 
Conservatory of Music. At 
Rrst Parish Church, 425 
Congress St. from 12:15-
12:45 pm. Free. 
775-3356. 
12:45 pm. Free. 
775-3356. 
"The Operatic Soprano 
and Baritone" Jan 23. 
USM's own Ellen 
Chickering and guest 
artist David Stoneman 
perform duels lifted from 
various operas, such as 
Leoncavallo's ·Pagliacci. · 
Strauss' "Arabella" and 
Moore's 'Ballad of Baby 
Doe: The pair is accom-
panied by Judith Quimby. 
At Corthell Concert Hall, 
USM campus, Gorham. at 
8 pm. Tix: $9 ($7 
senlors/$5 students). 
780-5555. 
"Stroll Over Beethoven" 
Feb 3. The Portland 
Symphony Orchestra and 
awarcl-winning pianist 
Angela Cheng take on 
works by the brooding 
geaius. At Merrill 
Auditorium. Portland, at 
7:30 pm. Tix: $21-$47. A 
discussion on Beethoven 
and Grieg by Francis 
Madeira precedes the 
concert at 6:15. 842-
0800. 
bater 
"Bathroom Humor" Jan 
23-25. Reindeer Theatre 
Company and ACTS stage 
an office party. Written by 
Billy V~n landt and Jane 
Millmore. the play incorpo-
rates all the staples of 
the paper-pushing 
lifestyle: stuffed shirts, 
flirts. love affairs and Elvis 
impersonators. At Arts 
Conservatory Theater and 
Studio, 341 Cumberland 
Ave, Portland. Fri and Sat 
at 8 pm, Sun 
at 2 pm. Tix: $10 ($8 
students and seniors). 
761-2465. 
"The Business of Murder" 
Jan 3O-Feb 8. When a 
detective, a beautiful 
author and a mysterious 
stranger are brought 
together. it leads to a psy-
chological maze of twists 
and turns. At the Public 
Theatre. 31 Maple 
St, Lewiston. 
Thurs-Sat at 8 
pm, Sun at 2 pm. Tix: 
$12.50 ($10 seniors and 
students). 8~39-9575. 
"A Chorus Una" Jan 31. 
PCA Great Performances 
and the National Touring 
Company present the 
hopes, heartaches and tr~ 
umphs of 17 Broadway 
line dancers. At Merrill 
Auditorium, Portland. at 
3 pm and 8 pm. Tix: 
$32-$46.842-0800. 
"Criminal Hearts" Jan 22-
Feb 8. Mad Horse Theatre 
Company presents a com-
edy where "The Odd 
Couple' meets "Mission: 
Impossible.' Written by 
Jane Martin. At Oak Street 
Theatre, 92 Oak St, 
Portland. Thurs at 7:30 
pm, Fri and Sat at 8 pm, 
Sun at 5 pm. Tix: $18 
($16 students and 
seniors). Sat night tix: 
$20 ($18 students and 
seniors). Tix: $10. Jan 22 
is 2-for-l. 775-5103. 
"The Aylng Doctor" & 
"The Jealous Husband" 
Jan 22-25. A pair of one-
act plays by Moliere, fea-
turing Benjamin Stewart in 
the title roles. At the 
Portland Stage Company. 
25A Forest Ave, Portland. 
Thurs-Fri at 7:30 pm. Sat 
at 5 pm. Sun at 2 pm. Tix: 
$18-$29.774-0465. 
"Jails, Hospitals & Hlp. 
Hop" Jan 24. A one man 
show by comedian Danny 
Hoch, mixing music, 
rhythm and words. At 
Pickard Theater, Bowdoin 
College, Brunswick. Tix: 
$8. 725-3000. 
Winter Cabaret Jan 23-
Feb 7. The Theater 
tickles Old Man i 
funny bone with three 
act comedies. AI Miller 
directs "The Universal 
Language,' Lee K. Paige 
directs "Words, Words. 
Words," and Wendy Poole 
directs "Marred Bliss: At 
the Theater Project, 14 
School St. Brunswick. Fri 
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****1/2 FOOD 
**** SERVICE 
****1/2 VALUE FOR 
THE MONEY 
"YOU'VE GOT TO 
TRY THIS PLACE" 
l3(e~.kfOos.t Tues.-Fr/ 70.,.-110.,. 
l3(u~d SOot-Su~ 80.,.-3p,. 
Lu~d Tues.-Fr/ 110.,.-2'30",. 
D/~~er Tues.-T~ur 5",.-9p,. 
F (1-sOot 5p,. -10",. 
LANGUAGE 
COURSES 
1998 might be the year 
to take on a 
new and exciting hobby: 
Learn another language! 
• Group classes 
and private tutoring 
in French, German, Italian, 
Japanese, Polish, Portuguese, 
Russian, Spanish 
• Workshops: weekend immersion 
programs; Pronunciation, grammar, 
translation, business French 
& Spanish seminars 
• Ethnic social events: 
Kaffeestunde, Potluck, Slide Shows 
CALL for our New Brochure 
(207) 772-0405 
Don't miss our 
Open House 
January 22 
Classes start 1/26 
The Language 
Exchange. Inc. 
PO Box 4833-398 Fore St. 
Portland 
A JOYFUL NOISE 
An Evening Of Glorious Gospel 
Gary Hines and Billy Steele 
of Sounds of Blackness 
The Sirver Leaf Singers 
The Maine Mass Choir 
Grammy-award winner Gary Hines leads 
the combined choirs of Maine's African-
American churches. Special guests. the 
Silver Leafs, celebrate 53 years 
of harmonizing for Jesus. 
Saturday, January 24 
8:00 pm 
State Street Church 
159 Slate Street, Portland 
Tickets: $15 
CALL (207) 761-0591 
or at Amadeus Music 
Gospel Singing Workshop 
Friday, Jan. 23, lOam 
Big Sounds From All Over 
Sponsored by The forecosler, H~,doy Inn by lhe Boy, 
[iloWolioce Reeder's DIgesi Fund, WMPG NOllonol 
Endowmenl for lhe Ails 




A proud supporter 
of the Arts 
in Portland Since 1988 











Mixing good people, good food 
and good drinks for 20 years. 
Still Servin/Lthe 
Best Steamers in'Portland . . 
The Pearl of the Old Port 
• open 7 days • 
Full menu 
llam-Midnigbt 
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Best TV per.:;onality 
Best weather forecaster 
Best writer (CB~~aff n0t...eligible) 
Best waiter 
Best chef 
Best radio OJ 
Best bartender -- ------
Local politician you trust most 
Local politician you trust lea~ _ 
;:j~lili·m·V~I·J·)dlmf 
Best br~akfastjoin~ _______ _ 
. Best lunch 
Best dinner for ~heap 
Best dinner 
if money's no object 
Best new re'staurant 
(opened after 1/1/97) 
Best ~ace for a romantic dl!]ner 
Best brunch 
Best fre~ eats at happy hour _ _ __ r- _ __ 
Best coffee spot 
Best sidewalk food cart 
Best bread 
Best desserts 






Best Italian sandwich 
Best wraps 




Best lobster roll 
Best vegetaria~ fo.9..c:! _ 
Best Old Port bar --- --.-"...---.._-
Best neighborhoo<! ~a",r ___ ~. _ 
Best local band 
Best iocal solo music artist 
Best local album of 1997 
Best live music venue 
-
-- -------_. 
Best radio station 
Best theatrical production 
Best place to play po~ __ 
Best place to play darts 
---- ----
I Ah, Portland. How do we love thee? 
~
et us count the ways. 
It's time to vote for the Best of Portland, 
CBW's annual love fest, in which we 
elebrate all that is most wonderful about 
ur town (and some of the things that aren't 
o wonderful, as well). So get out your 
ou care about . 
Confine your nominations to people and 
places within our coverage area (roughl 
IBrunswick to Windham to Old Orchard 
IBeach). If you wax poetic, we might use your 
fomments when we write up the winners in 
our issue of March 12. r All entries must be in our .hot little hands 
~y 5 p.m. on Feb. 6. Vote early, but not 
pften. Photocopied ent~ies will not be 
!accepted. 
Best place ~ dance 
Best bookstore 
Best tape/~D st()re 
Best movie theater 
Be~t place fpr a free date 
Best sporting event 








Be~lac_e for .<?utdo()r$e~ 
Best fishmo~f,flf ___ _ 
Be~t jew_eler __ 
Bes!'place t~ get a haircut __ _ 
EJesU>lace fO!.,!a!toos and e!ercing.s _ 
Best manicure 
Best ~assage therapis!.. 
Best health club 
Best doctor 




Best_u~e of taxpayers' money 
W.9rst abuse of taxpa¥ers '_ m~n~y_.____ _ 
Best bureaucracy 
to deal with -------
Worst bureaucracy 
to deal with 
~ost effectiv~ si!izen group 
Best gas station -- - - -----
Be_st"£'0!t.e.ry shop 
Best d~y care 




Worst intersection for pedestrians 
Best Portland neighborh()od 
Best place for a weekend getaway 
Best beach 
Best park 
Best place to walk a dog 
Best company to w~rk J~r 
Best temp agency to work for 
Best public bathrooms 
.:J:tJ·'*i'lfH[a)t3=t 
Did you think of something we overlooked? 
Here's your chance to create your own 




Daytime phone number 
(i~.sa~e we_have .qu~stionS): 
Mail or drop off ballot: 
Best of Portland 
Casco Bay Weekly 
561 Congress Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
n If, like Michael Lochs, your record collection "numbers 
well over i 00,000" pieces, 
you too might turn it into an 
"archive," as Lochs has done. It 's a 
burden to own 500 records, much less 
the blasphemous figure Lochs claims, 
both in terms of weight and responsi-
bility, but the Californian (natch) has 
done at least one positive thing with 
his fetish: He has chosen his favorite 
jacket artwork for a brick·like volume 
titled "1 ,000 Record Covers." Unlike 
those god·awful books that focus on 
Roger Dean's Yes and Osibisa covers, 
"1,000 ... " gives equal weight to the 
work of hundreds of uncredited graph-
. ic designers of the' 950s. One particu'-
larly spectacular cover is from Johnnie 
Ray's first LP for Columbia. 
Anguished Johnnie is photographed 
with both hands clenched in his hair, 
his eyes squeezed tight, his mouth 
wide (exposing his fillings, if not his 
tonsils), a rumpled tie draped over his 
shoulder. He is pouring his heart into a 
massive mic. I want that one. Book 
B+, cover A+ 
~~ 
When the New York Times 
places a color photo of football 
players above the fold on page 
one, we understand that times have' 
changed. The miscreants have taken 
over. But that's been true of magazine 
publishing for a decade, as editors and 
editorial policies have bounced from 
good to bad to worse. Texas Monthly 
has been sliding into longhorn dip for 
years. What was once a surprising (if 
only to New Englanders) refuge for 
good writers is now mired at the low 
level of the majority of regional publi-
cations. But Jason Cohen still writes 
engagingly about music, and he alone 
is worth seeking out as he uncovers 
obscure new recordings by some of his 
state's great performers. Even though 
Cohen uses Texasisms, such as calling 
Butch Hancock's voice "as loose and 
gritty as a riverbed," I'll still search for 
Hancock's new self·released album, 
"You Coulda Walked Around the 
World," on Cohen's recommendation. 
Critics are pack animals. Cohen is not. 
~J 
Among the favorites of 1997: 
Kim Richey's "Bittersweet," 
Morphine's "Like Swimming," 
Roy Hargrove's "Crisol," Mary J . 
BIige's "Share My World," Steve 
Earle's "EI Corazon," Hank Roberts' 
"22 Years from Now" (actually from 
'96, but who heard it then?) and Buddy 
Miller's "Poison Love." 
ri I Buddy Miller is appearing with 
~ his wife, Julie Miller (whose 
own "Blue Pony" was not far 
off the above list), opening for Steve 
Earle at Raoul's on Feb. I. Fans of 
new-country -singer / songwriter-type 
artists are already adjusting themselves 
around their Levi inseams at the 
prospect of an Earle show in Portland, 
but Buddy Miller will surprise them. 
On "Poison Love," he produced one 
of the more considered releases of last 
year. The cover version of the soul 
standard "That's How Strong My 
Love Is" is quietly intelligent, and 
when he rocks a bit with" 100 Million 
Little Bombs," it 's only on the second 
listen that you notice it's about the 
land mines that litter developing coun-
tries. Big range, big smarts. A" 
l1i1 If one pays attention to The New Yorker and NPR, it 
appears as if the ground has 
already been opened for Frank Sina-
tra's casket. Both the magazine and 
public radio have recently joined the 
swelling chorus of praise for the singer. 
Sinatra did sound dead in his early '90s 
duet recordings, and he looked dead 
at his televised 80th-birthday extrava-
ganza. But pundits have wisely 
focused on his '50s recordings for 
Capitol Records, a body of work 
unchallenged in the arena of popular 
song. Find a copy of "In the Wee 
Small Hours" from 1955. But keep the 
bourbon and razor blades at a distance. 
You don't want to wind up like - oh, 
he's not dead yet. 
[fl Robert Palmer, former Bow-doin faculty member, New 
I York Times music critic, 
author of the greatest book about 
American music, "Deep Blues," and 
musician, died in November while 
waiting for a liver transplant. One avid 
fan considered Palmer's greatest 
attribute to be his ability to listen to 
every bit of music with new ears. No 
presumptions, no biases. That, of 
course, is the" hardest thing. 
IIr JI The Alton Bog has rapidly 
... lost its bogginess in the last 20 
years. Bisected by a I-mile 
stretch of Route 95 just above Old 
Town, it's one of the few wild loca· 
tions where I recognize radical alter-
ations in topography, even at 80 mph. 
One year, it's a few speckled alders. 
The next, it's some maples. Driving 
south on Jan. 2, I yanked my foot off 
the accelerator fast enough to coast 
amid a flock of three dozen snow 
buntings, the first I'd seen in years. All 
white with dark accents, they tumbled 
into a larch to catch their breaths as I 
stepped out of the car. At the slam· 
ming of the door, they were off again, 
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QUE.STION "ART FLOURISHES 
WHERE THERE IS 
A SENSE OF 
ADVENTURE" 
"Functional Food 
for Functional Folks" 
420 Fore St. • Portland 
761-0751 
- Alfred :-Ionh Whitehead 
Paint some pottery for that 
special occasion ana give a 
creative gift that fzsts 
Burritos til Midnight! 
Friday 11 to 12 
Sat 12 to 12 • Sun 12 to 9 
26 Free St., Portland . 775"3004 
Hours: Tues. " Frl, 11-8 
Sat. 10-6. Sun. U·5 
ve! 








, English Composition 




MA 104 Basic Mathematics 
MA 105 College Mathematics 
MA 205 Elementary Statistics 
PH 204 Philosophy of Gender 
RS 102 Intro. to the New Testament 
RS 301 Christology: Who is Jesus Christ? 
MG 101 Intro. to Management 
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" w ag the Dog" is the latest 
- variation on what amounts 
to its own movie genre, the 
Crisis in the White House_ Until recently, 
Hollywood tended to use the Oval Office 
as the center of intrigue, not the source of 
it Then came the scandal factory of the 
Clinton administration, provoking a spate 
of films which either present fantasies of 
an ideal leader or portray one who is as 
oily as a bag of potato chips_ In the last 
five years, the world's most powerful man 
has been retooled to be a guy just like us 
("Dave: "The American President"), to be 
an iron-jawed action hero ("Air Force 
One"), to be party to homicide r Absolute 
Power," "Murder at 1600") and now, in 
"Wag the Dog," to be an amoral monster. 
DeNiro and Hoffman enjoy a solid 
comedic rapport in "Wag the Dog," and 
although their characters seek to deceive 
America and re-install a sleazy president, 
it's hard not to root for them each time 
another development threatens their 
scheme. Anne Heche is effective as the 
distraught presidential aide and ingenue in 
the world of power-keepers, and Willie 
Nelson turns in an amusing cameo as a 
songwriter a few notes short of a scale. 
. With less than two weeks remaining 
before the election, the president in "Wag 
the Dog" is accused of a grotesque sexual 
act that threatens to annihilate his 
chances of winning a second term. But 
that's no reason to panic: In this world of 
spin doctors, image technology and satel-
lite media, a disaster is only as bad as its 
packaging. That's where Conrad Bean 
(Robert DeNiro) comes in, a sort of last-
Unleashing Trouble: Anne Heche, Robert Denlro and 
Dustin Hoffman In "Wag the Dog." 
But what really carries the film is the 
improbability of its story. Rather than ask 
you to believe what you're seeing, director 
Barry Levinson uses hyperbole to poke at 
the ribs of American culture. The president, 
for instance, is a completely hollow entity 
whose face is never revealed. His entire 
identity is the result of staged scenarios 
and TelePrompTed speeches - not unlike 
our real-life commanders in chief. And 
throughout the film, despite the revolting 
nature of her boss' transgression and the 
magnitude of the chicanery she's involved 
in, Heche's greatest concern is that they 
don't employ an illegal alien, a trisling 
crime that would be eagerly seized upon by 
the public. 
resort damage-<:ontrol golem with virtually unlimited powers. Too late to 
halt news of the scandal from spreading, Bean sets out to dwarf the 
affair by creating a media event guaranteed to hold the attention of 
America. He concocts an impossible war between the United States and 
Albania, recruiting Hollywood glam-producer Stanley Motss (Dustin 
Hoffman) to not only write the script but to sell the war to America's TV 
To reiterate his point, Levinson doesn't let us forget we're watching a 
manipulated story of manipulation. He makes a few directorial winks at 
the audience - a sudden zoom, a distorted reflection - to betray the 
presence of the camera and remind us we're watching a bit of crafted 
deception. This time, at least, the deception was worth the seven bucks. 
audience - for a profit, no less. 
now playing ing a gullible kid, Eddie Adams (Mark 1 and a down-to-earth waitress in this 
Wahlberg), into porn star Dirk Diggler, ! smart and pithy romantic comedy. 
: who thinks that it's exciting to be a i With Helen Hunt (isn't she a little 
NEW T HIS WEE K ! star, no matter what the cost. i young for Nicholson?) and Greg 
PHANTOMS Two Sisters return to ! Reviewed 11/6/97. Keystone! Kinnear. Maine Mall Cinema, 
their :hildhood home to discover : Theatre Cafe ! HARD RAIN When it rains it pours. 
everyone has mysteriously vanished. ! THE BOXER A pugilist (Daniel Day- ! Christian Slater is an armored car dri-
And whatever got rid of everyone else i Lewis) does a little one-two for the ! ver whose day just keeps getting 
wants them gone, too. Maine Mall i IRA and lands himself in jail. Fourteen i worse. Having foiled an attempted 
Cinema i years later, he's a free man with a i robbery of his treasure truck, he must 
SPICE WORLD When the safety of i married girlfriend and a country still i somehow protect the loot and shake 
every man, woman and child is in i plagued by violent turmoil. Maine: off the bad guys, all the while keeping 
peril, the world doesn't turn to James i Mall Cinema i his head above water during a flood 
Bond. It turns to five spunky British : JACKIE BROWN After a stewardess : of Biblical proportions. Also with 
girls in platform shoes. With the i (Pam Grier) is caught smuggling dirty i Minnie Driver. Maine Mall Cinema, 
Spice Girls. Soundtrack by the Spice i money into Mexico, she betrays her i MIDNIGHT IN THE GARDEN OF GOOD 
Girls. Maine Mall Cinema ! boss (Samuel L Jackson) and hooks i AND EVIL Based on the bestseller by 
WASHINGTON SQUARE Raised in a i up with some dubious characters in a ! John Berendt, this southern gothic 
loveless home by her detached and i stab for the cash. Keystone Theatre i features a Savannah socialite (Kevin 
wealthy father, a young woman i Cafe, Hoyts Claric's Pond, i Spacey) who is accused of murdering 
(Jennifer Jason Leigh) finally receives i THE FULL MONTY After a local i his lover (Jude Law). A magazine 
!he attention she has been yearning i appearance by the Chippendale i writer (John Cusack), entranced with 
for in the overtures of a handsome i dancers, a group of six unemployed i all the genteel wealth and voodoo, 
but poor suitor - leading to a con- ! British steelworkers test their luck in : knowingly becomes involved with a 
test of wills between the young lovers ! the striptease business. They may ! scandal he should have left alone. 
and her suspicious, resentful father! not be good-looking, but a mixture of ! Reviewed 11/27/97. Keystone 
(Albert Finney). Based on the novel by ! pathos and hilarity makes this film ! Tlreatre Cafe . 
Henry James. The Movies ! one of the most enjoyably intelligent i SCREAM 2 The much-hyped sequel 
i feel-good movies in years. Reviewed i to Wes Craven's surprise slasher hit 
A L S 0 S HOW I N G : 10/2/97. Keystone Theatre Cafe : introduces a bevy of new babes and 
BOOGIE NIGHTS An idealistic movie i AS GOOD AS IT GETS Jack Nicholson i more genre-speCific jokes. With Jada 
producer (Burt Reynolds) dreams of ! stars as a bigoted, obsessivEH:ompul- ! Pinkett and Tori Spelling. Reviewed 
elevating his adult-entertainment! sive novelist who finds himself! 12/18/97. Keystone Theatre Cafe 
industry craft into an art form by turn- ! charmed by an anxiety-ridden pooch ! THE TANGO LESSON A movie born of 
~ l 
ALLEN DAMMANN 
a movie, "The Tango Lesson" is the 
part factual, part fictional story of 
director Sally Potter's relationship 
with her Argentianian dance instruc-
tor, Pablo Verone. While in Paris mak-
ing a film about serial killers, Potter 
enlists Verone's instruction as an 
escape from her work. The two artists 
soon make a deal: If Verone can 
make a dancer of Potter, Potter will 
make an actor of Verone. Verone 
completes his part of the bargain, but 
Potter realizes tha~ living up to the 
agreement is more complicated than 
she'd foreseen. The Movies 
TITANIC With? script that's enter-
taining but not refreshing, Cameron 
scuttles the allegorical possibilities 
of the Titanic and instead launches a 
shallow romance between Jack 
Oal'.'son (DiCaprio) and Rose De Witt 
Bukator (Winslet). All the same, when 
the ship finally goes down, it does so 
with fitting spectacle and grandeur. 
Reviewed 1/1/98. Maine Mall 
Cinemas, 
YEAR OF THE HORSE Rlmmaker Jim 
Jarmusch spent a year on the road 
with Neil Young and Crazy Horse dur-
ing their 19a96 tour. The product is a 
Cigarette-ash documentary, as dusky 
and unpolished as a sawdust tavern. 
The Movies 
starting friday 
SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE FRIDAY THROUGH 
THURSDAY, JAN 23-29. OWING TO SCHED-
ULING CHANGES AFTER CBW GOES TO 
PRESS, MOVIEGOERS ARE ADVISED TO 
CONFIRM TIMES WITH THEATERS_ 
HOYTS CLARK'S POND, 333 CLARK'S 
POND RD., SO. PORTLAND. 879-1511. 
TIMES WERE NOT AVAILABLE WHEN 
CBW WENT TO PRESS. 
HOYTS FALMOUTH 10, 206 U.S. ROUTE 1, 
FALMOUTH. 781-5616. 
TIMES WERE NOT AVAILABLE WHEN 
CBW WENT TO PRESS. 
KEYSTONE THEATRE CAFE, 504 
CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND. 871-
5500_ 
JACKIE BROWN (R) 
9:15 
SCREAM 2 (R) 
9:45 SAT-SUN MAT 4 
BOOGIE NIGHTS (R) 
6:45 o SAT-SUN MAT 1 
MIDNIGHT IN THE GARDEN OF 
GOOD AND EVIL (R) 
6 oSAT-SUN MAT 2:30 
THE FUll MONTY (R) 
7, 9:30 o SAT-SUN MAT 2, 4:15 
MAINE MALL CINEMAS, MAINE MALL 
ROAD, SO. PORTLAND. 774-1022. 
PHANTOMS (R) 
12:55, 3:05, 5:20, 7:35, 9:50 
SPICE WORLD (PG) 
12:45, 3, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45 
FALLEN (R) 
1:25,4:10,7,9:50 
HARD RAIN (R) . 
12:40, 3, 5:20, 7:40, 9:55 
THE BOXER (R) 
1:20, 4, 7:15, 9:45 




THE MOVIES, 10 EXCHANGE ST., 
PORTLAND_ 772-9600. 
THE TANGO LESSON (PG) 
JAN 23-27 0 FRI-TUES 5, 70 
SAT-SUN MAT 1 
YEAR OF THE HORSE (R) 
JAN 23-27 oFRI-TUES 90 
SAT-SUN MAT 3 
WASHINGTON SQUARE (PG) 
JAN 28-FEB 3 oWED-TUES 5, 7:15, 
9:30 oSAT-SUN MAT 12:30, 2:45 
NICKELODEON, TEMPLE AND MIDDLE 
STREETS, PORTLAND. 772-9751_ 
TIMES WERE NOT AVAILABLE TO CBW. 
\ 
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Make Valentine's Weekend 
Memorable 
Till ... _ ... R ~ W_';....::R=-=L.= . _~~TO;:..;,,;M~T~O~MO~R~RO--,W 
IJNFoR11lt4ATEL,(, 'n,us EGALITARIAN VISION IS 
NoT--HOW SIlALL WE. PUT 11115-- ENTIRELY 
A CCIIRATE .. 
SINCE 'filE MARKE1 1'uRMOIL. LAST O(To-
I'll ERE'S BEEN ,.., LOT of TALl( I~ TilE-
TilE IMPORTANCE of filE SMALL 
~FTER ALL, HIHfT1' PERCENT 
OF STOCKS AND BONOS ARE 
STILL OWNEP BY ABour 
Dinner for 2 at 
PERCENT' of filE POP-
ZEPHYR CRl LL 
(special menu applies) 
A pair of tickets to Burn This 
, by Lanford Wilson 
A Valentine's special 
presented by Acorn 
Productions at Oak 
Street Theatre. 
A $ 70 Value for 
f~AT'5 WONDER-
~IJL, DEAR! 1'~E 
MARIt'Ef IS SURE 
-ro REA''- f A'IoR-
only $40 
Y! 
Only 20 packages left! Call Carey at 775·6601 and reserve this special 
evening today, Packages available Friday, Feb. 13 and Sunday Feb. 15. 
TUCKER'S r'fiI&, 
TruckJng & Moving ..... 
Professional Furniture Moving • Rubbish Removal 
• Demolition • Bying Antiques & FumiturBS 
TF~~' ?lI .... Et:; 




General Contracting & Maintenance 
Remodeling, bathrooms, 
k~chens, finished basements • 
loofing, decks. additions, interior 
and exterior painting, vinyl 
siding. complete mobil home 
set-up and service. 
No iob too big or small. 
Prompt, reliable service, insured. 
AI Merola 
Call 871-0093 
" ~ Dependable 
.~~ Cleaning Service ;r.r A new focal janitorial cleaning 
C"lli, service that has you in mindf! 




Jaz's - ~ 
Cleaning I 
Service I 
QUAlITY CLEANING IN 
ALL KINDS OF PLACES 
I:;;CELLEr-rT REFERENCES I' 
Jaspen Towle' 828-8092 ~ 
~~~~~~~~~ 
Tommy l's 
, G.A. T~fts , 
... ovmg Services 
Local or Long Distance 
'PROFESS 10NAL' 0 EPENDABLE' 
'COURTEOUS' 




Crealil'e repairs .at 829-5411 
Cilmmon sense p':..:"as=-___ .J 
Miriam Otis ... lIen 
1106 Highland Ave_ 






NEUIE "~E . 
STAr,InCS COW! 
MAC Hetp 
Personal Guidance for MacOS 
Selecting' fluylng 'Inet4llling 
T",lolng' hltomot' .. MoIII· Problom. 
,If() ~'&rochu .... ' Wel>Pag .. 
o .. 1gn 'I'botognphlc Rlsto",tlon 
PhIlIp I.e"'- .., .... 407 
NASTY 111 NEAT 
COMPULSIVE T CLEANING 
... and other life support sen:ices 
If you've ever cleaned 
up for the cleaning people ... 
or worse) cleaned up 
after them ... 
You need me in your ii!e. 
Katherine Clark. 772-8784 
residential· commercial 
LET'S GET BUSY! - YOUR AD COULD APPEAR HERE FOR AS LITTLE AS $8 PER WEEK 
Electricians, snow removal, plumbers, builders, painters, house cleaners, handymen/women. masons. movers, roofers, siders, or anyone else providing 
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ART THOU THE TAWNY 
WEJRCAT J SEEK? Hast thou 
dreamt of a white tiger padding 
along beside thee? Then come 
let us prowl the land together 
'neath the pale opal moon, 
becoming one with the night. 
Let us bathe one another in 
sweet . well. .. just imago 
ine!"5087 
Winners of the Personal of the Week receive 
a gift certificate courtesy of Harmon's & 
Barton FloriSt. All Casco Bay Weekly 
personals are enlered. Send your 
personal ad to : Casco Bay Weekly 
Persona~, p,O, Box 1238, POltland, ME 04104 
womeN~meN 
t998 SOULMATE SOUFflE. ingredients; one DWF, 
5'2", with lots of taste. One single male: 45·65, 
brains, SOH, educated, professional. SautH activo 
ities with conversations. Whisk in ideas and dreams. 
Mix in wit and wisdom. Bake until golden_ Gar-
nish with sprigs of fun. liberal servings.trs084 
ATIlTUDE IS CONTAGIOUS, SWf, 43, I am loving, 
caring, romantic, imaginative and loyal. Looking 
for one speoalsL1V that can be all that I am. Must 
also be family oriented, and non smoker. I am 
very accepting of people, so please be too. '11'5066. 
BEAUTIFUL WOMAN: Bright, sensitive, driven, fit, 
attractive, 28, Brj8r. SWP, Jewish, ISO beautiful 
man: 27-36, tremendous character who is com-
municative. moral HIS. educated, professional and 
possess healthy mindfoody and soul. Looking to 
share friendship. fun and LTR.ttS20S 
BOYFRIEND IS AWAY over holiday and might as 
well be away forever! looking for replacement. 
smooth, hot hands, handsome, intelligent. SOH, 
direction, easy-goins to comfort 5')", attractive, 
145', Br/Br, feminine & sensual.1I'S04S 
DARING. SEXY, LONGLEGGED, RAVEN,HAlRED beau-
ty, 44, zany humored, nalure loving, swimmer, 
meditator, sage but irreverant, intermittentlyartic· 
ulate. Seeks lively "do riSt1t man" 40-SO, funky 
around the edges Ytith twinkle in eye. 11'5176. 
FINt FEMININE. FO,XY, young. ~o·s. 5'9", except 
tional slender shape, professional, educated, 
SKU!'!, hip, sweet, creative, dancer desires youth· 
ful, toned, smart. sec.ure, attractive, sincere guy 
with spark & SOH. Race not an issue.tl'Cjl10 
m.ATIRACTIVE BRUNETTE.42, DWf, medium buUd. 
p~ brown ~es, I!ducat~ consl!fVatiw busi. 
nesswoman enjoys daily exercise, brew pubs, 
movies. bookstores, comdy clubs. Seeking DWM, 
fit educated accompisihed professional reliable 
and trustworthy. Rugged build with old football 
injuries a plus. ItS254. 
fUN AND fRIENDSHIP fiRST, I'm down to eanh. 
spirilUal, energetic, wacky. vegetarian; love yoga, 
' reading, nalUre. movies, walking; mkho's; setk· 
Ingfriendsnlp first w!mld-20's guvwho's N/'S, N/O, 
intelligent, sometimes homebody/adventurer, spiro 
iiua~ v~tarian, compassionate, romantic; let's 
create fun, friendship, support . • su8. 
HAPPV IN THE MOMENT, WINO IN HER HAIR, ioy, 
ously spiri ted. empowered. Accomplished, creatiw, 
SWPF, 5'8", slender beauty. lale 40'S, sensual. 
well educated, X-( skier, iet skater, seeks tall. 
beardless. SWM. 45+, NIS. centered. open, aware. 
for friendship, maybe LTR. No rush; no pressure. 
Coast: Bath·Portsmouth. 11'4199. 
HAPPY-GO-LUCKY OFF-BEAT NUN. Delicate but inap-
propriate, fun, funny, casual Sming chivalrous 
old world gentlemiln, fit or fal, interested in the 
arts, still living in the 1950'S. generous, tolerant, 
kind, paternal, enjoys fine dining and ballroom 
dancing. 50·65. Italian·American Catholic a 
plus •• SOll 
I KNOW WHAT I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS, do you? 
Naughty and nice SWF, 39, seeks steighride with 
dashing reindeer buck ( Dancer perhaps?) Festiv-
ities include chilled bubbly, pyrotechnic roaring 
fires, ( roasted chestnuts optionaL) mistletoe. 
anseis of snow, glowing cheeks and HO HO HOl 
Older early, FIe< local delivery, Giftwrap sllghlly 
exlra·_5043 
I'M A WOMAN! Not usly. Buy me a martini and i'U 
read you some Raymond Carver.tI'5202 
I'M POOH BEAR LOOKING fOR MY LOST HUNNY! 
Mature. affectionate, sensitive, loveable. 22V.O., 
SWF, Br/Br, 5'8", enjovs: movies, candle lit din· 
ners. walks on the beach, dancing, wants LTR, 
seeks. SWM. 25-36, similar interests, 6h. or taUer, 
fit, handsom, and ready tospoil me rottenM.5230. 
INEXPERIENCED SGf SEEKING EXPERIENCED SGf 
to show me the way. rm. coffee and conversa-
tion. You: SOH, honest, romantic and caring. Let's 
talk!1t5173 
INTElLIGENT, ATHlETIC, SENSUAl allractiv. and 
witty SWPF, 29, 5'8·, BrIGr. feels equally at home 
In museum or on the field. ISO other half of soul, 
S/DWPM, )0+, apprec:iates trayel. wine. good food, 
microbrews and contact sports. I will watch the 
game with you . • 5252-
lOIN ME fOR MY BIRTHDAY, DWf, 53, b~ck hail. 
brown eves, NlS, slender, wISOH, romantic, hold-
ing hands. also caring, quiet e\!enings. Seeks com-
panion, NIS, cuddles & loving arms. let's enjoy 
Iife·1I'S2o) 
LET ME BE YOUR NEW YEARS RESOlUTION, Swte~ 
compassionate, mature, SWF, 2ty.O. BIk/li21. who 
enjoys dancing, romantic getaways, movies. cud· 
dling. Seeking SWM, who's fun, responsible, 
25'30. S'S" or taller, job SKUrity and ready to sel' 
tie down. Who can show me what lo\!e really is. 
LET'S tMlCE "98" GREAT! Time for me to get a 
new man in my life! Are you the one? S/OWM. 
28-40, w/SOH, honesty & no head games. For 
friendship,otTII:. I'm a SWF,)8, with same interest. 
Portland area. 1JS171. 
LIKE YOU'VE ALWAYS KNOWN ME is !>ow you will 
feel when you meet this aUractive 40'S fun-Io\!· 
ing, caring. emotionally stable, independent, intel-
ligent OWPF, seeking a faidy tall. med. weight, 
easy-going, good looking, intelligent, literal gen-
tleman, 45-55, who is healthv, N/S. SID. and finan· 
cially secure & unincumbered. 11'525). Personal 
Advertiser'928, P.O. Box 12}8, Portland. ME04t04-
LITTlE RED RIDING HOOD SEEKS BIG BAD WOLf. 
Me: late 20'S- blonde. hazel eyes, medium build, 
God was kind!. Professional, funlov1ng. loves to 
laugh. You: late 20'S early 30'S tall BPM with a 
sense or advenwfl' and a little romance. Race you 
to Grandma's!1tSI)9 
LOOkiNG FORWARD TO 98! Young looking and 
feeling 49 DWF, NIS fit. 5'4", 125'. Am ftexible, 
enjoy, cook;ng. gardenins, boaling, ente~ining. 
Have one grown kid and a charming dog. look-
ing for an intelligent gentleman wlSOH for com· 
panionship.1I'5048 
LOVELY, KIND, fEMININE SWf. 43. seeks companion, 
Accompli5hed, wel~eduCiited professional with many 
Interest. Appre<iates and reciprocates integrity, 
respect, genlleness, humor. interest in life beyond 
home and work. Enjoys animals, kids. outdoors, 
arts, readlng, gym. Hoping to meet similarly attraCt 
tive friend.letlerand photoapPfedaled. Personal 
Advertiser 41926. P .0. ~ 1238. Portland, ME04t04. 
NEW TO AREA CreatiVe. sensitive, 2SY.O. SWF. is 
looking for responsible but fun 25-)5ish guyW!whom 
ta watch scary movies. shafl' entertaining evenin!S, 
and make -)Ominute brownies in 20minutes-. 11'5231. 
NEWYEARS RESOLIroON .. ,to meet intellig"'t. hand· 
some professional who loves to laugh and have 
fun, has honesty, sincerity and integrity. and knows 
who he is and what he wants out orufe. Me: 
attractive, physically fit, outgoinS professional who 
has her act together, is financially and emotion-
ally secure.·loves travel, fine dining, cozy fireplace 
conversations. great friends and li"ing life to its 
fullest. I want to share t998 witt! someone terrif-
ic .. .it could be you! 'W5123. Personal Advertiser 
-927, P.O. Box 12)8. Portland. ME 04104. 
PETITE, BUBBLY BLONDE seeks a SWM between 
29'~5 with no kids, thai actually has time for a 
relationship_ lives in the Greater Portland area 
and is marriage minded. I am looking for that spe· 
cial guy. Are you the one? SOH a plus. '11'5146. 
pLace YOUR fRee peRsoNaL aD 
24 HOURS a Day caLL 
1- 800-710- 8726 
to ReSpOND to' aNY aD 
caLL 1-900- 370- 2041 
18++ • $1.99/mIN . tOUCH-toNe pHONe ONl.y 
RECOVERING fROM MISTAKEN IDENTITY, 5"·, ~rnw, 
6erry blonde, DWF, spiritual, sexy, sense of humor, 
old enough to know better, writer, teacner, heat· 
er. HIS. lID. looking for available male compan· 
ion, any race, probably over 40. who enjoys danc· 
ing, movies, plays, boolts, breakfast, cQOversation 
and laughter. trSH7. 
SEEK ADVENTURE, TALK. passion & cuddles, 
Attractive OWF loves the Blues, cookins, quiet 
times, ocean, kids & animals. I'm 39, indepen· 
dent, down to earth, honest. determinded entre-
preneur with good SOH. Seeks self·sufficient man 
with life outside of bars & sports_ 1I'S122, Per-
sonal Advertiser '925. P.O. BOil 1238, Portland, 
ME 04104. 
SENSUAL, INTElLIGENT, OPEN, uplront single 
mother who is desperatly trying to remember that 
I·have needs and am more than a mommy. ISO 
caring, honest. affectionate, fun· loving man who 
tan appreciate my finer qualities. and accept the 
other ones!1Js083 
SICK Of KISSING fROGS! Single_ and ovel ,~ '9 
in [act! Reformed Princess seeks nature boy for 
frolicking through hills. dales, oceansides. moun· 
tains, and glens. Must be healthy, honest, warm. 
a liltle silly, independent and likes kids. No pris-
sys, sissys. ladvkillers, or big bad wolves .• 5044 
SWEETEN MY COFfEE WITH A MORNING KISS At 
DWF ~os seeks morning kiss, warm smile, gende 
touch, kind heart, open mind. and sense of humor 
from N/S male optimist with Spirit of adventure. 
Bath/Brunswidr. area.WS207 
meNrEWOmeN 
JOY.O, WRITER/BARTENTER looking lor woman wIlo 
wants to live Northern Uposure·fike/ Spittire Grill· 
like! Nearing-like life, who's excited by creating. 
learning. read ins spirituality/mysticism, outdoors. 
gardening, community, tog cabins. fitness, cre-
ative fun. wine, and prefers relationships & self· 
betterment over career & money. tr5n6. 
A CATCH IN CAPE ELIZABETH. Body: An ex-date wrote 
Ihis .... ·Yes, he's handsome, has a Ireat body and a 
great personality. You'll agree, it's nard to believe 
he's not taken. Call him fcr an extremely enteftain-
ing date and heart·walming experience.-s086 
ARE YOU HONEST AND TRUSTWORTHY age )5'45, 
fairly atttractive and shapely? Uke to walk the 
beach in three seasons, likethe woods and fish? 
Start out as friends and then become close and 
affec:tienate.l·m 40'S, S'8",lSo#, NID NjA.!tS059 
meN~womeN 
ARE YOU OUT THERE? DWM. 49, intelligent, profes' 
sional, with varied and many cultural and artistic 
interest seeks full figured. long naired inteUicent. pro· 
fessional NIS, christian lady with SOH. her interests, 
toshareconver5ation, laughter, andcood times. !t525L 
ART THOU THE TAWNY WEIRCAT I SEEK? Ha~ thou 
dreamt ofa while tiger padding along beside thee? 
Then come tet us prowl the land together 'neatn 
the pale opal moon, becoming one with Ihe nigtH. 
Let us bathe one another in sweet • welL.iust 
imagine!1J5087 
ATIENTION CBW SHOPPERS!!! Professional DWM, 
33, with outgoing personality, romantic nature. 
no sports addictions. 5einfeld. massage, computers, 
• lazy sundays sHks 5/OF, 25'40, with unique SOH 
and passion for life. Call now· operators are stand· 
ing by!l1rSl08 
AUTO RACING, DRINKING, CAMPING and more if 
this sounds good to you caU, my message will tell 
you much more. looking for S/M/OWF, 2S-52 yrs. 
Me DWM. 47 yrs Young, 5'10·, 1So#, SOH easy 
going and fun .• 5089 
AVAILABLE fOR THE NEW YEAR, 40, hone~, sin· 
cere. believe in individuality, kind, polile, can· 
siderate. no nonsense, healthly souVmind, hand· 
some, NIS, SID, SWPM, wISOH, 5'7·, ,60N, Enioy 
music. movies, dining out, hiking, dancing, sports 
(not obsessed). ISO same qualitite, race/age not 
real important.1I'50.s0. Personal Advertiser '923, 
P.O. Box U38, Portland, ME 04'04. 
BOSTON BY DAY, TH£ PORTS BY NIGHT! SWM finan· 
cial broker, vg-Iooking, 39, S'II-: athletic build. seek-
inl intellilent companioos for adventurous sojoums, 
both country and urban IS WtU as oceanic..s 109 
BRUNSWICK TO CAMDEN, The ocean fOI my ~ont 
yard and no one to share il with. This 45Y.o. SWM, 
6'\". 16S_, attractive and intelligent seeks a lady 
with an exceptional slender shape, educated, serene. 
literary, enjoys walkinl, the arts and exploring the 
spiritual side with a few laughs in between.1tS226 
EASY GOING DWM, 39, 5·1O'.170N, NIS·IID, finan· 
ciaUv seCUfl'. Some of the things I enjoy are: Bik· 
ing, motorcycles. avid hiker, camping, softball, bas· 
ketball, beaches. movies, music, stock car racing. 
slating, X-C skiing and many many more.-Soond 
interesting?tts05S 
GEEIC-mE WANTED! Smart? Proportionate? Non· 
smoker?Glasses? Childless? 28'34? Average looks? 
Enjoy PBS. NPR, British comedies. cuddling. ani· 
mals, honest conversation. music. sci-fi films? Lone· 
Iy? looking for LTR, eventually leading to mar· 
riage? Me too. No further questions. 1tS071. 
fRee 40 WORD aD • fRee VOIce ~ReetIN~ • fRee RetRIevaL eveRYDay' 
SUBmIt YOUR fRee 40 WORD aD tODay. SImply fiLL out tHe COUpON aND mall It BaCK to US at: peRSONals 
p.O.BOX 1238, pORtlaND, me 04104. caLL US at 1-800-710-8726. DeaDLINe, fRIDay@ NOON. we'LL seND you 
alL tHe INfORmatION you NeeD to KNOW ON HOW to ReCORD YOUR fRee VOIce &ReetIN&. 
fRee HeaoLINe: _____________________ _ 
fRee 40 WORD an 
cat~olUes: pIck ONe - 0 womeN IT meN 0 meN IT womeN 0 womeN IT womeN 0 meN IT meN 
all Bee • week aDS. 0 otHeRS 0 fRIeNDS fiRSt 0 Lost souls 0 SINGLe pneNts 0 SPORts eNtHusIasts 
GUIDeLINes: Free P~rsonals ads are available for single people seeking relationships. Ads seeking to buy or sell sexual services will be refused, No full 
CONfineNtlaL nrtoR111atION: 
(we caN't pRINt YOUR an WItHout rt) 
pHONe: ______ _ 
Name: 
aDDRess: ______ _ 
names, street addresses or phone numbers will be published. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be published. We reserve the right _______________________ _ 
to edit, refuse or recategorize any ad, Advertisers must be over 18 years of age. 
meN~womeN 
If YOU CAN UNDERSTAND THE ME, I CAN UNDER· 
STAND THE YOU, SWM, '0, 6'.140#, Blue eVts, 
Easv going, open & honest. Enjoys music, danc-
ing & much more. look.ing for Sf, 19'25. open & 
honest for mutual. intimale relationship.1r5t70. 
IN A PERfEa WORLD IT IS SUNNY. never rains, 
birds sing, and everyone smiles. Can't promise 
this, but can offer you a chance at serious rela· 
tionship full of fun and good humor. let's melt 
the ice touching our lonely souls. Greater Port· 
land DWPM, 6',", '30#, 4S, BI/81. "5'3" 
IT DOESN'T MATTER If YOU SEE TH IS AD. SWF, 
32, 5'10". 14oli.I'm still goin g to do the things I 
said I'll do. If you joined me, however, il might 
be amusing 10 walch you fall. Perhaps vor're brave 
and tint and noble. Maybe I'll catch you. "5255-
JUST BROWSING. It would be nieeta meet 11 S!DWF, 
35-47 who's aCli'le. attractive. romantic. self-car-
ing with 11 SOH and nol overweight. This honest. 
hopeless romantic, enjoys canoeing, dancing, 
movies, tenting. and holding hands. Emotional 
availability 11 must. 115067. 
LIFE'S A LEARNING IOURNEY, DWM, 6',", ,S5N, 
BVBI, exceptionally fit. handsome, sec:ure. 49Y.O. 
single parent, ready for new journey. ISO dynam-
ic, slender, fit, youthful. ch!erfut, spiritual lady 
who enjoys ute, children, swimming, hiking, 
rollerblading, music & good conversation. Ctlil· 
dren welcome. tr5054-
LOKING fOR fUN·fILLED '998 AND BEYOND, Easy 
going, good looking, DWM. 41, seeks attractive, 
proportionate. college educated, N/S,)o+ woman. 
Possible actIvities: galleries (non-exploding) music 
(non·kennv's) eating out. tatk.ins Oistening also 
available) cooking, x-c skjing.Let me know ... ttS224. 
LoolClNG FOR A MATE IN 98! Attractive, athletic, 
DPM. 39, who enjoys the best pizza, chicken wings, 
and fine dining, needs a date in 98. My spare 
time is for running, movies, music, and the arts. 
Attractive, N/S, 30-40 with similar interests and 
energy need apply- 1J5175. 
LOOKING fOR ONE ClASSY LADV, SWM, 30" BI/8I, 
medlumathletic build, 5'8", definitely a good catch 
for a SWPF between the ages of )2 & )8. avid 
reader. love instrumental music, portland activi -
ties, common sense kind of guy. Emotienally & 
financially stable. trS167. 
LOOKING IN AL THE WRONG PLACES, SWM, blue 
collar, 33Y.O .• 5'9", BrlBr. smoker and mild drinker, 
would like 10 meet a woman to share afternoons 
and some weekends. I work at night . I enjoy good 
old movies, hiking, biking and going out. '11'518). 
MAGNETIC AND MYSTERIOUS. menv, mental~ mam· 
moth, modest, mellifluous, manly, mild-man-
nered, multifilrious midcoast male, 49, mightrnake 
magnificent match for marvelous maiden, minky 
mistress might merit memorable magic massages! 
Monsterous, mendacious, mediocre. moth·eaten, 
miserable morbid misses must march! Matrimo-
.ny maybe, miracle mate!1tS135 
MATURE, fREE SPIRIT WOMAN 5'" wanted by 
artist, 4OY.o. Must be sexy, funny, busty & word· 
Iy.like. lello baths, talking,lac.y undelWear, import· 
ed beers, dogs. swearing, food, philosphy, oil 
massages. laughing. No prisses! Laughing at lift 
a must! tt5168. 
, 
NEVER MARRIED 40ish. Professional, educated, 
tra\!eUed. secure. unattached, no baggage. Recent 
but not new to Northern Maine. Seek N/S; 25'35. 
Bangor, P.I. talk or write first?1t-S1U 
NEW TO AREA, 6oy,0, WM, 6', ,001, looking for 
WF, So+60YfS. who likes beach walks and other 
outdoor activities, dinning 'in & out, quiet but 
good times. Friendship at first, possibly LTR. Will 
answer all. Portalnd (Scuthern Maine) area. 
1t5205· 
NEW YEAR. NEW POSSIBILITIES, MuHi,faceted. art.· 
utate, athletic and artistic SWM, 44, hiding in Port-
land white-collar jungte seeking special, intelli· 
gent, sensual. attractive, trim, SF. 3s·sowitn good 
sense of humor and adventure, and easy-soing 
nature for friendship or relationship. Love the 
Arts, hiking. canoeing, movies. reading, dining, 
dancing. travelling. picnics, classical music, slim-
ulatingconversation. Possess quick wit, easy smile, 
reliability, honesty and reasonable shortcomings. 
Am more giver than taker, more playful than seri· 
ous and more affectionate than distant. Boredom 
never an issue. tt5194. 
OUTGOING DWM. )6. looking to meet attractive 
lady, age 27-32 for LTR.I enjoy sports, dining in 
and out, movies, home & family oriended. Chll· 
dren/single mother most welcome. Race is not an 
issue. Please respond if interested. trSOS2. 
SEEKING A WOMAN fOR MY BIG BROTHER, He's 
tal~ 81/81, teddy bear type. He has a heart of gold 
& deserves someone who is going to treat him 
as they would want to be treated. Don't be shy, 
call! trS057. 
SEEICING SERIOUS COMPANIONSHIP Creative, pro· 
gressive & romantic SWPM, 38, 5'10".150 •• NIS. 
Enjoys nature, walks, camping. biking, snowshoeing, 
musk. theatre, antiques, NPR. pottery, along with 
talking, sharing, exploring and quiet times. Seek· 
ins tit & active, confident. N/S S/DPF with simi-
lar interests. to share lifes con\!ersations, adven· 
tures and more.'II'5080 
SERIOUSLY LOOKING SWM, 4~ 5'10", ave"g.look· 
ing, professional desires thin or average avail-
able female 2OS"30'S or mid 40'S for LTR. I like 
auctions, flea markets. dancing or relaxing at my 
home. 1tS 179. 
TElEPATHY, ANYONE? liberal, emphaticallv apo-
litica~ secure, non<onformist Mensan with an irrev-
efl'nt sense of humour and 2 doctoral degrees 
seeks an intelligent. stable, non-smoking ecto· 
morph to read, listen to music and share long 
silences with. Range of interests limited only bV 
the possibilities . Very open minded. All calls 
answered·1J5078 
UN·A$SUMING TEDDY BEAR warm. understand-
ing, caring, WWM of 4S, accomplished. down·to· 
earth. will love you for who you are, loyal. hand-
some, very·romantic, sensual- You?Smokl!I & S/O 
preferred, I'm S'6·, 140#, take me as I am.ItSI82. 
WANTED, LARGE, fEMININE SHAP£D WOMAN, SWM, 
38, S'10·, lS0', smart, funny, successful, affect 
tionate, attractice, no dependants. seldom drinks. -
commitment minded, type A personality, conser-
vative views_ Enjoys homelife, ocean, motorcy· 
cling, boating, cookouts. and friends. ISO fertile, 
intelligent, woman. Call, lets lalk.1t5145. 
YOUNG AND FUN. SWM, 26y.o., looking to have 
fun. Enjoys partying, skiing, dallCing, new ta afl'a. 
Have roommate and would love to double date. 
WPTH, call now for some fun. ~19S-
ZEST(noun) 1. Sb1nething enhancing enjoyment. 
What do you enjov in life? What makes you laugh? 
Professional DWM, 33, with active SOH, ecle<:tle 
interests and zest for fun seeks down to earth 
secure companicn with similar traits to build a 
LTR with interested? Call me!.S1n 
womeNI&.w0meN 
ACTION·PACKED CHICK SEEKS adventurous, alh· 
letle, sports·cravenous goddess withe mystery of 
Amelia Earhart, the legs of Missy -The Miss[e" 
Giove. the style of Gabriel Reece and the pro· 
tection of Manon Rheaume. Must also have com· 
ical qualities, sensuality, and be petite. UB 
24-30y.O·1Js061. 
BUN WARMERS WANTED. Sincere. submissive 
female seeks tongue lashing from extremely dom-
inant female_ I iust can't fl'strain myself, thaI's 
whV I'm seeking you. If you are more knotty than 
nice I beg you to respond. Call, placeyour"orders" 
today. I'm in Brunswick. 1t5197. 
GWF, nY.O. Honest. secUfl', outdoor, romantic. 
looking to share a wood stove, conversation and 
quiet nights at home, reading in the winter and 
planting in the spring. Peifer jeans, long walks. 
blueberry's & animal lovers. drop me a line.1t5172. 
IS THERE ANYONE OUT THERE who believes in 
monogomy and giving 110% to make a rela tion· 
ship work? Lookinl for one special woman who 
I can spoil rotten with aU I have to offer. Prefer 
NIS, no drugs, 18-30. Take a chance! 'D'S058. 
LET ME BE YOUR TEDDY BEAR, Ext .. me~ good 
looking strong silent type who likes to listen. 41, 
romantic, outdoorsy. big· heart. big blue eyes. Seek· 
ing NfS N or lID, mature, outgoing. health con· 
cious, sensitive woman. I wait for yOU.tt5134 
SEEKING 25'45 Y.O LESBIAN .. , Atlracti", 34 y.o 
lesbian professional part ·time mom. part·time 
zany· sel!ks NIS, kind, intelligent woman for dat· 
ing, concerts, hiking, coffee and giggling! Please 
be genuine, have an off beat SOH; enjoy childfl'n 
(2 daughters!) and dogs!.S049 
ASK AND YOU SHALL RECEIVE? 23Y.o. seeks finan· 
cially secure gentleman for &Mng relationship. I 
want to experience the finer things in life. rm not 
looking for a free ride, I'm very good at giving in 
my own way. Real romance is a must. Call me! 
1t5121. 
BIDDEFORD & SACO AREA. SGWM, 6'2·, t6ol, 
)6, hairy body, seeking GWM. 28'45, long term 
relationship who loves outdoors or quiet times 
at home together. A person who loves to spoil 
their partner. Recieve in fl'tum: friendship or more. 
tr5222. 
CROSSDRESSER WANTS fRIEND, Passable ClOSS 
dresser seeking boyfriend for LTII:. No one night 
stands. If thats what you want don't call. but if 
you want a sexy,)o sOl'flething,longhaired friend, 
maybe lover call me.trSt36 
EAST AND WEST. Athletic GWM, 32,S'!,' wisned 
to meet GAM. 20'S to 30'S for friendship, rela· 
tionship . • 5147. 
GWM ClOSE FRIEND. Romantic, passionate, dis· 
creet N/S. no drugs, lite drinker, enjoys eating 
in/out. movies, bowling. walks and more. 46 y.o 
5'10", 190#, Br/Br, ISO )5-5S masculine, secure, 
dean. no funkv stuff. Biddeford, Saco to Lewis-
ton, ~ubum.1I'5082 
GWM, 22. S'lO", ISo#, Br/BI, looking for an hon· 
est, slim/fit guy (18-2S) , who is spontaneous. out-
going. N/S, and most importantly- fun to be around. 
I have many interests and want someone to do 
things with. 11'5143-
GWM, 3tV.0_. 6'. 16011, short BrlBr, fit, lean swim-
mers build, masculine. dean shave, good look-
ing, jeans/t'shirt, easy going, 0 to E, SOH, sin· 
cere. shy. romantic, sensual. erotic seeks similar 
30-40Y.O. masculine, fit. boy next door (who's 
now a man) with good heart, open mind and is 
ready to build something real. 1I'S181. 
HOPE YOU'RE NOT AfRAID TO SWEAT, Conserv· 
ative. dominant, GWM, 32. seeks companion fOt 
winter activities. Skating the Oaks. Pirates hock-
ey. sledding, snowball fights. x-skiing. sympho· 
ny, theatre, film. Enjoy history, jalz, politics, eco· 
nomics. Seeking vounger, athletic intellect who 
enjoys ferocious debates and rubdowns. 1J5064. 
INTERESTING GUY NEEDS INTERESTING GUY, Well 
kept male, middle aged, profeSSional has own 
business! Well traveled, needs humor in his life 
and mcre - warmth, sophistication. Seeking part-
ner 38'48 yrs 01d.trS141 
LOOKING fOR MUTUAL fRIENDSHIP & RELA· 
TIONSHIP. GWM, 50 yrs. young, 5'U", 170#, col-
lege grad, owns small business, enjoys thealer, 
travel, outdoors, landscaping & quiet fireside 
romance. Prefer, GWM, over )oy.o. masculine, pro-
fessional, honest, discreet. Lets meet for coffee. 
tr5u9· 
MID·AGE GUY would like to meet same for friend· 
ship. Not into hunk 01 the month, or one nighters. 
Someone to share & care.1J5113 
OLD ENGLISH· PREP SCHOOL DISCIPLINE admin· 
istered to your limits by stern headmaster. Under 
30 only! Clean. submissive. preppy, scared pre· 
ferred. Please! no one over-weight. Possible TlC 
Clfter. Beginners: il specialty. "52S8. 
OUTGOING fUNLOVING PROfESSIONAL. '5Y,0., 
trapped in a 49Y.O. body. Seeking open minded 
friends to explore with_I'm squeeky dean. heallhy, 
non-judgemenlal. N/S, LJD, w/ftex. schedule. l ets 
start the new year right. Portland·Rockland area. 
Any age, size, race. 'l!'SOSI. 
RARE SEEKING RARE OR RAW! Heallhy, d\'l1amic 
S4 y.O. not only not out of the picture, but into 
focus. seeking speciaf trim buddy WAO appreci-
ates the royal trutment and reciprocates. A palace 
of delights awaits the stout·hearted . • S18o. 
SEEKING YOUNGER fRIEND, GWM, lat. 30"'9OiI, 
S'lO". is seeking 20'S' 30'S dominate lap hand· 
some man for occasional meetings soon. I'm heahh· 
Iy, attractive with transportation and available 
week days too. Be attentive, sociable, no drug-
gies or drunks. 11'5227. 
UNEMPLOYMENT ISSUE. What does a well endowed. 
oversexed slender, BiMale do on all of these cold 
days? He places this arl, and hopes he meets a 
hot man 18·3S. Eagerly awaiting to Mill fantasy 
roles. Be pleased today. !tS256. 
fiueNDS fiRSt 
ANYONE FOR BRIDGE. Lesbian couple ages 45 
and 35, brand new to Portland and novice bridge 
playtrs, seeking partners for bridge and friend· 
ship. Gender or sexual orientatio,!s not an Issue. 
Must know how to keep score because we don't. 
Sincere inquires only, please. 11'5174. 
8iMf BOOMER IN DISCOVERY PHASE, ISO like 
woman friend to share lunch/wine/dinner/con· 
versation; maybe laugh about the irony of it a[1. 
Intefl'sts: fitness, music, art. laughter-above all. 
ttSl44· 
CREATIVE SPF. )O'S. seeks complnion(s)todance 
club with. I appreciate dance from punk tc tech-
no and beyond. Seeking respondants who are 
untethered.to substances. tr50Sl 
E,PIAF, DVORAK, ELIZABETH BISHOP ETC. N.Y, 
Times crosswords, cross country skiing, Fore Street. 
Sonsie (Boston), eafe Ui'fa! Financially secure, pub· 
lished writer. 37, seeks platonic muse . • S112. 
Personal Advertiser .924. P.O. BOil 12)8, Port-
land, ME 04104. 
fRIENDLY. fUN, LESBIAN COUPLE looking fol gay 
or lesbian couples for just hanging oul. Us: 21, 
You: 21·3S. Just want more couples to go out to 
eat, dubs, movies, etc. Come on, lets meet, and 
do lunch! 'II'514B. 
fRIeNDS fiRSt 
TRAVEL COMPANION NEEDED, Young woman look· 
ing for companion on a backpackinl adventure. 
Wild & green pastur~. Ready by summertime. I 
am easy going and hard core camper. You be 
nature & cul ture respectful, very relalled, lender, 
race open. Be my perl pal first.1J5206 
SINbLe paReNts 
SELf·EMPLOYED PROfESSIONA~ good look in •• 
widower, ethical, humerous, romantic. SlY.o., 6', 
184', NIS, N/O, ISO educated, intuitive-psychic 
lady in early 40'5 with class and curves for fun & 
friendship. Prefer' passionate, adventurous spiro 
it. Intt:r~ted in lTIe:. tr5068. 
SPORtS eNtHUSIasts 
WORK-OUT PARTNER WANTED. like to sweat? Don't 
talk much, but nolice atoP Think life means risk.? 
On the wild side? Call me. I'm DWf, 47, 5'4". 
\20#, good-looking, strong, fast, smart. 1 love 
wilderness, inner and culer. Any age. Younger 
men beware. trS178. 
Lost souls 
ac· MISSING YOU, American Pie, and TGLB. Writ· 
ing? Uke to go to Wo"Odstock or M'S V? My heart 
is weU guarded but my soul took Hight with you. 
"Some people you never -forget". JV. '11'5196. 
DARERS GO FIRST. Mr. fish: We met a year ago 
in the bar at the sheraton. My friends dared me 
to ask you if we could sit at your table. You were 
charming, generous and playful. I $1111 wear black. 
I'm fit funny and sober. Would you care to meet 
again?1r5060 
KIMBERLY, you called my voice mail on Dec. 28th. 
You sound great. but I lost your phone #. I too 
have a wonderful dog, a house and similar inter· 
ests. Please call again to eltotic, handsome. 
3',"5090 
LO.M.L Thanks for giving me fantasi~ and dreams, 
for making me feel love and loved. Thaanks for 
the butterfli~, thanks for beinl in my life. Thanks 
for being yoU.1JS081 
LATE NIGHT BREAKFAST. 1/7, after Arrowsmith, 
you wore a grayish turtleneck, and ordered an 
omelette with gravy on the side. Rushed out to 
meet your cab. Would tike second encounter. Let 
me cook you something special. 11'5225. 
LOST: JAY SINCLAIR. Searching for lay. formerly 
of Surry via Orono via Turner. Singer/guitarist for 
"Big Eddie" & -Mad River". Where are you my 
friend? Please call me· Chris. 1t5070. 
NEAR MISSES,12/20, Stein Glass Gallery, 1:30pm. 
YOU: Tall, daB haired man with dark eyes. Me: 
tall woman in red jacket. You left too soon. Want 
to meet? ItSt20. 
NEW YEARS WISH COME TRUE, Greek pasta din· 
ner.shoots and ladders. Pooh·winnie, green eggs 
and nam, tenible movie, ha[ding your hand tight· 
Iy and not wanting to let go. Just being with you 






Let us unlock 
your phone 
Iines ... and 
let the fun 
begin! 
Purchase blocks of Casco Bay 
Weekly Personals time by 
using your Mastercard. VISA, 
personal check or cash. 
To purchase your c.lUng 
card call Joline NOW! 
775-"1234 
]'s COMPANY. SWC. 40'5, looking foreward to 
an exciting new year seeking males and females.. 
He likes to watch her play, and join in when 
asked. Very dean. discreet. expect same. We 
are far real.1I'5133 
Ali ABSOLUTELY EROTIC VEIWING adventure 
for two alltactive. young (20'S), slender, 
straight. sexy ladies who are also reserved 
and have not ellperienced an erotic type fan-
tasy. I am a very attractive, athletic, SWM )1. 
My fantasy is to undress for you two and turn 
myself on while being watched. I have a nice 
body, i'm a straight, very clean, stable per· 
son. I hope to lea\!e you panting.'II'5142 
--. --
ARE YOU A SOLID COUPLE? MWM, 50,6'. Br/BI, 
sood looking. wants one couple for LTII:. Happy 
confidl!nt, clean, discreet, give and take rela· 
tionship. We've been looking for eachother. 
Regular people. Let's accept ourselves and 
explore together. I'm eager. and waiting for 
your call.1JS079 
B.D, S .. M MASTER, looking for slaves, any 
age, lace. su, she·males a plus, live out your 
dreams_ Also Jack & lill.1I'50S6 
BLACICMASTER (C)aution. be careful. danger· 
ous w/fun. SBM. 34, very fine, special funny, 
fun to be with. Seeking heavyset WF/s only, 
)0'50 who want to be controlled by a very 
demanding black master. A great romance time 
together, much more_ Call me_ you'll be glad 
you did. Serious calls please. 1JSI84. 
BR EA THTAKING KISSES. above average DWPM 
seeks multi·orgasmic woman desiring verbal 
and oral stimulation, friendship and intimacy. 
Persuade me that time with you for c.offee. 
walks in park. elevator rides or whatever comes 
up, beals noont ime workouts hands 
down·ltS138 
CUTE, RUGGED, SWM, 40. young looking, medi· 
um·muscular build. Brlst. In search of sexy, 
affect ionate woman for late evenings (mid-
night) fun. Be open minded, clean, and dis· 
Cfee t. 1JS 259· 
EXHIBITIONISM AND VOYEUR ISH fUN. Exhibi· 
tionism and voyeurism are fun and safe. We 
are an attractive (ouple with a sense of humor. 
I am very petite and my partner is big and 
muscular. We would like to meet a couple any 
age with similar interests. '12'5069. 
FREE SPIRITS WANTED. MWC in search of other 
couples to enjoy each others company in an 
adult atmosphere will also consider a SF or 
SM. We are clean and discreet and elCpect 
same.'I2'5199 
fRIENDLY, ATIRACTIVE WM '001, 6',-, mas· 
culine. 4SYf5 old, endowed, seeks sexy T.V. 
r.5. Enjoy sexy dress, lI·movies. party, drink, 
smoke, hot-times. Submissive A .. but not net· 
cessary. let's have some fun.1I'S204 
FUNLOVING WHITE COUPLE seeking BiF to share 
in adult fun & fantasies. Must be clean, dis-
creet & safe. let's get together for drinks & 
diSCUSS the endless possibilities. You won't 
be dissapointed. 'II'SI24. 
HAPPILY MWC SEEICS SAME and/or select hard· 
body singles M&F. We are clean, discreet, very 
imaginative. Husband loves hardbody blonds 
w/baseball cap. Wife likes tradesmen in uni-
form to service more tnan our home! Doctors 
in scrubs a plus! No drugs. tr5114. 
HOT & SEXY BiM TV calling out to all foot and 
booty worshipers. Be uninhibited and an 
embracer of the exotic as well as the erot· 
ic.trS091 
LADIES· ARE U LONELY? If U R a 40'551,0, 
woman who doesn't g.et enough love or atten· 
tion at home. would like me to fulfill your fan· 
tasy, this)5 y.o. WM, BR/HZl., is ready to help. 
I'm clean/discreet, UB too. Pleasantly plump 
O,K, "522S, 
LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL! 32, SWM, ath· 
letic, attractive, affluent seeks wild and kinky 
fun with females and/or straight couples. I am 
clean cut. friendly, in shape. You must be rea· 
sonably fit. attractive, no smokers/drugs. Inter· 
ests include voyeurism, exhibitionism, domi-
nance, @tC.!tS140 
LETS TURN A LONG COLD WINTER into a long 
hot one: M'NC,late )O's, looking for a straight 
woman to heat up the nishl with. If you like 
to play. your the one! We are drug & desiese 
free, straight, UB2. The right man or couple 
considered also. 1I'S193: 
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LIVE OUT YOUR fANTASY, Good looking SWM, 
3S. S'11", 165#, BrlBr. looking for a WF Of 
M'NC, WPTH,21-4S for erotic fantasy fulfillment. 
I am clean. discrete and extremely eager to 
please. All limits respected .... Go ahead, 
CaU!l1t5047 
MATURE WOMAN SOUGHT. MWM seeks mature 
(up to age 55) woman. I am )6. Br/Hz. Look· 
ing for long term discreet relanonsnip.!tsoB5 
MWC, SEEKING A CURIOUS FIRST TIMER Bif.· 
male that wants to try a new experience out 
of the blue. Ir this ad interest you, let's gel 
together and do some fine wine and see what 
happens after. 11"5198. 
NEW YEAR, NEW QUEER? Happily MWM, 6',", 
225', manly, dominant, Bi·curious, seeks cou· 
pie where he is Bi or Bi-curious or GM with 
incredibly supportive female friend; she must 
participate!! Be very very discreet!! Weekday 
afternoons? 11'5257. 
NUDE WOMAN, No d,Ugs, social drink .. , SWM, 
43, 6'2", 210#. Br/Br. How would you like 10 
get rubbed down? I do, if you do. We can rub 
all Saturday. You be S/OWF, 30-SOY.o. 1J5062 . 
OLDER WOMAN/YOUNGER MAN, Seeking se" 
older woman. must be attractive. confident. 
and daring. I am an .attractive. profeSsional. 
3S SWM. who needs to be spoi~ by a lady 
who knows how to treat her man. I am NIS, 
please be same. 1J5220. 
----
OTHERS let's chase away the winter doldrums. 
MWM. )5Vrs. old, seeks MWF zS' 3S yrs. for 
mutually satisfying good times. NIS. clean & 
discreet. U82 1tS2oo 
PANTWmER?GWM. 6ft, ISO', mid 20'sseek.s 
same and younger males for wet friendship. 
Let's see who goes first. Be cu te and see what 
comes up after.1I'5201 
SEARCHING fOR FULfiLLMENT MWPM. 36, ISO 
of someone to fulfill my desires. Happily mar· 
ried, but something missing -passion! RU MWF 
or SF who can compl!!te me? I'm clean, safe, 
discleet, fit, attractive, U82. Pleasecall.1t5088 
SEEK lADY B/O'er. O&S'er for LTR. middle age 
sent devoted B/O & DIS seeks understand-
ing lady 4S to 65 for dating lead to LTR. I'm 
mostlv ·sub" but like to switch, also, edu-
cated, slovent, safe, sane & consentual. Hon-
est interested females only. Fetishes a plus. 
Will reply to all. 1t5221. 
SINGLE Bi/MALE LOOKING fOR couples and 
women for fantasv thrill seeking games . 
Please, somebody out there must need sati· 
faction as bad as I do. If you need to be sat-
isfied, try me. Will return all calls with full dis· 
criplion. '11'5177. 
------
TIRED Of SEING ALONE?? Good looking MWM, 
30' S. 6'2", 175f, looking fOf one spe<.ial women, 
possibly a couple to bring physicallo\le back 
into my life. I am well endowed, disease free, 
discretion assured/expetted. 8 yrs. is long 
enough without love. 'II's169. 
----
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED, )6y,o. Bi Mal. seek· 
ing fantasv friends. Spend an afternoon with 
me, I need 5e\Iera[ good, open minded men 
friends to help me fulfill a longterm fantasy. 
Local motel, maybe Saturay afternoons. I'll 
provide all the entertainment. 11'5063. 
VOYEURISM DISCRETELY OffERED to couples 
only! We are 2S-ish. energetic and fun. She is 
a sizzling strawberry blonde, 34(-21.-32. 115'. 
S'6" and he is a 6', 17S'. fit hunk. with sreat 
trouser-mouse mobility:tt5046 
WOULD ENIOY THREE, Male. 50, tall, alhletic, 
looking for couple for fun and pleasure. l' 2 
eve, we<k, LTR hopeful~, No dlUgs, N/S, lID, 
like massage, movies, etc. !t506S. 
YOUR fRIENDS WILL THINK I'M STRAIGHT... 
GWf,\ ~7. very attractiVe. athletic, dean·cut. 
seeks straight, bi·curious or married WM.18-27, 
ISO. for friendship and discreet exploration. 
Me: understanding. YOU: open-minded. I like 
short hair, baggy jeans. Baseball caps. Clean 
and safe. 11'522). 
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\1..Y lAiJiQUAN 
(r'ai Chi Ch'uan) 
LARRY IRA lANDAU 
967-5965 
5tudJoo In Portland & Kennebu1k 
call for brochurl: 
828-6571 
• Therapeutic Massage 
• Polarity Ther~py 
• Reflexology 
• Bach Flower Remedies 
• Colon Hydro-Therapy 






THE YOGA CENTER 
137 Preble S~. Portland 
775-097501'788-4449 
Free YourCellf 
Ocean Rolfing Associates 





Kripalu YagQ • 871-8274 
/ 
Practitioners dedicated to your health ... 
~ 1Itacite 1Q~~ f , 884 Broadway, South Portland, ME 
~ 
I' Acupuncture Works! / CranioSacral Therapy .e Meret Bainbridge ~ Work with your 
Liansed Acupuncturist Body's Inner Healer 
838-2413 
Menil Grohman Acupunctu~ • Ch;rJes~ Herbs 
Jin Shin Doill Bodymind ACltpnosSUn-TM UPlEOGER INSTITUTE TRAINED , Free Initiill Consulfation 
~ 767-1385 ./ 
I' Individual Counseling ...... / Individual, Couple, and 
for Women Family Therapy 
Jane Prairie, lCSW Barbara Harding Loux, LCSW 
774-8633 772-6599 
Self EsttL'1f • SexuAl Abuse Issut!s 
Et'tn;ng Appointments Wmnc,,'s lss~s • FlHnily Change , InsurtJnu &imbUTSRblt: 
~ Sul1sta1JCe Abuse 15s~s • PllP'e"ti"g , 
Therapeutic Massage "/ Counseling & "'I w" '-' ·N~._'" Psychotherapy Liane Hamrick, Ph.D, 
SHEILA McKENZIE, RN LICENSED PSYCHOLOGIST 
Certified Massage Therapist 1-800-743-5137 
767-7543 Jndir1idUilI • Group. Family 
./'- &llIfionship .I 
Brian M, Davis, N.T.S., CM.T. 
Natural Thn-ap~uti( Sp~dali;t 
Cnrifi~d Mt1.lJa~ Thuapirt 
Holistic Health Education 
Massage Polarity Reflexology 
Movement Classa; 
879-8934 





205 Ocean Avenue. Portland 





STU 0 10 
, . ' • 
RELEASING 
HIP JOINTS 




Fri., Feb 27th r 6;()() - 7;30 $12.00 casco Bay Movers 871-1013 
7herapeutic t.7\-iassaBe 
Karen Austen, M.A., M.S., l.M.T. 
Licensed Massage Therapist 
• 7 Days A Week, All Holidays 
• Same day appointments 
• Gift Certificates available 
• Regular Basis Discount 
• Sweedish • Acupressure' Deep Muscle 





302 Stevens Ave, Portland 
Sun @ 10:30 Wed @ 6:00 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 
TRAUMA GROUP 
FOT Male & Female 
Survivors of Sexual Abuse 
Prtst",/y utlt.ing malt participants 
Co· led by Male & 
Female Psychologists 
GIll flit ",f"rrrrf'lmff fIr Cnff(idttlf;IIII"ttr"itlQ 
MERLE BRAGDON, PH.D. 
772·1570 
TOM NEGRON, PH.D. 
772·1164 
INSUR .... NCE RE.IMB URSABLE 
il~~~t;:r;ri;~~ 
Help Maintain a Healthy ilody, 
Mind and Spirit 
222 S'-lohnS,- Suitc318, Ponl,nd ME • 
879-1710 




FR!! 1 HOUR CONSULT WITH 
A $35.00 COLOR CHART & REPORT 
874 - 1901 
Eliott Cherry 
Massage Therapy 
.. Anxiety, Otprtssion. Substance Abuse 
... Relationship Problems, Sexual 
Dysfunction, Ek. 
... Creativity Blocks, Jungian Dteim 
Inlerprelation 
Over 2S years of Experience 
All Insurance Plans Accepted 
Evening Hours Available-
Sliding Scale 
Initial Consultation Free 
. Martin Marguli 
PhD. lken5N CInI~ PlychoIogllt 
780-0500 
FULL CIRCLE SYNERGY 
l'AI CHI CH'UAN: 
SELF-DEFENSE FROM THE INStOE OUTI 
• Bu ild your balance and your root. Be centered and calm 
• Stay relaxed even as chaos comes at you 
• Listen to & blend with the incoming energy. 
but preserve your root and relaxation 
• Return your opponent's energy as 
appropriate so he defeat's himself!! 
SELF-DEFENSE FOR 
EVERYDAY UFE 
AND VIOLENT ENCOUNTERS 
A dy amk system f~l the 
intcgfad~R or)Jody,.~ind . 
errUHlons and SpUIt 
775-7330 865-0323 
FOCUS ON SINGLES 
An inlerdenominational agency that com· 
of wtl~eness, heal· 
ing and on the joumey toward 
heallhy hips. Call Todd Denson 
761-0228 
Join the tape of the month club: 
This month's lape; 'Sitting alone together' 
An invitation to triendshi 
'The 'lJod/l Jirm 
80dysculpting through Weight training 
In our 8th yeor of operation 
. Beginning through od-mnced 
weight training 
• Sporn speci"" weight training 
leah Aronovitdl,IA, MA, CPT 284·5376 
Certified Personol Trainer 
L FEELING FRAZZLED? 
4r HELP IS HERE! 
Openings In a women's ongOing. solution oriented, p~chotheropy group. If rou (unction ode-
quote~ in yoor doily lIfe but ~nd it d;fficult. to establish or maintain sati1(ying personal relation-
ship', hoyo symp'om. 0( low "/f-esr..m, chronic Ion.lin .... dep"";OIO. or diflicu/ry idenlifting 
or expressing your teeJmgs, this group may bt! for you. Focus is on Pnding sokltions chat you con 
put info action in your Iif~ 
Sarah j, Bulley, LCSW 871-9256 









Vllientine'~ Day gilt certi lica tts a\allable. 
Call today. 
JAN. 28 - Learning to Communicate 
with Animals 
with Melanie Thompson 
6:30pm-8:30pm • $20.00 
JAN. 30 - Healing with Crystals 
and Gemstones 
'with John Moulton 




Live a fuller, more 








[NDIVlDUAlS. COUPLf.S ASO CROUP TH ERAPY 
!W!f£u«m. kdtztwlIship ~lHmlt, A .... ,t't) 
o;;;,=;;;.~r;:!G;:~~:Z· 
PLEASE CAlL FOR MOR[ I"\FOR,'vI}.TIO:-: 
60"'8111 
Whole Health 
Massale I:f Reiki 
• Every 2.nd Wed. Monthly ... 
FREE Ileiki Clinic, 
• Monthly lleiki Classes 





Srephanie BaiTd OTR. Lie . Ac. 
122 S'- John S'- Sui .. 125 
207.R71.5060 
, ... --~'!"--... your ad here 
could run here 
for as little as 




Dip!. C.G. Jung Inst. - Zuricll 
32 Pleasant St, Portland, ME 04101 
772·2779 
Cathy Langevin, LCSW 
Psychotherapist 
Individual/Coupl .. Counseling, 
Wom.n', Inu .. , Subalanc. Abut. 






Elizabeth Berks· Patricia Bennett 
MMfbm A.M. T.A. 
774-6876 
5ucw Rtduction Lt~ to Health Improvemem 
Connecting the Circle 
A support group for 
women in transition, 
using the creative arts. 
8-week group beginning 
Feb. 18th. For more 
information call Laura: 
878-3291. 
JANUARY 22, 1998 
• 
Carrie I'>eterson, L.c.P.C 
158 Danforth 51. 
• • • • • COUNSELING 
BY APPOINTMENT 
FMI: 773-6912 
INI)I VIDUAU • COUPLES - GROUPS 
Stephen R. Aronson, Ph.D. 
1.I(;cn,cc.l P"ycholo~i\( 
Pr.lcru:c Sint.:t: 1(}711 
Anxiety. Depression, Grieving, 
Panic Attacks, Stress, 
Recovery IS!'tllc!) 
Brief lOr Depth Psyehntherapy 
I ntJi viuual. Couples, Groups 
Jungian Orientation 
772-3176 
Mcn'<i Therapy (;roup. Mun. 7-9pl11 
Mixed Thel'JPY (;rnllp. Tile ... 4-6pm 
EATING PROBLEMS, 
BODY IMAGE & 
SEXUALITY ISSUES 
Individual, Family. WcrisJlops 
LISA BUSSEY, LCPC 
775-7927 
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FREE HAIR CARE 
" 
OFFER!!! 
Matrix Essentials seeks people for Hair Salon who are 
interested in FREE haircuts. color. or permanent waves. 
Where: Radison Eastland Hotel. Portland 207:775-561 I 
When: Saturday. February 7th I I :00 am 
For more info! 800-282-2822 X 3275 Cindy 
IH I . 1\ I I1Jl lS l'OI.i.E( lIULL~ 
OY! ... A Shoppe 
383 Stevens Avenue 
Portland. Me. 
772-3155 
"BOLDI BOLD!! BOLDIII It sellsl Ask 
for bold lines when you place your 
ad. 775 -1234-
BARAKA! Middle Eastern Dance Ensemble.Lec· 
ture/demonstrations and celebrations. tosieConte 
828·6571. 
CONSIDERING ADOPTION? Please cal 
FRIENDS IN ADOPTION 1·800·844·l6lO 
& we'll send you pictures of our exceptional fam· 
ilies who are ready & eager to adopt. The chok· 
es art all yours!! Our servkes are het & conti· 
dential. 
DEAR PATRON OF THE ARTS: Award 
winning photographer needs help. Need new 
shooting locations. You'd be surprized, you may 
Mve Ihe barn, attic. cellar, garden, ete. I need. 
PLEASE CALL: 879'2160. 
HELP WANTED 
DRESSYOUR KIDS FOR FREE. Yes for FREE! Proven 
Time·Tested Book. Only $9.95. Call toll free. 
1·888· 356· 19 79,ext.11. 
SLEIGH/HAY RIDES. Over the riyer & 
Ihrough Ihe woods. Includes the use of log cabin. 
Groups or romantic rides for two. Horsefeathers 
Stable. 839·224l. 
SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY. 12 years experi· 
ence with SSA. Former Claims Representati'le. 
Operations analyst, Regional training specialist. 
Edmund J. Rainstord, Attorney at Law. 
(617)ll\'7061· 
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? CONSID-
ERING ADOPTION? Portland's MY CHOICE 
provides personal support and related expens· 
es. You choose a loving family and tan always 
know how your child is doing. Many families 
waiting, in and out-of-state. (all 772'7555, Of 
1-800-64°'7550. 
BARTER 
MAKE YOUR MOTHER PROUD' Donate S20 or so 
to sustain me in India in '9B, and I'U be your 
pen· pal! Gabrielle 799'587). 
LOST & FOUND 
lOST: Blue embroided costume dress. lost in the 
Forest Ave. area, Tues. Dec. 30th. Reward. 
761·8012. 
PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART 
PUBLICATIONS PRODUCTION ASSISTANT 
Part·time, flexible hours. Assist graphic designer with production 
of a wide variety of Museum publications and printed pieces. 
Macintosh experience with Pagemaker, Photoshop. and Freehand 
a must, along with strong organizational ability and atlention to 
detail. Graphic design background preferred, Please submit cover 
letter and resume by February 2 to: Business Office, Portland 
Museum of Art, Seven Congress Square, Portland, ME 04101. 
The Portland Museum of Art is an equal opportunity employer. 
MASSAGE THERAPISTtpRACTITIONER WANTED. A 
Touch of Health, Maine Mall, $0. Portland. Nights 
& week.nds, 874'2748. 
PART· TIME a~ICAiJoRIVER for disabled per· 
son. Clean Ucence and some clerical skills; will 
train. 1~30 hours weekly, flexible/negotiable 
S6.7s1hr. Send resume to: 574 East Bridge Street, 
Westbrook, ME 04092. 
HELP WANTED 
we're Looking for Customer Oriented, 
Depentlable Employees 
• Opportunity for advancement 
• Full and Part-time positions 
• Friendly work environment 
SJGCPPLE 
• Competitive Benefit Package 
'OOD STORe. 
CSPX/UNICO 
56 Emery: Street 
Sanford, Maine 04073 
We ore looking for a mainle-
nance per5o~ to odd in our com-
pounding d'vi;io~ UNICOMP; 
IndiVidual mu;1 be ;elf'slarler and 
be able 10 work wilh limiled 
;uperviSIOn. Musl have slrong 
eleclrical, elecltanic bockground 
wilh prinl leading ability and 
experience In pneumatic and 
hydraulics. We offer an excel· 
lenl benel" pockoge ,ncludtng 
40 I K. Send YOUI resume 10 Ihe 
address lisled above. 
An: R. Morin 
ABSOLUTELY NO PHONE 
CAllS ACCEPTED. 
RESUMES ONLY. 
Please apply in person at: 
Portland, So. Portland, Westbrook, Gorham 
Interface Monthly 
Editorial Assistant Needed. 
Inietface Monthly, N.E.'slastesl gtcwMg business 
tec!l magazine seeks a seIf·~arter 10 COO«finat. 
Ws ednom; dept. !Me, for this position include 
lesearchng lechnoIogy, copy editing 0'1d worIdng 
wrth helance writers. Joorna~sm "p. preferred 
and an underS!an<ing of the internet and technol· 
OIJI a muS!. Send co""' ~tter, I","me and salary 
lequirements 10: IMG, P.O. '4615, Portland. ME 
04102 
CAlL DARLENE at 717-564-5553 and 
ask me how you can make money! 
Female model wanted for glamour photography. 
no prior modeling eKperience necessary. (aU Frank 
at 842-1499. 
Gi!VGuy·next-door models needed by local 
entrepreneur for internet promotions. No expe· 
rience necessary. Send photo and application 
letter to: Stayce Meldon, PO DOX 11342. Port· 
~nd, ME. 04104. 
ROOMMATES 
ARTIST DREAM HOUSE. Housematewanlfd to share 
home in Standish. Masfer bedroom & studio space 
available. River frontage, private, natural setting. 
House can be seen at 
hltp;llmembers.tripod.com/~(hesaUJ/in dex.html 
S400/mo. + utils. 642'5524. 
BAo( COVE: large,sunny2BDR apartment to share 
with NIS. 25+ female. No pets. $32s1mo. + 1/2 
utils. 774')014. 
EASY GOING, QUIET, N/S, responsible roommate 
for cozy Cumbertand house. 2nd. floor room, 1St. 
floor common area. Laundry. parking. $27s/mo. 
plus utilities. CaU Nick 829'5986-- --
FALMOUTH: H/S female roomale 10 share 4 bed· 
room cape. S350 + 1/2 utilities, call 781'2117. 
GM HAS FURNtSHED HOUSEIN SOUTH PORTLAND: 
seeking 2 GM's between 25Y.O. & 46y.o. to share 
home. Off street parking, washer/dryer included, 
utilities induded. Smoking O.K. No pelS as owner 
has two cats who are animal intolerant $6s}Nk. 
per room with use of all facilities. Call 773'4648, 
ask for Bob. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
GM seeking same to share two-bedroom Park· 
side condo. hoo mo. One. heat and hot water) 
plus utilities. 874-<1488. Leave message. 
St,ooo WEEnY STUFFING ENVELOPES At hom •. 
Free details. Send S.A.S.E. Box 754S0S-KOl, (orat 
Springs, n ]3075. 
$1750 WEElelY. Workmg from home folding our 
financial brochures! We pay you by check! Home· 
workers needed immediately. Free information. 
1·800'774'9141. 
$800 WEEICL Y! Processing Government Refunds 
at Home. No experience necessary. 1·800-696'4779. 
ext 417. 
A POWERFUL MONEY MAKER. Earn SS'lok month· 
Iy! Turn·key system. Not MlM! Fantastic Sup· 
portlNo selling. 1·BOO·995·0796. ext 1003. 24hrs. 
ALL POSTAL JOBS! Free exam, Full benefilS. For 
application and information caIi1·800-32()-75IO, 
ellt.AZl05· BAM-9PM.7 days. 
AVON. LEADERSHIP OPENINGS! Prestige, Money 
& Power. FREE training. Ind. Rep. CaU 
1·800'767'1911· 
AWESOME INCOME! I need help' Overwhelmed! 
Fantastic support. Eam 55'lOk per mo. No seU· 
ing! Not MLM! 1·888·281-8196. 
CASH FOR COUPONS. EARN HUNDREDS SSS FOR 
clipping grocery coupon. Distributors available. 
Honest money maker of the 90'S. 
800'466'922'-'7159. 
COULD YOU LIVE ON Slloo+oWEEK fiom hom.? 
I'LL SHOW YOU HOW' Not MlM, Min InY. SIIOO. 
Serious inquiries only. 1.800'322.6169. ~t 8934. 
EARN $1,OOO'S as a fashionlglamour pho· 
tographer! No experieoce necessary! Call today! 
1·207·462·79l7· 
EARN SI.ooo·h.IOO WEEKLY STUFFING 
ENVELOPES,lyour premises. Money never stops. 
Free supplies. Rush S.A.S.E.: Lightning Quik Mail 
Distributors. P.O. BOA 18027. Philadelphia, PA. 
191~7· 
EARN $200,000 PerYear. Overwhelmed with leads. 
Home based business. Will train. Not MlM. 
1·800·l71·8149· 
ENVELOPES-S400 . .AT HOME! S4 for e",tV en",· 
lope stuffed with sales materials. Guaranteed! 
Free info. 24hrs. 31O·B51·3350, dept R2. 
FINANCIAL FREEOOM! Eam SI'lOk a month. PIT. 
No selling. NOT MLM. Average People Can Do 
Thisl1·800·378AS04. 24hrs. 
GREAT PAY! Assemble al home. Arts and 
crafts.toys,jewelry,sewing.typing, computers. Free 
info- amazing recorded message. 800'795'0380, 
ext 25. 
Health is wealth! looking for nurses with a heart 
to help people. Work from home. nave fun and 
finacial freedom. Will train for success. 
1·888·8BEWELl. 
HOW TO EARN $1500 on someone else's money! 
Send S5 and lSASE to: R Spires, 204 Lewis Sf. 
Edgerton, Mo. 64444. 
I've Got the Golden Goosel S'art lay· 
ing Eggs Worth S2'5K Weekly hom your own 
Henhouse. FIT or Pff. 1-888·890'3484. 24 Hrs. 
LOCAL CANDY ROUTE. 30vending machines. Earn 
aoopro< $8ooIday. All for $9.991. 18oo-99B·VEND. 
MAKE HUGE PROFITS in your bathrobe and sUp· 
pers. 24hrs. Only $15.90 in..... Toll free 
1·888'292-2)8], 
RECYaE TONER CARTRtDGES & SAVE! CARTRIDGES 
from $45.00, including pidup and delivery. Guar· 
anteed. Discounted toner copiers available. We 
buy empties. 800~76-G749. 
START YOUR OWN VIDEOTAPtNG SERVICE, How 
to manual S20.00. (20l)-l29'76ol.IMS Bo, 2924 
Stamford. a 06906-0924- Money order/creditcard. 
GM SHieS responsible roomate to share apart· 
ment in or around Portland. Jack 879-0378. 
NICE BEDROOM IN 2BOR. Vi(torlan available to 
N/S, cat loving, mature. responsible woman. Plen· 
ty of storage, nice neighborhood. privacy and 
respectful co·habitant. S312/mo. plus 1/2 utilities. 
773'2647. 
OOB· NIS ROOMMATE NEEDED for lBDR, 2 1/2 
bath condo. Huge, beautiful, many dosets, plen· 
ty of parking, WID, OM, jacuzzi. $)2s/mo. + .IJ 
utils. A'Iailable now! 934'2975. 
PORTtAND: Responsible roomale to share spa· 
cious 2 bedroom apartment. $262.50 .. .tIz utili· 
ties. references. 259 Woodford St. Portland 
773·6096. 
PORTLAND: SUNNY CONDO. N/S II/F to share quiet. 
neat 2 bedroom. S390+ 1/2 utilities. 775'3499. 
PORTLAND: WID, parking, 0/0. spacious harbour 
views. Young professional roomale. $3S0 + util· 
ities. Call 780·677\. 
SEEKING HOUSEMATE to share home in 
Cumberland. Quiet, large, sunny room available 
with private bath and private phone line. Heal· 
ed, NIS. no pets. Sllo/mo. 829·l88). 
WEST fALMOUTH. N/S neat roommate needed for 
new super efficient 3BDR house in (ountry. Big 
yard. pool. W/O. SlIO/mO. +. 878·ll22. 
WESTBROOKf'NINDHAM: Conscious N/S person to 
share beautiful comfortable, clean home wil" like· 
minded people and one highly evolved dog. No 
other cats or dogs. please. S300 + share of util· 
Itles. 892·74\l. 
APTS/RENT 
FREE RENT FOR HELP OR PAY RENT. Leaseloption 
"ailable. Near USM, MM(, & Old Port. 879-914l. 
MAINE MED.· Studio, I & 2BDR. apa",Tlents. 
H/H.W .• oak Roors. new kitchens & bath. nicely 
redone. Sl6s·S600/mo, 77l·1814. 
STATE STREET- ~EAR MERCY HOSPITAl. 
1&2BDR. in 3 buildings. A Victorian building with 
Wllter view of harbor. A Federal period building 
with high ceilings and large rooms. All redeco-
rated, bright rooms, oak floors., H./H.W., start at 
Slso/mo. 77l·1814. 
OFFICES/RENT 
DEERING CENTER: Steven Ave. 2 offi<:es in dis· 
tinctive professional building. Large windows, hard· 
wood floors, heat and utilities included. 846'1652. 
ART STUDIOS/RENT 
ART STUDIOS AVAIlABLE· In the heart of down. 
town, near the Maine College of Art, reasonable 
rates. call Peteror cathy· DIRIGO MGMT. 8/1'1080. 
REAL ESTATE 
Get a jump on the sprinQ market! 
Whether your interests lie in homes 
with history or new construction. 
Call the award winninQ aQents! Free 
opinion of value, Andrew and Linda 
Griffin Century 21 First Realty 
892·8555 ext. 3005 
1,000'5 OF FORECLOSED GOVERNMENT HOMES, 
VA. H.U.D.,F.H.A.,etc. Financing a'lailable. ToU free 
B<xl-974·2l96. ext 2091. 
BARGAIN HOMES. THOUSANDS OF GOVERNMENT 
forelcosed and repossessed properties being Iiq· 
uidated this month. Government financing. Low 
or no down. For current listing call now! 
1·800'501-1777, ex.t 2798. 
COLORAOO ACRE. MUST SEW ON FISHING CREEK 
with trees. S300 down, S145 monthly. Quiet, beau· 
tiful, high country, hunting. fishing, skiing close. 
$9,850! Owner 719·852-()935. 
HOMEOWNERS. NEED CASH!?! CREDIT 
problems, self·employed, even bankruptcies. fast 
approvals, no application fees, personal service. 
GOOD PEOPLE HAVE HARD TIMES TOO!! Toll Free 
1·888 l8l·6168. 
LAND FOR SALE 
CARS $100-$500. 1980'S to 199]'5. Police 
impounds. Hondas, Chevy's, Jeeps, Sport Utility. 
Must seIl1·BOO-772·7470, ed. 7052. 
MOBILE HOMES 
5 BEDROOMS· BUILT by castle. Over 2,000 
sq. ft. with fireplace. whirtpool, dishwasher. pad· 
die fans. skylights patio door. stove, refridge, deluxe 
carpeting, drapes all windows 2 full and 1 1/2 
balhs, living, family, dining and utility rooms too .. 
S59,OOO. And worth S20,ooo more. Daily 9·6.5un· 
day lo-S. CAMELOT HOME CENTER. RT3 (exit 20 
off RT93), Tilton, NH 1202, Auburn, ME. Also. RT 
18 North. littleton. NH/ Rt. LA Holden ME. 
BODY & SOUL 
fRedeRIca Chapman. 0), S. 
Sound WORks 
fOR che soul 
828-1200 
TALK LIVE 
WITH A REAL 
GIFTED PSYCHIC 
NO GIMMtCKS, NO HASSLES 
1-900-267 -9999 
EXT. 8146 
MUST BE 18 VAS, 3.99 PER MIN. 
SERV·U 1619}·645·8434 
FOCUS ON SINGLES, an interdenominational 
agency that communicates a message of whole· 
nes~ healing,and integrity on the journey toward 
healthy relationships. CaU Todd Denson at 
838.9342. Ooin the tape of the month dub· this 
month's tape: -How not to be singlej 
I'U tell yourfuture-now!! 1"900')29'1169 ex!. 9527. 
).99 per min. 18+ Serv·U 619.645.8434. 
PSYCHICS KNOW ALL Call 1'900'740·6100 
eKt. )308. $3.991min. Must be 18+. Sef'l"U 
(619)641·84l4. 
BODY & SOUL 
LESBIAN INTIMACY SKILLS THERAPY GROUP 
A 16 week intimacy skills therapy group is forming to assist 
women in identifying and applying new skills in their friendships 
and significant relationships, The group is desiQned to assist 
women in learning new ways of relating interpersonally. dealing 
with past relationship difficulties and learning healthy ways to 
enhance partnerships and friendships. 
The group will be held Thursday evenings from 6:30'8:00 p,m. and 
an initial interview is required for entry into the group. 
The group will start on January 29th, Please call to arrange an 
interview. 
For more Information contact: The Intown Counseling Center 
PHONE: 761-9096 
Individual. couples and family therapy also available. 
SACRED BODYWORK: Massage. Breath. Sound, 
Cranial· Sacral Marie!. Birth your desired self now. 
Kristine Schares, 829'5411. 
SCULPT YOUR LIFE. Swedenborgian Church, 302 
Ste'lens, 772-8277. Sunday 10;3oam, Wednes· 
day 6:00pm. 
SUN BIRD READINGS- lS YEARS EXPERI· 
ENCE. TAROT & PAST LIFE READINGS. APPOINT· 
MENTS ONLY. B8)~t9& 
taRot ReaDING 
$20.00 ~ .,." I' 
RUNe ReaDING • ..... ;\';,1,c;.~ 
$10.00 'k~ .... 
fOR appotNtmeNtl~\ 
call GaNeSHa _ ' 
775-1986 
WRITE NOW: An introduction to sponta · 
NEW YEAR. NEW YOU 
Revitalize your life with a 
"Look Good. Feel Good" 
weight management program 
Jllst Call: 1-800·337·6275 




What you need ;s 
faster metabolism. 
- 1()O% Narura/- DetcrMsed 1PP«It. 
• Dr. reeommendtd • InctNsed ettef'V)' 
30 Day Money Back 
Guarantee 




TAROT CLASS. 8 week session begins Ian. 
281~. S14I.DREAM GROUPS start Ian. md, 
6 ... eks S90. FMI. leanne Foonni. 799·8648. 
neous wriling. February 7th, 9'5 in Fal· • _________________________________________ .. 
mouth. $80. Call Joan Lee Hunter, 797'5887. 
TIP OF THE WEEK: 
STEROID USERS ARE 
LOSERSI 
LOSE WEIGHT NOW. ALL NATURAL PRODUCTS. 
Doctor recommended. 100% safe. Guaranteed. 
1·800·600'0343 x2430. 
SHED THOSE UNWANTED POUNDS Quickly and 
Easily with our simple and effective weight man-
agement program. Satisfaction guaranteed. What 
do you have to Lose? Phone Now: Toll Free 
1·888·17l·2918. 
WANT TO LOSE WEIGHT AND MAl(E MONEY?Con· 
tact your Herbalife Independent Distributor to 
find out about this weighl management program. 
Just share your results with others and make 
money! 1.800.890-8446. 
WANTED 19 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE NEEDED to 
loose weight and/or earn extra income. Holiday 
special, free samples. call today! {207)622·1308. 
WANTED: 10 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT, FEEL great 
and make money. Cau toll free. 1·888-226-1068. 
INSTRUCTION 
Tired of being called a 
scrawny dork? 1997 NABBA 
Mr. Maine. Obie Philbrook. 
can help you pack on the 
pounds. Student special: Only 
$15 a session! can Chuck's 
Pro Shop 874-1969. Bring a 
friend or two for an intense 
training frenzy. Group rates 
availabte. Chuck's Pro Shop. 
9 Deering Ave •• Portland. 
The best prices anywhere for 
all your supplement needs. 
SIZE DOES MADER!! TUES·FRI 12'5. 
SAT 10-2. WED Nite 'TiI. 7 P.M. 
WE PAY YOU TO LOSE WEIGHT.49 PEOPLE need· 
ed. #1 heillth &nutrition company. All natural 
weight loss products. 100% safe, docotr recom· 
mended. 1·800-600-0343, e~t. 2430. 
ANIMALS 
THE ANIMAL REFUGE LEAGUE AT 449 Stroudwa· 
ter St. in Westbrook, 854-9771, has Imny ani· 
mals that are waiting for loving homes. "Mufusa" 
is a majestiC long hair, bla(k feline who is very 
friendly. He will be king of his abode. "Oiamonds· 
is a 4 year old blue tick hound/shepherd mix who 
is good with other animals and kids. She is house· 
broken and good when left alone in the house. 
call 775 -12;4 to 
place YOUR aD! 
0
G~T IN TOUC.H ... 
t C.om~ TO TH~ ONLY c.OmTAA-AC.C.R~OIT~O PROGRAm IN mAIN~! ! ! • Flexible schedules for even the busiest! 
• Versatility of programs to enhance skills! 
• Large, diverse faculty for greater instruction! 
fOR mOR~ lNFO • Payment programs for flexible financing I 
C.ALL 832-5531 • Spacious facilities for more elbow room! 
Accepting applications now for the January course!! 
PO Box 24, 99 Moose Meadow Ln, Waktoboro, ME 04572 
In your home dog training: All ages, all 
breeds, ilil problems. Humane training methods. 
646·14ll· 
LEARN THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE OR POlARITY THER· 
APY. Professional Level Trllinings. Polarity Real· 
lzation Institute. Portland. 1·800-497'2908. 
INSTRUCTION 
Learn the Healing Arts of the Future 
RYSE 







Polarity Realization Institute 
Portland. ME 207·828-8622 
Professional Level Trainings I Accredited IMSTAC 
lttr... Licensed by Maine Dept. of Education Free Parking ~ 
iii I. 
TUTORING SERVICES 
Skilled tutoring in computers. 
reading. math. test preparation, with 
supportive. confidence-building. 
Maine certified teacher, Experienced 
w /wide range of learners. incl uding 




PARALEGAL TRAINING PROGRAM. By 8LACK· 
STONE SCHOOL OF LAW. Approved. Affordable 
Home Study Since 1890. Free Catalog. 
1·800·826'9228 or write P.O. Box 701449, Dal· 
las, TIl 75)70. 
.~.( .Uelt.,.. magt··t •• hyatt.ln •• golt ehlne. gym baO'e,..K •• ew.at •• 
j -----.. <-
FINANCIAL 
SIO.OOO CREDIT CARDS GUARANTEED! BAD Credo 
it. Bankruptcy Ole! Visa, MC & others. Pre· 
appro",d! (1-704'161'2208). 7days. 24hrs .• 
1000 ENVElOPES - S4000 FROM HOME! ME S4 
PER envelope you stuff with my drc:ulars, Guar· 
anteed! Free info pack. CaU now! 1' )10'335·6993 
dept 10. 2lthr recording. 
AREYOU RECEMNG PAYMENTS'On property you'", 
sold,Annuities. Inheritance, Structured Settle-
ments? Get CASH NOW! 800·872'5686. 
BILL PROBLEMS? 1·800'408-0044 ext. \000 9am· 
9pm. 7 days. Debt consolidation loans and pro· 
grams available. Bad credil OK. No ad'llante fees! 
Free consultation, non profit. LoweJ monthly pay. 
ments. 
BILL PROBLEMS' 1·800'408-0044. EX, 1000. 9AM· 
9PM, 7 days. Debt consolidation loans and pro· 
grams a'llailable. Bad credit OK. No advance lees. 
free consultation. Non·profit.Lower monthly pay· 
ments. 
BILLS OVERDUE? RE~UCE INTEREST & PAYMENTS 
on credit cards & other debt. Same day help. Call 
LeCS 1-888'442'5227, non· profit, confidential. 
BOOK NOW AVAILABLE! -Making Dollars With Pen-
nies: How the Small Investor Can Beat the Wiz· 
ards on Wall Sueer'. $19.95 +$]. S&H 10 CMD 
Productions, 9 Skillings Street, Gray, ME. 04039. 
CASH NOW! Structured Settlements, State Lot-
teries. Annuities, Settled Workers Comp_ 
1·800'770-1114. ext. 30. B.B.K. Finantiallnt. 
CONSOLIDATE. 9.9'lt.AVERAGE RATE. SlO.ooo PAY 
S710. $20.000 pay SIOO. SII,OOO pay Sm. 60 
minute results. Call now. 1.800-818'7178. 
• Come In and visit ; I I! CREDIT CARD PROBLEMS? ONE LOW MONTHLY 
I our fttailltore li payment. Cut interest. No harassment. No fee. 
, 
... OU" : Counseling available. Non·profit agency. NACCS J ~ i 1·800·llI3 ext. 47· 
~ 99 tit • EARN $2,000 A WEEK. Process FHA refunds. No 
: ~ : .... experience necessary. (aU 1'315'768']183, 24hrs. 
MUG SPECIAl i i ; GET OUT OF DEBT· FREE. Bankruptcy. 
Z. • r little or no credit. The best rates WIth no fees. 
· l~-i l -NE-E-=D.:.CAS....:...H-NQ- wr>-.. -C-o-Io-ni.:.al-F-in-an-c-ia-I b-u-ys-m-o-rt. 
~!. ~ PRl~ ON I ~ gages. annuities, and business notes. Free esti· 
• EVERYIHINGI ... mates. 1-800'969'1200. ext, ll· 
\.Idw ••• II.lqUlh .... ~I ...... ,B ,Uld •• enw 1.".Jl •• I!.~u.q • SJWJ)u.," .... 1: NEED CASH? HIGHEST PRICES PAID For Seller Held 
Mortgages, lonery Payments, Suuaured Settle· 
ments. (l·Boo·ITS CASH) Woodbridge Sterling Cap· 
ital. www.woodbridgesterling.com. 
FOR SERVICE PROFESSIONAlS you can 
trust to do quality work. don't fOlJet 10 look in 
the BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY 
every week! 
HOUSE CLEANING: Portland and 'he suround· 
ing areas. ucellent references, free estimates. 
892'1190 or 89J-2'180. 
Maintanance man taking new customers. 
PaintJns, carpentry, home repair, yard work. 
Prompt and professional. 646'1453. 
FINANCIAL 
STRESSED OtJT?CREDITOR·APPROVED NON·PROF· 
IT consumer debt consolidation specialist. One 
low monthly payment. Reduce interesl rates. No 
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F'INANCIAL 
STRESSED QUT1CREOITOR APpROVED NON·PROF· 
IT Consumer Debt Consolidation Specialist One 
low monthly payment Reduce Interest rates. No 
(ost. B51 : 1·800-269'40\69. Not a loan company. 
WE WlLL FIND YOU MONEY FOR LOANI Any pur· 
pose. Fast Results! Retainer may apply. 
1.800-565.419'. 
--~-
WIPE OUT DEBT without bankruptcy Itnd Sland 
lSASE to: R Spires 204 lewis 5t. Edgert on, Mo. 
644444-
ITEMS F'OR SALE 
CABLE TV DESCRAMBLER5/CONVERTERS.l0 day 
Irail. Money back guaranteed , UNBEATABLE 
PR IC£S. ARROW T ECHNOLOGIES.1·B88·5 54·'776. 
CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. ALL MAKES/MODELS. 
Courteous customer service with the best pric· 
ing and a )0 day money back guaranlee. Call 
Innovative 1-800-322-5217. Visa/MCICOD accept· 
ed . . 
CARS FOR StoO! Upcoming local sales on gov-
ernment seized/ surplus sponcars, trucks, W's. 
1.800-863'9868, exl.mB. 
DUI CF200X DRY SUITE, EXTRA LARGE, 
excellent shapel New $2,000, going for$8oo/linn, ca 1878-4926, anytime. 
E·Z MATiC PET DOOR. WEATHER TIGHT (SEALS 
TIGHT ALL AROUND)! Supe, quiel and "'fe. Easy 
to install and USE!. Sizes fordog,kat. Free brochure. 
1-800·591·1667. 
For sale: 1 dark brown leather jacket (women's), 
with zip OtJt iiner.less Ihan one vr. old, exc. con-
dition· 772,0387. 
FREE STANDING KICK BAG. used once. Paid SI00, 
asking $75. (all ,Bl·3997· 
GAS TANKS! NEW TANKS IN STOCKS FOR GMC 
FORD.CHEV, DODGE including C.O.D.& freight 
S99.11" (imports $119.00) Delivered U,P.S. CAl 
Greg at 1.800' 561-8265. 
STAINLESS STEEL Hot High Pressure Washers. 
4000psi, Gasoline·Electric:. Fil ctory Direct. 55% 





ITEMS FOR SALE 
xxx CARS UNDER $100 XXX! Publk seizure. Auc· 
tion. Sport. Import. 4X4 & more! Call toll free 
(8oo·974·'j96. ext. 4'j')· 
GETAWAYS 
HANDSOME LODGE. WALPOLE. NEW HAMPSHIRE 
accommodates private groups in style, ineJ.pen-
sivety. Eight bedrooms. kitchen. extensive living 
areas. sauna. For skiers, family latherings, wed· 
dings, etc. (60J}756-9Q90 for details & references. 
MUSIC 
BASS LESSONS; Blues, funk, Jau and Rock. Offer-
ing theory and technique. UMA degree and pro· 
fessional bass player. Call Jay al 771.60'/6. 
CAN YOU SING IT like you mean it? JUBDJUB needs 
you! frumiously! Steeped in sou~ prone 10 pop. 
hip to hop. 772·7003l761-<J345. 
ClASSiCAl PIPE ORGANIST· Weddings. fune"l~ 
concerts. special services. Reasonable rates. flex· 
ible. professionaL Call Andrew F. Cyr. 761-9946. 
EClECTIC IAZZ ·ROCK WORKING A CAPEllA GROUP 
seeks female vocalist. Sunday evening rehersals. 
Auditions call Paul 774-0719. 
FEMALE MORRISSEY IMPERSONATOR Iteks musi· 
cians for Smith tribute band. Please help! 
819·898' · 
FEMALE VOCALIST WANTED for local indie rock 
(original) band. Some in II: portishead. come. p 
j harvey. bowery electric. Call 871-9968. 
GUITARf,lOX LOOKING TO FORM BAND. Punk with 
melody and bite. Agressive old school attitude. 
774·3886. 
MAINE'S lARGEST EXClUSIVE GUITAR AND AMPlI· 
flER SERVICE CENTER. INTUNE ,84 Main 
Street. Biddeford. 283-886} 
WANT TO STUDY PIANO? Eliotl Chelry has four 
new openings. Sensitive to the needs of adult 





Portland, 195 Riverside Dr. 
828-1622 
1981 VOlVO Dl SEDAN. 4 cyl. runs good. very lit· 
tie rust. $750. 773-8073. Day or night. 
1985 ACCORD HATCHBACK great car! Needs some 
work. S700 Call 775·,884. 
1985 VW JffiA: 4 door, 5 speed . . Power steer· 
ing. sunroof; new exhaust/front tires/sticker. 
Sl,ooo. 8]8.1122. 
1986 5MB 900: 5 speed, 2 door. Runs ellcellent. 
stickered; no rust. dull paint. S725. 878'3522. 
1968 ESCORT Exc. condition. low maint-. very little 
rust. (Oneowne~ $1900. Call MillY 8]1'7028 evenings. 
1990-1997 CARS FOR $100. Seized and 
sold locally. All makes and models. 800 522-2130 
)l,286J. 
199' HONDA ACCORD LX 4 doo,. auto. loaded. 
U. green. rear spoiler. Michelins. 94k miles. Ser-
vke & records at Clair Honda. $6995· 934.8152 . 
199' HYUNDAI SCOUPE 5 sp. CasslAWfM. sun roof. 
alarm. IOO~ highway miles. 525D1¥B.O.985·8864. 
1993 MERCURY COUGAR XR7 sports coupe. with 
all the toys. Excele"t condition. maroon color(low 
miles. S7995 firm. Call 885.971). 
1995 FORD TAURUS w/pOWER PACKAGE. Studded 
tires. 6 yr/took warrenty. S12.ooo. Call ~es. 
772-5322. 
1996 convertable Chrysller Seabring. loaded & fun! 
40k miles; must sel l. 518ooo1n~otiable 871'1192. 
1996 T ·100 4><4. EXTENDED CA8. ssp, am/fm/cass. 
cclair, cap. 22.Sk miles. Great truck! SI8.500. 
9j 4·7311. 
CELEBRITY WAGON, 1984' Ucellent condition, 64K 
miles, automatic, new brakes, tires & muffler. 
Sl.,oo/B.O. 775·2114. 
GEOPRISM I99r·ALO~ 4d,_ newSln.lS, CV boots. break 
inin~ Great condition. Ss.~.O. m ·m5. 
PORSHE 9\4.1976- L81itre, reblilt engineS trcwaxIe. 
• new paint. Asking h~O. ('07)767-1)1,L 
• Scarborough, Route One 
883-5308 
GAS TANKS! NEW GAS TANKS IN STOCX I:lt. GoY(, Ford, 
0leYi. Dodgo. NICs inducfing (0,0. & ITeigt< moo 
(Imports $119.00) Delivered U.P.S. Call Greg at 
t-800-561-8266. 
V.W. IETTA, 19')0" \\\JlJ5BURG EDITION. SUnroof. cnise 
control. rooK mi" 5 speed. new .... 11'0,. Books for 
Ss.ooo. seU for SJ6oc>'d,O. 767·116). 
VWroJ.l<)116,sSP.4DR. SttlROOF. l)5K miles. Depend-
able w/ma"l new parts. $1]00 m·m'. 
TRUCKS/V ANS 
CHEVY 510. 1986· edended cab, '16, 5sP .• lood 
sticker,no rust, new brakes,'tlres. 53750. 799-111«}6. 
CHEVY 510. 1987' 4X4. extended cab, ssp., 2.Sl, 
116K on a factory rebuilt, 2K on a rebuilt trans. 
great cap, AM/fM. rill. no rust, dean. runs great. 
Sl.9OOfB.0. lohn. 874·0048. 
GMC 314 TON VAN, 1979' Groat wort van 
with new sticker. S1~0. 8]8-9168, evenlnlS 
or leave messaCt. 
BOATS 
16' DAYSAILER W/GALV. TRAILER. Excellent (on· 
dition. Yellow/white fiberglass. Cuddy cabin sleeps· 
2. Roomy cockpit. 52.800. 799'4305. 
BAYliNER '4'· Vo~o in/oul. liSl·$1O.5OO. sell for 
S3.000/trade. ucellent urchin boat! Moored. East 
End Beach. 771-06(,0 . 
LEGAL NOTICES 
T· SHIRTS CUSTOM PRINTED. $4.10. HEAVY-
WEIGHT, fruit of the Loom. Hats $2.75. mugs and 





Voice Personals -Direct Connect 




HAVE YOU EVER STARED AT 
A BLIND DATE WITH NO 
ATTRACTION, AND WANTED 
A QUICK WAY OUT? 
BEDER CALL 
PHOTO DATE 
Q FREEPORT 865-0828 1;1 
fREE matching always. Tonight's the night tnal 
everyone gets connected. Don'l miss this oppor-
tunity to meet other local singles. 1·800'340'1000. 
2~hrs . 
Wondering what happened to your favorite dancers? 
TONY'S ANGELS 
IV Superior Adult Entertainment IV 
Dancers, escorts and models for all life-styles available. 
Out call service only. 
871-1470 or 233-3969 
COM ING SOON! TONY'S WEBSITE - MAINE'S HOTTEST 
24 hr6, 7 day6 
Now interviewing experienced dancers and drivers. 
(guaranteed commissions, no fees, no fines, confidential interview) 
MEET NEW PEOPLE THE 
FUN WAY TODAY! 
1-900-285-9161 
X 3738 
MUST BE 18 YRS_ 2.99/MIN. 
SERV-U (619) 645-8434 
Donna and all the 
dancers formerly of .. . 
EXOTIC DELIGHTS 
are proud to announce 









1-900-740-6500 ext. 5369 
19',., rttIn ... lit llyn 
s-U I~
W@V~M~~ 




YOU CAN FIND YOUR SPE· 
CIAL SOMEONE NOW!!! 
1-900-289-1245 
Ext. 9486 
$2. 99 per min, must be 18 yrs 
Serv-U (619) 645-8434 
OLDER LIDlff ... 
n(i(iRffflUE I WILD. 
"'·76,.,',. tnt FR££. 
UNt£NroR£D. lin. fI+ 
Granite Stale/Grea ter Maine 
Singles Connection 
Single Adults Network 
Professional Personal and 
Cosl -Effeclive 
Shop ca rcful ly ... ca/l lhe other 
services firs t, then 
'Get Connected' 
800-77 5 -3 0 90 
ROMANTIC DATElINE: Local telephone numbers: 
£.900·745·119'). liVE CONVERSATION with beau· 
tiful women:(l-9QO 43S'1470) f rom S2.49. 18+. 
l - aoo - t91 - 09.9 
DIRT Y DATEL I NE 
GAY EROTICA/DATES 
1-268·404 · 5686 
HOT UVE PHONE SEX 




90()'435-2535 from $2.50 
xxx LOCAL PARTYLINE 





No experier<:e. All types, 
Males/Females. Magazines, 
Videos. films. 
Call COMPANY X, INC. 
1-800-928-6623 
MODELS WANTED· 
"Female Models Wanted." 
Nude Bondage Photography 
Paid. Professional Wori< 
Friends Welcome on Set 
Sl00/hour 774-5459 
etMA INC. 
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ADULT SERVICE P 'tOHt ENTtRT AINMt NT DtSCLAIM£R: THIS Cl.\S}f!ICATIOIIICOtITAllSAlSrDl CllfYUSAntlll Ol IlCOIO(O ~ TlIIOUCII nl(USl OF fEI1PIIOII6. TIlS(.lO¥[JTTS[ISPIOfID(" !.£mct FOR A rtL C.I.lLS TO W JkIIII£IS IUoY I£SllI"A QlAK£ TO TlI( c.w... .... YOUR ~IIAJ. qO.A(qss 10 WJllI[ll(.lliJJ ~AIlMJIC 8lu." I-~' 585'4466' IEaum!", " 900. CAlI. aoc ... NoT ~I 'KIll Ik*RS o\llOf Awa PlI100 .IUJI.llfotE MOO ~ CKAlG(D la lOUt PMOII(.L fIlS( TElD'MOII£ IWfEDSOYm AI( m[CDIftUQ~ AJlDAI( I(c;w.ITI IT TIl. FCC. COII'UIIInIU1. _CllI TD rCC,19?9 It STI(£f N.' .• '~TOII. D. t l0554 
PORTLAND 
PLEASURE SEEKERS 
Just enter the box # below and 
Make direct contact where the adults play 
1 900 255-0888 C redit ca rd 800 790-6699 
BOX # 3 16061 Tricia 
)'m a n 18 yr old nursing 
student 5'6 120 Ibs- 36-26-
36. I'm not looking fo r a sex 
partner but am looking to 
meet a man that will share 
specia l moments with me. I 
like sports and the outdoors. 
So ca ll a nice 
25 yr old single bot female 
searching for a ma le phone 
sex partner or maybe mor e. 
I'm very cute with a nice 
butt and medium breasts. I 
man for the 
BOX # 301854 Marie 
I'm a large bill luscious 23 
old Italiall/emale. I stalld 
5 '3 2001bs. I " ave very large 
hreasts that I will share wilh 
you. I like playillg witll all 
kinds o/allllit IOys. So i/yoll 
don 't mind belllg wit" a big 
"eallllY girl, call mefor [un. 
$2.99 min 18 + 
BOX # 2 10980 My name 
is Alexandria. J have black 
hair and brown eyes. 11m 
very shapely a nd sexy with 
long legs that J like to show 
off in short little tedd ies. 
Come on over to my se-
eluded home and rub oil my 
See soon. 
BOX # 320311 Colleen: 
J ulia Roberts look a like. 
I'm 2S 5'4 12Slbs with a 
great body and nice to the 
touch legs & breasts. I like 
the outdoors, sports. boating. 
I also li ke indoor activities 
including fun in the bed-
















Spice up your sexual life 
with this 26 yr old sexually 
woma n. I looking fo r 
men married or single who 
are over 3S fo r a sexua l 
re ndezvous that you' ll never 
forget. ] enjoy lingerie, .body 
massage & heavy lip fun. 




Spy ill on live Sex 
calls or join in 






1 800 774-8252 
BOX # 300804 TINA 
I'm a 25 )'r old Passio"ate 
blond that loves sipping 
champagne nude i ll my 1101 
tub. I'nt 5'3 125lbs well built 
alld loned. I like giving atld 
receivillg " ude body mb-
dOH"'S. T"is ad is real so call 
me/or some wet/ un. 
BOX # 209280 M J 
Older love r wanted by sexy 
light skiDDed black fema le 
with very hot body and long 
s mooth sexy legs. I seek men 
between the ages of 40-60_ 
I am in my 30's and feel 
older men a re better. 1 
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18+ NOT ESCORT SERVICE 
8~ 
The BEST Live, Local, Adult Entertainment! 
No Tattoos, No Smokers, No Sleaze. 
Maine's MOST ELITE HARDBODIES!! 
~ ~.:3- ~.4!!!!!»~.:3 
lClH1lRllNJlNJlElL. 
EUROPEAN GODDESS 
Exonc DANCING . boMINAnON • FANTASIES . FETISHES 
ONE ON ONES . BACHElOR PARTIES 
1·888·631·2953 
Midnight Boutique Lingerie 
571 Main St. Lewiston, Me 
753-0443 
Ex otic "Wear-Lingerie-Hosiery 
L atex- Vinyl-Leather 
Exotic Dance wear & Costumes 
Maine's Largest Lingerie Store 
SHOWS AND PARTIES IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN HOME 
ST ART THE NEW YEAR RIGHTI 
BOOK NOW TO MAKE YOUR PARTY ONE TO REMEMBER! 
1-800-340-3008 .1-207-646-0355 • 
NOW HIRING 
GUYS & GALS 01 -91 9-719·4060 
MAN 2 MAN 0 ].919·719·4649 






$2.50 & UP 18+ 
OUR NATIONS'S UTILE SECRET 
HOT LIVE TALK 
1-800-800-APR I L 
NO ee. REQ. 
LIP SERVICE 
$29 per Call 
Direct Callback 
Photos and Panties 
Available 
1·800·866·0244 
Mass Comm P.O. 
Box 2542 
Westwood, MA 02090 
MCNISA/PREPAY 
PENIS ENLARGEMENT 
ProlessionaJ vacwn pu!Tl)S Of 
suogIcaL GaIn 1··J". Peomanent, sale. 
Enhance erectton. Free broctue. 
Dr. Joel Kaplan (312)409.5557. 
For latest ..... gement Informotior1 
1-9DO-97&PUMP (S2.95/mJn.) 
"BORED HORNY HOUSEWIVES - Port· 
land Names 80 Phone Numbers. Try it. it works! 
1'900' 420-<>420 ext. 161. $2.9s/min. 18+ zmc 
(70' )387.6465. 
AMBER· 18y" .• 5',·, 1011bs. blond. blue eyes. 
well endowed, seeks hot guys for hot talk & 10 
meet. ' -954'704-7386. 
ARE YOU LONElY? lETS TALK LIVE!! '4h". a 
day ... (aU now 1~7600ext. 2258. h9illmin. 
must be 18+. Serv·U (619)645·8414. 
Award-winning 8&D/S&Moffering· lntelligentl Dom· 
inat ion! FETISH! TV! ETC! free inquiry: 
(] 16)672·3~12. C90B)284·8028.Love· Nancy Ava 
www.peplove.com. For otller dominantj submis· 
si" ladie~ please call (818)609·9046. 
BEST SWINGING COUPLES SEEKING 
SINGLE MEN-PORTlAND NAMES & HOME I·s. 
1900 lSS"§Bl N "'1. Sl.9S/IIIiII. T.T. I!> ""'"' II.. IIa N 
CHEATING WIVES· PORTLAND. GET 
NAMES and pri'hltt home numbers. Call 
1'9OO'288'5S33 ext. 3]2. $2.9s/min. Touch-tone, 
must be 18. Nat -N (702)593-0)03-
DOMINATIN DATES- PORTlAND names 
and phone numbers. 1~'737-1122 
ext.352. $2.9s/mln. Must be 18+. NNI. 
(]02)593o()303. TouchTone. 
FREEl SEXY PHOTOS 1-800-937' 5772 
OLDER PORTlAND WOMEN SEEKING 
SINGLE MEN. 1.900.717.1122 Ext. 796. 
S'.9s!min. n. 18+. NNI (]O')19j-ol0j . 
SENSUAL LACE- All occa,ions event, and 
very descreet one-on·one parties. Greater Port-
land area. Always Interviewing new dancers. 
885-(50). 
We'll run 'em 'til 
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Holiday Inn By the Bay • Portland, ME 
Tuesday, February 3, 1998 • 9 a.m - 5 p.m. 
maine media market 
AND 
ADVERTISING RESOURCES 
E.verything to advertise & promote your business! 
Maine's largest marketing & advertismg trade show. If you want new customers, 
if you're lookmg for ways to promote your business ... this is the show for you! 
• FREE Admission to over 150 Exhibits! ---
• Bargains on advertismg and marketing services. • 
• Over 25 educational seminars. 
• Making a Good Impression: Creating an Appropriale 
Image fo r Your BUSiness. (9:30 am, [:00 pm) • Strategic Interactive Marketing. (11 :15 am) 
• MiU'lcet Research; Fi nding New Customers. (9:30.am) • Effective Presentations: Matching Your Visuals to Your 
• Using the Internet to Improve Business (9:45 am) Message. (12:00 pm) 
• Selling Your Value 10 Open Doors &. Close Sales. • Buyi ng Marketing/Advertising on Trade: Baner Goes 
(1000 am. 1:45 pm) Hi·Tech. (1:00 pm) 
• PrQrnotional Products. (10:00 am. I :45 pm) • Exploring Presentat ion Technology. (2:45 pm) 
• Cable TV Advert ising. (10;45 am. 2:)0 pm) • Digital PhOtography & New Med ia. (3;)0 pm) 
Plus a specu}/ FREE semmar" Tax Tips fo r Small Busi nesses. ( 12:00 pm, 3:30 pm) 
r--- - --------------------------- --------- ~ 
I Name Title I 
I Company I 
I Address Ci[}' 5t<lle_ Zip I 
Phone Fa'( E·MaiI I 
'AYMENT I 
o Check (enclosed) 0 Credit Card II 0 Vis.a 0 MC Exp, Dale -- I 
Fax this registration term to 207-781 -5755 I 
or Call: 207·781·5756 · or mail 10 P.O. Box 66838. Falmouth, ME 04105·6838 
Register on-line! E·mail: 91raffe@giraffemarketing.com . Browse: www.91raHemarketing.com I 
Tickets WIll be held al the pre·reglstratJon desk at the show, I 
~----------------------------------------~ 
. Endorsed by Sponsored by . 
C. Maine Public Relations Council 
m HarvardPilgrirp 
V HealthCare 
Har4flll.g. Inc I'rO<iucliOn 
Financial 
Advisors 
Donate plasma and earn 
up to S150/mth 
Ask about our new donor programs 
(or if you haven't donated in six months) 
PORTLAND BIOLOGICALS 
685 Congress SI. • Portland • 772-5715 
Hours M W F 8-4 • T Th 9:30-6 
Sat 8-3 • Sun 8-2 
I 
OOhile it is truly an adventure for me, 
after so many years, to be painting 
directly from nature, I make no 
qualitative distinctions between 
representational art and abstract. 
If the art is good, if the level is high, 
if its vision lifts and delights us-
that's all that matters. 







-ALL-DAY LIFT TICKET 
-SLOPESIDE LODGING 
-PERfECT TURN ® CLINIC 
-HEALTH CtUB PRIVILEGES 
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL: 
1-800-THE-LOAF 
BUDWEISER PRESENTS THE SUGARLOAF/USA CONCERT SERIES 
LITTLE FEAT 
FEBRUARY 14TH VALENTINE'S 
3-DAY WEEKEND 
FEBRUARY 13· 15TH 
$99'0 
• AU-Mountain lift Ticket 
• lodgi ng ilt The Herbert Hotel 
• Free Continental Breakfast 
FOR RE$ERVAnON5 CALL: 
1-800-THE-LOAF 
